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Abstract
Cochlear implant (CI) users’ limited ability to use acoustical cues for sound localization
causes left/right confusions and front/back reversals. Head movement is beneficial in
reducing these errors in acoustically hearing listeners. This study investigated the effect
of head movement on localization throughout 360o of azimuth for both real and simulated
CI users. Listeners in a bilateral electro-acoustic (CI with ipsilateral hearing aid)
simulation derived the greatest head movement benefit in reducing front/back reversals.
Left/right confusions were reduced in simulations with matched bilateral stimulation.
Sensitivity to both timing and level cues for sound localization was correlated with sound
localization performance without head movement for simulated device users. Sensitivity
to timing cues was correlated with sound localization performance with head movement
cues for simulated device users. Simulations of bilateral CI and bimodal users’ (CI with
contralateral hearing aid) listening predicted real users’ sound localization performance,
binaural sensitivity and head movement patterns.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction
Problem

Cochlear implantation is used to restore a sensation of hearing to individuals with severeto-profound hearing impairment. The restoration of speech perception in cochlear
implant (CI) users is well documented; however, less is known about the benefits of CIs
in sound localization. Sound localization benefits acquired by CI users are highly
dependent on the type of device they are using. There are four different methods for
fitting an individual who has bilateral, severe-to-profound hearing impairment that
involve a cochlear implant component, these include: i) bilateral cochlear implantation
(BiCI); ii) cochlear implantation paired with a contralateral hearing aid (CI+HA); iii)
electro-acoustic stimulation (i.e. a hearing aid and cochlear implant in the same ear; EAS)
paired with contralateral hearing aid (EAS+HA); and bilateral electro-acoustic
stimulation (BiEAS). Each of these fitting methods could affect the availability of cues
necessary for sound localization differently for several reasons, including: the frequency
range represented in the electrical signal, how that frequency range is processed and how
the stimulation differs between ears. However, it is likely that all of these methods
remove spectral information important for differentiating front/back location because of
the speech processor in the CI and the placement of the microphone on the CI. To date
this issue is not well understood, although it would be expected that CI users might derive
benefits in tests of sound localization if head movement cues were available to them.
Head movement benefit is expected because acoustically listening individuals derive
benefits from head movement and because head movement provides additional
information about sound source location when other cues are ambiguous and/or absent.
Therefore, in order to evaluate the abilities of cochlear implant users in localizing sounds,
an understanding of the basic principles of sound localization in acoustically hearing
listeners and how the implant works is necessary.
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The following sections include background information about the basic principles of
sound localization (Section 1.1), monaural localization in unilateral hearing loss (Section
1.2), binaural and monaural fitting of CI devices (Section 1.3) and how CI speech
processing strategies work (Section 1.4). Each of these sections provides a framework
for discussing:
i)

What might be expected when localizing with one CI only (Section 1.6.1);

ii)

How sensitivity to cues necessary for sound localization might differ
among different populations of CI users (Section 1.5);

iii)

How well different populations of CI users would be expected to localize
(Section 1.6);

iv)

And how sensitivity to binaural cues might explain sound localization
performance in CI users (Section 1.6).

1.1 Sound Localization Cues in the Horizontal Plane
Binaural hearing is essential for localization of sounds in the horizontal plane. In order to
localize sound sources, higher auditory centers analyze and compare the acoustic input at
each ear (for review: Middlebrooks & Green, 1991). Analysis of the differences in the
signals arriving at each ear provides two cues to sound localization: interaural time
difference (ITD) and interaural level difference (ILD). In addition, spectral cues arising
from interactions between the acoustic signal and the listener’s body can be used to
distinguish front from rear sound sources in the horizontal plane. Lastly, head movement
provides a cue to resolve ambiguous interaural difference cues and/or resolve front/back
confusions when spectral cues are unavailable. Head movement cues are derived from
the auditory system’s ability to track changes in ITD and/or ILD as the head moves
relative to the sound source. In order to localize accurately, all of these cues are
important; therefore, a more detailed discussion of each of these cues follows.

1.1.1

Interaural Time Difference (ITD) – A Cue to Lateral Position

Analysis of the temporal disparity between the signals arriving at each of the ears
provides ITD information (Middlebrooks & Green, 1991). Sound source position is
determined based on absolute values of ITD. For example, sound sources located on the
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midline are equidistant from the pinnae making ITD equal to zero; whereas sound
sources placed more laterally have larger ITDs. While this information provides cues to
the lateral angle, the side on which the sound source is located is determined by which
ear receives the leading signal. Sensitivity to ITD is best at low-frequencies because the
auditory nerve is unable to reliably track differences in the fine-structure of the waveform
for mid- to high-frequency stimuli (i.e. stimuli greater than ~1200 Hz, Zwislocki &
Feldman, 1956; Newton & Hickson, 1981). Interaural time differences are the
predominant cue used when localizing wideband noise in the horizontal plane
(Macpherson & Middlebrooks, 2002). There are three types of ITD cues, which are
derived from different components of the acoustic signal: i) onset ITD, available in the
envelope; ii) offset ITD, also available in the envelope; and iii) on-going ITD, available
in both the fine-structure and envelope depending on the nature of the stimulus (i.e. if the
envelope is unmodulated or modulated). These different cues refer to the point at which
the temporal disparity between acoustic signals is analyzed – e.g. the onset of the
stimulus (onset ITD), the offset of the stimulus (offset ITD) or throughout the duration of
the stimulus (on-going ITD; Blauert, 1983). The relative strength of these cues is
dependent on specific features of the stimulus (Freyman, Zurck, Balakrishnan & Chiang,
1997); however, evidence suggests that the most salient of the three is on-going ITDs
(Macpherson & Middlebrooks., 2002). On-going ITDs are likely the most salient of the
three ITD cues because the auditory system tracks temporal information once per cycle of
the waveform for low frequencies, as opposed to once either at the beginning or end of
the stimulus for either onset or offset-ITD cues respectively.

1.1.2

Interaural Level Difference (ILD) – A Cue to Lateral Position

Interaural level difference is different from ITD in that it is the disparity in amplitude
between the acoustic signals arriving at each of the ears is analyzed by the auditory
system. Once the acoustic signal arrives at the head, it is attenuated due to the head
shadow effect; the presence of the head attenuates the acoustic signal as it travels to the
ear that is furthest from the sound source. The attenuation of the acoustic signal is
spectrally dependent because the head shadow effect is most effective for high
frequencies (i.e. the shape of the head reduces the level of high-frequency signals that are
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less able to bypass the head).

Therefore, ILDs are greatest for high-frequency sounds

(Newton & Hickson, 1981; Yost & Dye, 1988). As was the case with ITD cues, ILDs
are largest for sound sources located laterally and are equal to 0 dB when the sound
source is on the midline. Also, left/right location is differentiated by which ear acquires
the most intense input.

1.1.3

Spectral Cues – A Cue to Front/Back Location

Spectral cues are derived from the interaction between the acoustic signal and the pinnae,
head and shoulders. These interactions filter and modify the acoustic signal. As shown
in figure 1, predictable spectral changes occur which can be used by the listener as cues
to localization (Middlebrooks & Green, 1991). Spectral cues result from both
constructive and destructive interference, which can increase or decrease the amplitude of
the signal, respectively. The amount of constructive or destructive interference is
spectrally dependent because filtering characteristics of the pinna and external auditory
canal are greatest for high frequencies. Consequently, spectral cues are most salient at
high frequencies. Evidence from studies evaluating spectral cues indicates that these
cues provide directional information specifying the front/back position of a stimulus
(Merhgardt & Mellert, 1977; Langendijk & Bronkhorst, 2002; Zhang & Hartmann,
2010). The presence of peaks and notches in the HRTFs in the 4 to 10 kHz band reduces
front to back errors while the presence of peaks and notches in the HRTFs in the 10 to 12
kHz band reduces back to front errors (Hebrank & Wright, 1974). Therefore, localization
of band-passed stimuli containing only low-frequency energy below 4 kHz is associated
with poor front/back localization (Best et al., 2011). Findings from Hebrank and Wright
(1974) indicate that front-back discrimination in the median plane is most effective for
wideband stimuli.

1.1.4

Head Movement – Resolving Ambiguous Information About
Front/Back Location

The two cues previously discussed, ILD and ITD, provide information specifying the
lateral angle only. However, multiple positions in space correspond to a specific lateral
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Figure 1. Head-related transfer functions measured at the right ear of one listener for
sounds presented from front (magenta) and rear (teal) locations.

6

Figure 2. The Cone of Confusion and iso-interaural difference bands.
Iso-ILD bands are depicted on the sphere (upper right-hand corner). The magenta lines
define the regions in space possessing the same ILD values. The iso-ILD bands are
spaced by 3 dB. Iso-ITD bands are depicted on the sphere (upper left-hand corner). The
blue lines define the regions in space possessing the same ITD values. The iso-ITD
bands are spaced by 100 µs. Each of the iso-interaural difference bands represents a
region where a cone of confusion would be present. As examples, an idealized cone of
confusion is presented for a large rightward ITD and a moderate leftward ILD.
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angle and therefore all positions in space with this lateral angle are known as cones of
confusion (Fig. 2). Each cone of confusion represents infinite positions with the same
lateral angle; consequently, each cone of confusion represents infinite possible front/back
confusions. Although spectral cues provide a cue to front/back position, these cues may
not be available (for example, in stimuli that lack frequencies above 4 kHz) and in these
cases additional means for resolving front/back confusions are needed. These additional
cues are derived from dynamic integration of changing ITD and/or ILD information
while the head and/or body are moving.
In studies of localization in the horizontal plane, front-back confusions have been shown
to be reduced when head movement cues are available (Wightman & Kistler, 1999;
Zahorik, Bangayan, Sundareswaran, Wang & Tam, 2006; Iwaya, Suzuki & Kimura,
2003, Macpherson & Middlebrooks, 2002; Macpherson, Cumming & Quelch, 2011).
Wallach (1939, 1940) suggested that head movement cues might resolve ambiguous ITD
and ILD cues. In principle, as the head moves, the auditory system processes changing
ITD and/or ILD information provided that an individual is sensitive to ITD and/or ILD.
Therefore, the auditory system tracks changes in interaural difference information in
order to identify the location of sound sources that are otherwise ambiguous. For
example, as the head moves from left to right for a sound source located in the front, the
intensity of the stimulus and lead in the stimulus at the right ear would decrease; if the
sound source was located in the rear, and the listener’s head moves from left to right, the
intensity of the stimulus and the lead in the stimulus at the right ear would increase (Fig.
3). Studies investigating the effect of head movement on sound localization in normally
hearing and unaided hearing impaired listeners indicate that head movement reduces the
number of front-back confusions (for review: Best et al., 2011).

1.2 Monaural Localization in the Horizontal Plane
As discussed in section 1.1., binaural hearing is important for localizing sound sources in
the horizontal plane because analysis of the signals at each ear is necessary. Therefore,
monaural listeners are limited by their inability to use ITD and ILD cues to localize.
However, monaural listeners can still make use of both overall loudness and spectral cues
to localize sounds. Researchers have investigated how monaural stimulation affects
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Figure 3. Differentiating front from rear sound sources using head movement cues.
This image illustrates the head movement paradigm for localizing sounds in the
horizontal plane. The image depicts the relationship between changing interaural
difference cues as the head moves towards and away from the sound source located in
front (solid line) and the sound source located in the rear (dotted line). Graphics in this
image were provided by Devin Kerr.
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localization in the horizontal plane. Studies of monaural localization have investigated
the abilities of: monaurally impaired listeners (Newton et al., 1981; Slattery III &
Middlebrooks, 1994), normally hearing listeners with a plugged/muffed ear (Slattery III
& Middlebrooks, 1994; Wightman & Kistler, 1997) and normally hearing listeners
undergoing monaural simulations virtually (Wightman & Kistler, 1997). In experiments
of monaural hearing in which plugs and/or muffs are used, results suggest that these
methods are ineffective models of unilateral sensorineural hearing loss (USNHL; for
review see Wightman & Kistler, 1997). These methods likely distort rather than
attenuate the acoustic signal at the blocked ear because it is extremely difficult to
completely attenuate low-frequency sounds. A common finding among studies of
monaural localization is lateral bias. Lateral bias is defined as a focusing of the responses
in either the right or left hemifield of space. In studies of monaural localization the
responses are focused in the area ipsilateral to the side of the non-occluded ear when
localizing monaurally. Slattery III & Middlebrooks (1994) assessed the localization
abilities of normally hearing listeners as well as listeners with USNHL in both the
vertical and horizontal planes. Normally hearing listeners were tested binaurally and
monaurally (i.e. one ear plugged). Normally hearing listeners tested monaurally,
localized towards the hemifield of the non-occluded ear. In contrast, the listeners with
USNHL demonstrated two different response patterns. The first group showed lateral
bias just like the normally hearing listeners with one ear occluded. The second group of
listeners with USNHL was able to localize relatively well. The listeners with USNHL
who performed well did, however, exhibit less accuracy relative to their unoccluded
normally hearing counterparts. These findings suggest that some listeners are able to
develop strategies for utilizing monaural spectral and or intensity cues. The tendency to
respond in the hemifield ipsilateral to the functional ear, in monaural cases, is described
in other studies that have assessed the abilities of listeners with USNHL (Jongkees &
Veer, 1957; Weber, Roush & McElveen, 1992; Lin et al., 2006). Other studies have
shown that listeners with USNHL are unable to discriminate left versus right (Wazen,
Ghossaini, Spitzer & Kuller, 2005). The variety of results observed in studies of USNHL
may be attributed to the methods used (for example: use of level roving removes overall
loudness cues) as well as the nature of the hearing loss in the impaired ear. Therefore,
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differences in the results across studies may be better addressed by studies that consider
the nature of the hearing loss, the spectral content of the stimuli and whether or not
overall loudness cues are removed or reduced when drawing conclusions about
localization behaviour in populations with USNHL.

1.3 Restoring a Sensation of Hearing with Cochlear
Implants (CI)
Sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) is a condition in which varying degrees of acoustic
information reach higher auditory processing centers because acoustic information cannot
be transmitted to the auditory center of the brain because of impairment in either the
inner hair cells or a defect in the acoustic nerve. This condition may be congenital or
acquired in nature, and can occur both unilaterally and bilaterally. Depending on the
severity of the loss, several treatment options are available for restoring bilateral hearing
in those whose hearing impairment is caused by an inability to convert the acoustic signal
to a neural impulse. The options including CI device fitting include: i) BiCI; ii) CI+HA;
iii) BiEAS; and iv) EAS+HA.
Bilateral cochlear implantation (BiCI) is used to restore a sensation of hearing bilaterally
in individuals with severe-to-profound bilateral SNHL for whom HAs are no longer a
treatment option. Bimodal fitting is used in cases in which an individual has asymmetric
hearing loss between the two ears leaving one ear with aidable hearing. This method of
fitting amplifies the acoustic signal in the aided ear and electrically restores a sensation of
hearing in the implanted ear. Advances in surgical techniques and implant technology
heave left more CI candidates with residual hearing in one or both ears (Tyler, Parkinson,
Wilson, Witt, Preece & Noble, 2002). The nature of the two devices makes it relatively
difficult to determine the best fitting method for CI+HA users because both types of
devices (CIs and HAs) take different lengths of time to process the incoming acoustic
signal and to stimulate the auditory neural pathways. In addition to issues surrounding
the preservation of binaural temporal properties in the signals, loudness balancing is quite
difficult. Consequently, the CI+HA device configuration is more difficult to fit than BiCI
or UCI device configurations. Despite these issues, bimodal fitting may be preferable to
BiCI for several reasons: i) residual hearing of the better ear is not damaged by surgery;
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ii) one ear is still available for alternative treatments should the outcome of cochlear
implantation be poor; iii) there is less discomfort and/or risk is associated with implanting
one ear only; and iv) acoustic sensitivity to low-frequencies is preserved in the aided ear,
which improves speech perception in noise and pitch perception (McDermott, 2010). In
cases where CI+HA is chosen as the preferred method of fitting, it is more likely that the
individual will be implanted in the worst ear and that a HA is fitted to the better one.
Electro-acoustic stimulation (EAS) combines electric stimulation in the high frequencies
and acoustic amplification in the low frequencies to restore hearing to patients with both
mild-to-moderate low-frequency hearing loss and severe-to-profound high-frequency loss
in the same ear. This technology is young relative to CIs and HAs, and is used as an
intermediary between the two for patients who would not benefit from the use of HAs
exclusively. The prevalence of EAS use relative to CI or HA use is unknown; however,
250 EAS users have been involved in studies investigating the preservation of residual
hearing following implantation (Talbot & Hartley, 2008). In addition, this technology
also provides access to low-frequency acoustic information that typical CI users do not
have access to. The benefits acquired by patients using EAS are highly dependent upon
the degree of residual low-frequency hearing preserved following implantation (von
Ilberg Baumann, Kiefer, Tillein & Adunka, 2011). Individuals fitted with BiEAS or
EAS+HA have primarily been assessed on tasks of speech and music perception; to date
no studies have investigated the effects of either of these configurations on sound
localization (von Ilberg et al., 2011).
Despite the fact that SNHL typically occurs bilaterally, many individuals currently wear a
CI unilaterally without any device present in the contralateral ear. The number of
unilateral CI (UCI) users can be attributed to several factors including: i) the relatively
new development of CI devices means that many users were implanted in one ear only
while the benefits of the technology were relatively uncertain; ii) differing standards of
practice in various countries; iii) expense; and iv) stringent surgical criteria.
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1.4 Device Features Impacting Sound Localization Cues
As mentioned in the previous section, CIs can restore a sensation of hearing to
individuals with severe-to-profound hearing loss. Cochlear implants consist of two major
parts: i) the internal component (i.e. the electrode array, magnet and antenna); and ii) the
external component (i.e. the battery pack, coil, microphone and speech processor). The
speech processor transduces acoustic information picked up by the microphone into an
electrical signal that is then transmitted to the internal component. The electrical signal is
then used to modulate biphasic pulse trains that are emitted by the intracochlear
electrodes to excite neural tissue. Several different processing strategies are available on
the market, each of which processes acoustic stimuli differently. The specific parameters
of these programs vary across companies (i.e. Med-El, Cochlear Americas and Advanced
Bionics etc.); however, the basic principles are similar. For the purposes of this review,
two general program types will be discussed: Continuous Interleaved Sampling (CIS) and
Fine-structure processing (FSP). In addition, two features of a CI will be discussed
because they may hinder sound localization performance. These two features are the
automatic gain control circuitry (AGC) and the placement of the microphone. These two
features are also present in HA devices. Consequently, any of the effects of AGC and/or
microphone placement on localization cues are also present in the signal presented to the
aided ear for CI+HA, EAS+HA and BiEAS users.

1.4.1

Continuous Interleaved Sampling (CIS)

The CIS strategy processes sound in four stages (Fig. 4). In the initial processing stage,
the acoustic signal is picked up by the microphone and filtered by a number of bandpass
filters into several channels. The second stage in processing involves the extraction of
the envelope signal in each of these channels. Envelope extraction might be performed
through half-wave rectification or through the application of a Hilbert Transform
depending on the specific strategy. The third stage in processing uses a compressive
function to compress the acoustic dynamic range in each channel onto a more narrow
electric dynamic range. This function is used in order to achieve near normal loudness
growth via the electrical output of the CI because its electrical dynamic range is
approximately 20 dB (Zeng, 2004) while the acoustic dynamic range is roughly 80 to 100
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Figure 4. Block diagram of an n-band continuous interleaved sampling (CIS) processor.
The CIS-like strategies uses a pre-amplifier (Pre-amp.) to attenuate high amplitude
frequencies in the acoustic signal. Following the pre-amplifier the acoustic input
undergoes multiple channels of processing (filter). Each channel includes stages of
bandpass filtering (BPF), envelope detection, compression, and modulation. The
envelope detectors generally use a rectifier (Rect.) and lowpass filter (LPF). For
example, rectifiers might include Hilbert Transform or a half-wave rectifier. The
resulting output pulse trains are shown on the right. The outputs of the multipliers are
directed to intracochlear electrodes (Electrode-1 to Electrode-n) via a transcutaneous link
or a percutaneous connector. Adapted from Wilson & Dorman, 2009.
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dB. Therefore, the acoustic dynamic range needs to be compressed onto the smaller
electric dynamic range. Lastly, the modified envelope signal in each of the channels is
used to modulate biphasic pulse trains at each individual stimulating electrode. Most
strategies used today are based on the CIS processing strategy, and therefore process the
acoustic stimuli in a similar fashion. These CIS and CIS-like strategies are all similar in
that they are envelope based strategies; thus, they convert the amplitude modulation of
the acoustic signal’s envelope in n channels into an electric signal presented over m
electrodes (i.e. the number of channels and electrodes is program specific).

Variants on

this strategy are available from each of the cochlear implant companies. Examples of
CIS-like strategies are HiRes (Advanced Bionics), n-of-m (Med-El), Advanced
Combination Encoder (ACE; Cochlear Americas), HDCIS (Med-El) and Spectral Peak
(SPEAK; Cochlear Americas). The most notable difference between these processing
strategies has to do with the number of channels available in the electric output.
Processing strategies like HDCIS and HiRes reproduce all of the filtered channels in the
electrical signal. In contrast, processing strategies like ACE, n-of-m, and SPEAK only
stimulate a subset of electrodes that correspond to a specific number of channels that are
selected based on their relative amplitudes. ACE and n-of-m select the number of
channels based on a fixed number while SPEAK does so adaptively. Therefore, even
though the deletion of low-amplitude information in the electric outputs of these
strategies may reduce masking levels across the electrode array and reduce channel
interaction, it likely also creates additional issues for CI users with respect to interaural
difference sensitivities (see Section 1.5).

1.4.2

Fine-Structure Processing (FSP)

Fine-structure processing strategies are a modification of CIS. The fine-structure
processing (FSP) strategy is a Med-El product that separates high-frequency information
from low-frequency information by the manner in which they are processed. Highfrequency information is processed in a CIS-like fashion. Therefore, the high-frequency
channels preserve the envelope based information. In contrast, the low frequencies are
processed in a way that attempts to preserve the fine-structure of the waveform. The
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preservation of fine-structure in the waveform is done by tracking the positive-zero
crossings over a set low-frequency range. The low-frequency information may be
conveyed on the three (FSP) or four most apical channels (FS4; Arnoldner, Riss,
Brunner, Durisin, Baumgartner & Hamzavi, 2007; Riss, Arnoldner, Baumgartner, Kaider
& Hamzavi, 2008). In FSP, the fine-structure processing channels track the positive-zero
crossings between 70-350 Hz. Therefore, FSP encodes the periodicity of the waveform
at frequencies between 70-350 Hz and conveys this information on up to three of the
most apical channels (i.e. low-frequency channels) at any given time. In contrast, FS4
encodes fine-structure information for frequencies between 70-1000 Hz on the four most
apical or low-frequency channels at all times (K. Twitchell, personal communication,
Dec. 2010). Consequently, FS4 encodes the periodicity of the waveform over a greater
bandwidth than FSP does (70-1000 HZ vs. 70-350 Hz, respectively) and always
maintains this information in the electric output.

1.4.3

Automatic Gain Control (AGC)

The AGC controls the amplification of the acoustic signal before it is filtered into
different bands and subsequently compressed (Fig. 5). Activation of the AGC amplifies
low-level stimuli prior to any bandpass filtering. Similarly, AGC circuitry in HA serves
to increase the amplification of low-intensity sounds. Consequently, the intensity
difference between low- and high-level stimuli in the acoustic signal becomes much
narrower before additional processing occurs. The AGC circuitry does not function on
some CI devices when the direct audio input (DAI) circuitry is being used. As a result,
ILD cues might be reduced or distorted when the AGC circuitry is active relative to when
stimuli are passed through the DAI circuitry. Lack of coordination between AGC
circuitry for bilateral fittings may result in further distortion of ILD cues.

1.4.4

Microphone Placement

The microphone on most CI devices is located outside of the pinna, typically directly
above the helix. Consequently, any filtering applied to the acoustic signal by the pinna
and external auditory canal are likely not picked up by the microphone. Therefore, the
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Figure 5. Diagram of the automatic gain control (AGC) in the cochlear implant (CI).
Information in the acoustic signal is mapped out onto the electrical dynamic range. The
input dynamic range comprises acoustic information ranging from 20 to 110 dB in this
case; minimum audible level is 20 dB SPL; maximum audible level is 110 dB SPL.
Given that the electrical dynamic range is only 10-30 dB, the input dynamic range has to
be compressed into this smaller range of current levels. Adapted from Wolfe & Schafer
(2010).
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placement of the microphone removes spectral information that might be used to
disambiguate front sources from back sources in the electrical output of the CI.

1.5 Sensitivity to Interaural Difference Cues in Cochlear
Implant (CI) Users
Sensitivity to interaural difference cues is a predictor of accurate sound localization
performance. Therefore, sensitivity of CI users to both ITD and/or ILD may explain their
performance in sound localization tasks (Section 1.6). Assessment of sensitivity to
binaural cues is only possible in binaural listeners (i.e. BiCI, CI+HA, BiEAS and
EAS+HA users); therefore, a discussion of binaural sensitivity in only these listeners will
follow because UCI users do not have access to these cues.
Psychophysical studies use measures of sensitivity like the just-noticeable difference
(JND). The JND is defined as the size of the difference between stimuli that the listener
is able to detect at a given percent correct which is determined by the experimenter. This
measure helps to evaluate ITD and ILD sensitivity in BiCI users.
Several studies have assessed sensitivity to binaural cues in BiCI users (Appendix E).
Fewer studies have investigated sensitivity to binaural cues in CI+HA users (Appendix
F). While some studies have assessed ITD-JND and ILD-JND, others have investigated
methods for optimizing ITD and ILD cues. To date, an assessment of binaural sensitivity
in BiEAS and EAS+HA users does not exist. Therefore, sensitivity to binaural cues will
only be discussed in the case of BiCI and CI+HA users.

1.5.1

Sensitivity to Interaural Time Differences (ITD) in Bilateral
Cochlear Implant (BiCI) Users

Normally hearing listeners have been shown to have sensitivity to differences in ITD as
small as 10 µs (Dunn, Yost, Noble, Tyler & Witt, 2006) whereas BiCI users have ITDJNDs that are at least an order of magnitude greater than their normally hearing peers
(e.g. between ~500 and 5000+ µs; Grantham, Ashmead, Ricketts, Haynes, & Labadie,
2008). Interaural time differences such as these correspond to an ability to differentiate
locations that are 1o apart for normally hearing listeners and approximately 50o degrees
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apart for BiCI users (see Fig. 2.30 in Blauert, 1983; Macpherson & Middlebrooks, 2002).
Results from psychophysical studies assessing ITD-JND suggest that several factors
affect BiCI users’ sensitivity to ITD, including: i) stimulus characteristics (e.g. pulse and
modulation rate; Senn, Kompis, Vischer & Hauser, 2005; van Hoesel, Jones & Litovsky
2009); and ii) place of stimulation (i.e. basal vs. apical stimulation; Long, Eddington,
Coburn & Rabinowitz, 2003). The effects of stimulus characteristics on ITD-JND help to
explain why it is difficult to compare results across studies of sound localization (Section
1.6.3).
The sensitivity of BiCI users to binaural differences in pulse trains, click trains and
modulated noise is likely greater than their sensitivity to other types of stimuli. This is
because the speech processor is likely revealing on-going envelope ITDs in the electric
signal (Section 1.6.3 and/or the following paragraph). Comparison across studies
investigating ITD-JND using different types of stimuli allows us to determine whether or
not sensitivity is differentially affected by stimulus type. In previous studies, pulse trains,
click trains and both modulated and unmodulated noise have been presented either via
direct stimulation of the electrode by direct audio input (DAI), or by presentation of the
stimuli to the microphone. van Hoesel, Ramsden and O’Driscoll (2002) manipulated
pulse trains presented directly to the electrode via computer to investigate the effect of
changing pulse rates on ITD-JND. Findings indicate that sensitivity improves with lower
pulse rates (e.g. ITD-JND of approximately 400-µs with stimulation rate of 50 pulses per
second (pps) versus approximately 600-µs for stimulation rate of 200 pps). Similar
methods were used by van Hoesel (2008), whose findings support those previously
discussed. The stimuli in this study were pulse trains consisting of 2 or 8 pulses (van
Hoesel, 2008). Senn et al. (2005) and Laback, Pok, Baumgartner, Deutsch & Schmid
(2004) also assessed ITD-JNDs with different types of stimuli. Senn et al. (2005)
presented white noise bursts over speakers and click trains through DAI to assess ITDJND. Laback et al (2004) directly manipulated the electrode pairs to deliver click trains
and broadband noise to the BiCI users. Both studies found that ITD-JNDs were lower
when click train stimuli were used. Therefore, from these studies it can be concluded that
BiCI users are more sensitive to ITDs in low rate pulse trains, click trains and modulated
noise (Appendix E). However, sensitivity to ITD in these conditions is likely not
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representative of sensitivity in daily life. For example, low rate pulse trains of 200 pps
played to a single electrode without simultaneous or interleaved stimulation of any other
electrode is not realistic or representative of most CI processing strategies.
It is not surprising that sensitivity to ITD is greater in studies using pulse trains, click
trains and modulated noise. This is because all BiCI users in the studies discussed above
used CIS or CIS-like speech processing strategies. As was discussed earlier (Section
1.4.1), this strategy extracts the amplitude envelope from the acoustic signal. Therefore,
it is likely that pulse trains, click trains and modulated noise would be encoded as
periodic changes in the amplitude of the electric signal which could be extracted by BiCI
users as on-going ITDs. From these findings, it might be concluded that stimuli that
enabling the extraction of on-going ITD cues (i.e. click trains or modulated noise) are
correlated with lower ITD-JNDs relative to stimuli that permit the extraction of onset or
offset ITD cues only (i.e. white noise burst or unmodulated noise).
Although poor ITD-JNDs in BiCI users can be explained by extraction of only the
amplitude envelope from the acoustic signal, other factors might also be at play.
Distortion of ITD information in the amplitude envelope can occur as a result of: i) jitter
in the pulse rate of the electric signal; ii) activation delay of each device; and iii) the
removal of low amplitude channels from the electric signal (van Hoesel et al. 2002).
First, jitter causes the stimulation pattern of the electrode to vary randomly around the
specified stimulation rate. Therefore, it is possible that the random variation in each
device prevents the preservation of fine-structure temporal information in the waveform
for FSP-like processing strategies and in the envelope for CIS-like processing strategies
and also likely introduces ambiguous temporal information in either strategy.

Jitter in

clinical devices can lead to timing discrepancies of up to ±0.8-ms (van Hoesel et al.
2002).
Second, the activation delay of each device would affect envelope and fine-structure
based ITD information. van Hoesel et al. (2002) electrically measured maximal
asynchrony-offset of ±0.275-ms for two independent research processors functioning at a
stimulation rate of 1800 pps in the absence of jitter. Asynchrony between the two
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devices would cause a temporal shift in the overall signal at one ear relative to the other.
This asynchrony might distort ITD cues, making them ambiguous or causing bias for a
particular direction.
Finally, the number of active filter bands can distort and/or remove ITD information
depending on which channels are selected by the processor to be represented in the
electric output. Processing strategies like SPEAK, ACE and n-of-m use an adaptive
approach to determine which channels are maintained in the electric output at any point
in time (Wilson, 2006). These strategies generate an electric signal only for the bandpass filtered (BPF) channels that exceed a pre-determined level (see Section 1.4.1).
Therefore, ITD cues that are present in low-intensity channels would not be encoded in
the electrical output. In addition, the channels selected to be presented at each ear may be
different; therefore, one ear may receive a signal with timing information that cannot be
compared to timing information at the opposite ear because it is not present in the electric
signal.
In summary, sensitivity to ITD in BiCI users suggests that their performance on sound
localization tasks might be better if transient or modulated stimuli are used. However,
even in cases where these stimuli are used, ITD sensitivity is still much poorer in BiCI
users than in normally hearing listeners. This is likely due to the reasons previously
discussed. For review, these reasons include: i) ITD-sensitivity is reduced by the removal
of fine-structure in the electric output due to the extraction of the amplitude envelope; ii)
the rate of jitter applied to each clinical device likely distorts ITD cues; iii) asynchronous
activation of the clinical processors also likely distorts ITDs; and iv) the number of active
filter bands transduced in the electric output can remove ITD cues.

1.5.2

Sensitivity to Interaural Time Differences (ITD) in Bimodal
(CI+HA) Users

Given the asymmetry of stimulation between the ears in CI+HA users, it is likely that
they have reduced binaural sensitivity relative to BiCI users. The reduced sensitivity to
ITD cues expected to be observed in CI+HA users is attributed to both the failure of the
CI to encode fine-structure ITD information in CIS-like strategies and to the monaural
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tracking of fine-structure in the aided ear only. Relatively few studies have assessed ITD
sensitivity in CI+HA users whose CIs are programmed with CIS-like strategies, and to
date no studies have investigated ITD sensitivity in CI+HA users whose CIs are
programmed with FSP strategies. Despite the lack of information about ITD sensitivity
in CI+HA users several studies have investigated how their ITD sensitivity might be
improved (Riss et al., 2008).
Several studies have attempted to optimize ITD sensitivity in CI+HA users via similar
methods (e.g. use of a computer interface to directly control both the experimental
processor and the hearing aid so that timing between the two devices is co-ordinated).
Francart, Brokx and Wouters, (2008a) assessed the effect of (a)synchronous bilateral
activation of the auditory nerve through bilateral stimulation of the HA and CI in their
study. Given that CI+HA users have two independently operating devices; distortion of
interaural differences in their output is likely because the processing times of each of the
devices are different. These differences likely cause differences in the timing of
stimulation at each of the cochleae, resulting in the removal or distortion of ITD
information. The findings of Francart, et al. (2008a) support these hypotheses because a
mean delay of 1.5-ms applied to the presentation of the electric signal resulted in the
perception of a centered image for the CI+HA users assessed. Other studies have found
that ITD-sensitivity is not affected by place of stimulation if the carrier frequency of the
acoustic signal is equivalent to the modulation frequency of the pulse rate in the electrical
signal (Francart, Lensen & Wouters, 2011). Together these findings suggest that in
optimal conditions, ITD-sensitivity in CI+HA users is present; however, results from
these studies are not applicable to for current CI+HA users for two reasons:
i)

most CIs use CIS-like strategies thus leaving only monaural tracking of
fine-structure information possible;

ii)

coordinated binaural processors are not available clinically to better
synchronize the output of the CI and HA.
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1.5.3

Sensitivity to Interaural Level Differences (ILD) in Bilateral
Cochlear Implant (BiCI) Users

In normally hearing individuals, the most sensitive ILD-JNDs are roughly 1 dB (Yost &
Dye, 1988; Dunn et al., 2006). Evidence suggests that BiCI users have comparable ILDJNDs (~ 2 dB; Grantham, Ricketts, Ashmead, Haynes, & Labadie, 2008; Senn et al.,
2005; Laback et al., 2004). All of the studies reviewed have assessed ILD-JND by
passing stimuli through CIS and CIS-like processing strategies; therefore, the finding that
ILD-JND is low in BiCI users is not surprising because CIS-like strategies encode the
amplitude of the waveform. That being said, the AGC and compression of acoustic
dynamic range to electric dynamic range may reduce or distort the ILDs available to the
listener. Therefore, studies have investigated how ILD is affected by activation of the
automatic gain control (AGC) circuitry in the implant (Ricketts, Grantham, D’Haese,
Edwards & Barco, 2006; Grantham et al., 2008).
Studies assessing the effect of activating and deactivating the AGC on ILD sensitivity
support the hypothesis that an active AGC reduces the dynamic range, because ILD
sensitivity was improved with the AGC turned off relative to the AGC turned on (ILDJND of 1.9 dB vs. 3.8 dB, respectively; Ricketts et al., 2006; Grantham et al., 2008;
Section 1.4.3). These findings suggest that sound localization abilities should be better
correlated with ILD sensitivity when the AGC is inactive; however, correlation between
sound localization in the frontal horizontal plane and ILD sensitivity was found both
when the AGC circuitry was active and inactive (r = 0.58 and r = 0.76, respectively;
Grantham et al., 2008). Despite this improvement in ILD sensitivity when the AGC
circuitry was off, sound localization was more accurate when the AGC circuitry was
active. This suggests that the listeners performed more accurately on tests of localization
when listening in their daily configuration and that acclimatization to inactive AGC
circuits might lead to improved localization abilities.

1.5.4

Sensitivity to Interaural Level Differences (ILD) in Bimodal
(CI+HA) Users

Studies of binaural sensitivity in CI+HA users suggest that ILD is a more salient cue than
ITD (Francart, Van den Bogaert, Moonen & Wouters, 2009). Other findings suggest that
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ILD sensitivity is affected by mismatched place of stimulation between the cochleae.
Francart, Brokx and Wouters (2008b) studied the effect on ILD sensitivity of matching
place of stimulation between an electrode and a pure tone acoustically presented to the
aided ear using methods described elsewhere (Section 1.5.2; Francart et al., 2011).
Findings from this study indicate that ILD sensitivity is affected by the place of
stimulation in the implanted ear. When the pure tone was matched to the place of
stimulation of the apical electrode, ILD-JND was approximately 1.7 dB across subjects;
however, presentation of the same pure tone and stimulation of the basal electrode
resulted in an ILD-JND of approximately 3.7 dB across subjects.

1.6 Abilities of Cochlear Implant (CI) Users to Localize in
the Horizontal Plane
Several studies have investigated the abilities of UCI, CI+HA and BiCI users when
localizing sounds in the horizontal plane. The experimental methods and measures used
to evaluate these abilities are diverse and will be discussed later (subsections of section
1.6). In general, based on these findings, the ability to accurately localize a sound source
is the poorest in UCI users and the best in BiCI users, leaving CI+HA users somewhere
in between.
Although no literature exists to date on the ability of EAS users to localize sounds (von
Ilberg et al., 2011), several hypotheses can be made about their abilities based on our
knowledge of how typical BiCI and CI+HA users localize, how speech processing
strategies function and the sensitivity of BiCI and CI+HA users to interaural difference
cues (for review: Sections 1.1, 1.4, and 1.5). Therefore, the theoretical localization
abilities of BiEAS and EAS+HA users will also be discussed (see Sections 1.6.5 and
1.6.6).

1.6.1

Unilateral Cochlear Implantation (UCI) and Sound
Localization

Studies of sound localization performance in participants with USNHL have shown that
localization with monaural input is possible (Section 1.2). However, in the case of UCI
users, this is likely much more difficult because the microphone placement removes
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spectral cues important for localization in listeners with USNHL. Several studies have
addressed the question “How well do monaurally implanted adults localize sounds in
space?” (Appendix B). In general, findings from these studies indicate that UCI users
perform at chance or worse than chance levels. Buhagiar, Lutman, Brinton & Eyles
(2004), investigated the ability of UCI users to localize several different types of stimuli
in the frontal horizontal plane both with and without reverberation. Of the 17
participants, all listeners performed around chance levels on tests of sound localization
1

regardless of the stimulus (mean absolute error 57-61o). However, overall performance
may have been biased by speaker location, because performance was significantly worse
for speakers located between ±54 and ±90o than for central speakers. Similar results
were found by Nava, Bottari, Bonfioli, Beltrame and Pavani (2009). Prelingually and
postlingually deafened adults implanted unilaterally were assessed on their ability to
localize sounds throughout the horizontal plane. Postlingually deafened adults performed
better than prelingually deafened adults (mean absolute error 48 to 64o vs. 68 to 95o
respectively). Although not all listeners performed below chance levels, performance
was poor in all cases. Additionally, most listeners were poor at discriminating front vs.
back position (11/14 with greater than 25% of trials front/back confused).

1.6.2

Bimodal Fitting (CI+HA) and Sound Localization

Given that UCI users are poor localizers, several studies have addressed the question:
“Does acoustic input from the HA improve or degrade sound localization abilities in
CI+HA users?” (Appendix C; Ching, Incerti & Hill., 2004; Seeber, Baumann & Fastl,
2004; Potts, Skinner, Litovsky, Strube & Kuk, 2009). Potts et al. (2004) used CNC
words as targets to assess localization in the frontal horizontal plane in CI+HA users.
Listeners were tested using both devices simultaneously (CI+HA) and with each device
separately (CI only and HA only). Findings show that when subjects listened

1

Mean absolute error is a unit of measure used in studies of sound localization. It is measured by taking
the absolute difference between the target and the source azimuth in degrees and averaging all of the
calculated differences for all target locations. Therefore, mean absolute error washes out changes in
accuracy that would be observed when comparing midline stimuli to more lateral stimuli because
localization accuracy is greater for midline stimuli.
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monaurally, localization errors were frequent and lateral bias was common (i.e. responses
were shifted toward the hemifield of the active device). These findings are consistent
with results of studies assessing monaural localization (Section 1.6.1). Performance on
2

the localization task with binaural input (CI+HA root-mean square (RMS) error : 39.3
±22.2o) was significantly better than with either device alone (CI RMS error 53.8 ±
25.15o; HA RMS error: 61.4 ± 25.85o). When using both devices (CI+HA), RMS error
improved by 22.07o and 14.45o respectively, relative to the use of the HA or CI alone.
Ching et al. (2004) found similar improvement in localization performance when subjects
used both devices as opposed to either device alone. Ching et al., (2004) used pulsed
pink noise when assessing localization abilities in the frontal horizontal plane. In this
study, a statistically significant reduction in RMS error was observed on average when
participants localized binaurally (average RMS error ~3.5o) relative to either the CI-only
(average RMS error ~4.5o) or HA-only conditions (average RMS error ~5o). However,
analysis at the level of the individual showed that only 12 of the 18 participants benefited
from CI+HA use relative to either the CI-only or HA-only condition. The findings from
Seeber et al. (2004) mirror those of Ching et al. (2009) because intersubject variability
was also observed. Seeber et al. (2004) used pulsed Gaussian white noise to assess
localization abilities in the frontal horizontal plane. Based on individual performance,
three groups were defined. In the first group, one individual, tested bilaterally, performed
similarly to normally hearing listeners. The second group demonstrated improvement in
performance when localizing binaurally. Finally, a third group showed improved
performance when localizing with the CI only as opposed to binaurally. Therefore,
findings across studies assessing localization in CI+HA users suggest that the addition of
a contralateral HA does not degrade localization abilities for a majority of CI+HA users.
However, for some listeners, interference may be occurring when the acoustic input from
the HA is added, and these individuals likely are not included in many studies of

2

RMS error is a unit of measure used in studies of sound localization. It is defined as the root-meansquare deviation between response azimuth and the source azimuth. RMS error is often measured across
the array but it can also be measured on a per speaker basis.
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localization by CI+HA users because they often self-select to be UCI users (Fitzpatrick &
Leblanc, 2011).

1.6.3

Bilateral Cochlear Implantation (BiCI) and Sound
Localization

Several studies have addressed the question: “Does a second CI benefit the listener when
localizing sounds” (Appendix D). Dunn, Tyler, Oakley, Gantz & Noble, (2008)
compared UCI and BiCI users matched for age at implantation and duration of deafness
to address this question. They found that BiCI users performed significantly better than
their matched UCI peers (~20 vs. ~45o RMS error respectively). These findings are not
surprising based on the earlier discussion of UCI users’ poor localization abilities
(Section 1.6.1).
Other studies have assessed the abilities of BiCI users with both devices active or with
only one of the two devices active. Grantham, Ashmead, Ricketts, Labadie and Haynes,
(2007) tested BiCI users with white noise and speech stimuli presented from speakers
positioned throughout 180o in the frontal horizontal plane. Subjects were tested at two
different time points (5 mo and 15 mo post-activation) in the following conditions: i)
right CI alone; ii) left CI alone; and iii) BiCI. There were two important findings. First,
results suggest that performance was significantly improved when both devices were
active, and that performance was stable over time. Second, performance was quite poor
when localization was performed monaurally, and monaural performance actually
declined between the first and second visit. Improved performance in bilateral
localization was also observed in other studies reviewed (e.g.: van Hoesel & Tyler, 2003;
Litovsky, Parkinson & Arcaroli, 2009; Nopp, Schleich & D’Haese, 2004). The accuracy
observed in these studies was 2-3 times greater when both devices were used. This
finding is supported by Chang et al., (2010) who observed the greatest reduction in error
rates within the first 3 months following bilateral activation. It was also found that little
improvement was observed between 3-6 months following bilateral activation. These
findings suggest that plastic changes in auditory centers of the brain have taken place by
3-6 months following bilateral activation thus enabling the listener to become attuned to
bilateral electric input. Although these data are informative, these studies only involved
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presentation of stimuli in the frontal horizontal plane. Therefore, these studies did not
assess whether BiCI users are able to use spectral cues to differentiate front and back
orientation (for review of spectral cues see Section 1.1.3).
Grantham et al., (2007) also varied the bandwidth of white-noise signals to determine
whether or not the spectral content of the stimulus had any effect on the localization
abilities of BiCI users. In this experiment, error rates were larger when BiCI users tried
to localize low-passed noise (0.1 – 1 kHz) than when they localized high-passed noise (2
3

– 4 kHz; mean constant error of ~28o versus mean constant error of ~15o). These
findings suggest that BiCI users do not have access to ITD cues because they were unable
to localize low-passed noise, for which ILDs were minimal.
To date, only one study has assessed the abilities of BiCI users to use spectral cues via
presentation of stimuli throughout the horizontal plane (including front/back localization
abilities; Laske et al., 2009). In this study, broadband noises were played from speakers
positioned every 30o throughout the horizontal plane. The results of the study were not
described in a way that enables the reader to identify whether there were specific
response patterns observed (i.e. was lateral bias observed, were front/back errors a
common occurrence etc.), but rather the results describe how accurately the listener was
able to identify the sound source (i.e. result described as the mean deviation between
response and target; mean deviation = 57o). Therefore, the only study to date that has
investigated localization abilities of BiCI users throughout the horizontal plane did not
describe front/back error rates in its sample population.

1.6.4

Who Benefits More, the Bilateral Cochlear Implant (BiCI)
User or the Bimodal (CI+HA) User?

Restoring a sensation of hearing bilaterally is important for accurate sound localization,
but it is difficult to determine whether fitting with BiCI is more effective in restoring

3

Mean constant error is a measure used to describe sound localization performance. This measure is
defined as “the rms deviation of the mean responses from the source position” (Grantham et al., 2007).
Mean constant error is different from RMS as it removes the scatter in the responses.
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localization ability than fitting with CI+HA. In principle, CI+HA fitting may not provide
binaural benefits important for sound localization. Specifically, CI+HA users may not
have access to either of the binaural cues. In the case of ILD cues, CI+HA users may not
have access to this information because the place of stimulation on the basilar membrane
is different in each ear. In the aided ear, the place of stimulation on the basilar membrane
is apical in nature because the aided ear acquires low-frequency information, whereas in
the implanted ear, the place of stimulation on the basilar membrane is basal in nature due
to the placement of the electrode. In addition, access to ITD information may be poor for
two different reasons. First, the relative difference in the time it takes to process
incoming acoustic information by each device likely distorts ITD cues. Second, CI+HA
users are unlikely to acquire benefits because they are unable to tracking on-going ITDs
because access to monaural fine-structure in the aided ear is not matched on the CI side.
In principle, fitting with BiCI may not restore access to accurate binaural cues either.
Given that most speech processors only preserve the envelope of the acoustic signals,
BiCI users will have poor, or no, sensitivity to ITD information. In addition, accurate
ILD cues may not be available for three reasons. First, the automatic gain control (AGC)
may distort ILD cues in the electric signal (for review: Section 1.4.3). Second, the
compressive function applied to the acoustic signal to generate the electric signal may
reduce ILD sensitivity. Third, if each electrode is placed differently in the scala tympani,
failure to match place of stimulation between the two ears may prevent comparisons
based on level differences between the two ears.
Relatively few studies have made direct comparisons between CI+HA and BiCI users;
therefore, inferences are often made between studies assessing the abilities of either
CI+HA and BiCI users. Interpreting results from different studies should be done with
caution because differences in the assessment methods used, clinical devices used and
heterogeneity of the populations tested may result in one study naturally leading to better
outcomes than another. Specifically, in the case of sound localization studies in CI
populations, two of the assessment methods used might explain why the outcome of one
study is better than another. First, studies have assessed sound localization using
different speaker configurations, thus targeting different areas in space known to be
associated with greater or lesser acuity or precision in normally hearing and hearing
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impaired listeners. Second, the type of stimuli used may be a confounding factor. For
example, depending on the time delay between pulses in a transient stimulus, the speech
processor may capture changes in the amplitude envelope that reveal additional ITD cues.
Consequently, the listener may have access to on-going ITD cues found in the envelope
of the signal as opposed to its fine-structure when listening to transients, whereas an
unmodulated white noise stimulus might only give the listener access to onset and offset
ITD cues. Therefore, one would expect that performance on a localization task using
transient stimuli would be better than performance on a localization task using white
noise stimuli. Generally speaking, a comparison of the results across studies suggests
that BiCI users are better at localizing sound sources than CI+HA users. However, in
order to effectively assess whether or not fitting with BiCI is better than CI+HA as it
pertains to localization, cross-over studies and studies matched by case are needed (Ching
et al., 2007).
Seeber et al., (2004), and Ching, van Wanrooy & Dillon, (2007) have presented results
which directly compare BiCI and CI+HA users. Seeber et al. (2004) assessed the impact
of bilateral device configuration on sound localization abilities. In their study, BiCI users
were compared to CI+HA users on their ability to accurately orient to a transient noise
presented in the frontal horizontal plane. In both groups, sound localization abilities were
improved when tested with binaural stimulation versus monaural stimulation, although
inter-subject variability was high. Findings from this study suggest that on average, BiCI
users were more accurate in their ability to localize sounds. These findings are supported
by those of a cross-over study involving two bimodal users (Ching et al., 2007). These
findings showed a significant improvement in the individuals’ ability to localize sounds
at seven months following implantation when compared to performance in the CI+HA
configuration. These findings also suggest that there is a period of plasticity during
which localization improves.
In summary, results from both direct and indirect comparisons of BiCI and CI+HA users
suggest that:
1) CI+HA users may not make use of ILD cues as well as BiCI users do because
ILD sensitivity is dependent on matched place of stimulation along the basilar
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membrane in each ear. It is likely that CI+HA users have mismatched place of
stimulation between the two ears due to the different frequency ranges of the
acoustic and electric signals stimulating the cochleae.
2) ITD cues are likely unavailable to CI+HA users because each device has different
processing times therefore, each of the cochleae would be stimulated at different
times.
3) Although CI+HA users have monaural access to fine-structure information, the
lack of binaural access to fine-structure information means that they likely do not
have access to ITD cues. Therefore, on-going ITD cues are definitely unavailable
to BiCI and CI+HA users whose clinical devices are programmed with CIS-like
strategies.
4) Simultaneously implanted BiCI users are more likely to be implanted such that
matched place of stimulation along the basilar membrane is optimized. That
would make it more likely that they perceive differences in the level of the signal
at each ear as being representative of an acoustic signal derived from a single
sound source as opposed to two separate sound sources.
5) ILD information can be used by BiCI users despite the distortion of the dynamic
range caused by the AGC and processor envelope compression.
6) ILD cues may be further distorted by the uncoordinated activation of the AGC
circuitry between the CI and HA devices in CI+HA users.
Therefore, evidence to date suggests that sound localization abilities of BiCI users are
better than the localization abilities of CI+HA users.

1.6.5

Bilateral Electro-acoustic Stimulation (BiEAS) and Sound
Localization

Bilateral EAS users are different from BiCI users because they are more likely to have
access to both ITD and ILD information. For BiEAS users, ITD information would be
conveyed in the acoustic signal amplified by the HA component of each device while
ILD information would be conveyed in the electric signals produced by the CI
component of each device. Therefore, in principle, BiEAS users might localize more
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accurately in the horizontal plane than BiCI users given that they have access to finestructure information (on-going ITD cues; Section 1.1.1).
Although BiEAS users might make use of fine-structure information, they are likely
limited by the independent functioning of each of the two devices. As was the case for
BiCI and CI+HA users, BiEAS users may acquire distorted ITD and/or ILD cues. The
factors leading to distorted interaural cues in BiEAS users are the same for BiCI users,
and were discussed in sections 1.5 and 1.6.3 therefore, they are only briefly outlined here.
Distortion of binaural cues can be caused by jitter in the pulse rate of the electrical signal
(van Hoesel et al., 2002), activation delay of each device (van Hoesel et al., 2002), the
number of filter bands preserved in the electric signal (van Hoesel et al., 2002), failure to
match for place of stimulation between ears (for example, van Hoesel et al., 1993) and
activation of the AGC circuitry (Rickets et al., 2006; Grantham et al., 2008). In addition
to these limitations, BiEAS users likely face additional limitations including but not
exclusive to: i) the low bandwidth of and differences in residual hearing between ears;
and ii) failure to receive a sufficiently loud acoustic signal because perceived loudness of
the electric signal might be much greater both between and within each device (i.e. the
HA component of an EAS device being too quiet relative to the CI component; von
Ilberg et al., 2011). The first limitation could be problematic if fine-structure information
in the acoustic signal is not audible to both ears. In such cases, localization would be
dependent on ILD cues from the electric signals. The second limitation could also be
problematic in two cases. First, if the signal is not balanced for loudness within a device,
the acoustic input from the HA might be perceptually non-apparent because the electric
input from the CI is perceptually more salient. Consequently, any interaural information
carried in the acoustic signal would be unavailable to the listener. Second, if loudness
balancing was not sufficient between the two devices, ILD information would be
distorted.
Despite these limitations, EAS users prefer the sound quality they perceive with this
device as opposed to what is perceived with either the CI or HA component of the device
alone (von Ilberg et al., 2011). Evidence from a case study suggests that BiEAS users
have access to some of the binaural cues important for sound localization. In this study
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the BiEAS user performed well on tests of speech perception in noise (maximum speech
reception threshold of -9 dB SNR; Kleine Punte, Vermiere & van de Heyning., 2010).
These findings suggest that BiEAS users may be able to use fine-structure information to
separate the signal from the noise which is relevant for sound localization because it
suggests that BiEAS users may be able to use on-going ITD cues to identify the sound
source.

1.6.6

Electro-acoustic Stimulation with Contralateral Hearing Aid
(EAS+HA) and Sound Localization

Users of EAS+HA are likely to have access to ITD and overall loudness information.
Dunn, Perreau, Gantz and Tyler (2010) implanted 11 adult EAS candidates and assessed
their ability to perform tasks of sound localization. These individuals wore hearing aids
bilaterally and were implanted with a hybrid short-electrode CI unilaterally. Assessment
of their sound localization abilities at a minimum of 6 months following implantation
indicated that performance was better than chance when the tests were performed in the
EAS+HA (average of ~25o RMS error) and HA+HA configurations (average of ~23o
RMS error). Although some individuals performed better than chance in the CI+HA
(average of ~42o RMS error) and EAS (average of ~45o RM error) alone condition, the
group data indicated that performance in the EAS+HA and HA+HA configurations was
significantly improved. Individual data suggests relatively little improvement in
performance when comparing the results from the EAS+HA and HA+HA configurations.
Therefore, it is suggested that these listeners were making use of fine-structure ITD
information present in the acoustic signal in the EAS+HA condition to localize sounds.
Consequently, it might be suggested that BiEAS and EAS+HA users would be more
accurate localizers than BiCI and CI+HA users respectively given that, in principle, they
have access to on-going ITD cues. However, front/back confusions are still likely in all
four groups of CI users because the microphone placement and speech processing
strategies likely remove the spectral cues necessary for differentiating front from rear
target locations. Head movement benefits for resolving front/back confusions would be
expected to be greater for BiEAS and EAS+HA users than for BiCI and CI+HA users
because benefits are likely derived from tracking ITD (Macpherson & Kerr, 2008).
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1.7 Simulating Cochlear Implants
Modeling CI is a method that has been employed in previous studies in an attempt to
assess both speech understanding and sound localization abilities in normally hearing
listeners. Using these models, multiple parameters can be manipulated to simulate
changes in the parameters of a speech processor in a CI. Studies using simulation
methods often try to determine whether or not normally hearing participants listening to
stimuli that are processed in a CI-like fashion perform in the same way as real CI users
using similar processing strategies (Friesen, Shannon, Baskent, & Wang, 2001; Goupell,
Majdak & Laback, 2010). Typically, a vocoder is used to process speech stimuli by
manipulating the number of bands in the output, the carrier used and the cut-off
frequencies of the envelope detector.
Experimental methods vary across studies with respect to the way stimuli are processed.
Goupell et al., (2010) used a CI simulation to study the effect of manipulating the number
of spectral channels in a vocoder on sound localization performance. Goupell et al.,
(2010) measured individual HRTFs and then modified these HRTFs using a Gaussianenveloped tone (GET) vocoder. This particular type of vocoder extracts the amplitude of
the acoustic signal and then uses it to modulate a Gaussian white noise. Goupell et al.
(2010) argue that the “GET vocoder has spectrally full channels with harmonics spaced at
the pulse rate of the stimuli... [therefore, they believe] that spectrally full channels better
reproduce the electrical stimulation of a CI.” Other studies (Dorman, Spahr, Loizou,
Dana & Schmidt, 2005; Seldran et al., 2010) have used simulations to study EAS in their
methods. In EAS simulations, different procedures are applied to the HA component of
the signal, and the CI component of the signal which are subsequently summed. Previous
studies have used a low-pass filter with various cut-off frequencies (i.e. 500 Hz by
Dorman et al. (2005); 500, 707, 1000 and 1414 Hz in Seldran et al., 2010) to produce the
acoustic or HA component of the EAS simulation. These studies subsequently used a
band-pass filter (i.e. 0.5 to 4 kHz in Seldran et al., 2010) to extract a different spectral
region of the input signal. This spectral region then underwent band-pass filtering to
separate it into N-frequency bands (i.e. 2 – 10 in Dorman et al. 2005 and 1 – 4 in Seldran
et al. 2010) whose amplitude envelopes were extracted through half-wave rectification
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and low-pass filtering, and then used to modulate either white noise (Seldran et al., 2010)
or sine waves (Dorman et al., 2005). Modeling CI and/or EAS use in normally hearing
listeners requires that the listener becomes acclimatized to the highly-modified stimulus
prior to testing in order to reduce error due to learning effects. Long-term acclimatization
is not possible given the limited time constraints of testing and given that performing
simulations outside of the laboratory are impractical, however; acclimatization over short
periods of time is possible because Shinn-Cunningham, Durlach & Held (1998) found
that over a relatively short period, adaptation to a stimulus can occur when multi-modal
tasks are used (e.g. visual reinforcement and moving to face the stimulus).

1.8 Filling the Gaps
The sections outlined above have addressed the importance of binaural cues in sound
localization, how speech processing strategies work and have given an overview of both
sensitivity to binaural cues and sound localization performance in UCI, CI+HA and BiCI
users. In addition, a theoretical description of the expected outcomes for both BiEAS and
EAS+HA users on sound localization and binaural sensitivity tests was outlined. Based
on the previous sections, various questions arise that will be addressed in the present
study. First, one might ask how the sensitivities of all of these CI populations might
correlate with their relative performance on sound localization tasks. Given that each
device configuration (i.e. UCI, CI+HA etc.) likely imposes different limitations on the
listener, it might be expected that specific populations are more sensitive to binaural cues
(for review: Section 1.5); therefore, these same groups are also likely to perform better on
tests of sound localization. Second, one might ask which types of errors are made by
each of these CI populations when localizing throughout 360o in the horizontal plane.
Given that even normally hearing listeners make some front/back errors and CI users
likely do not have access to spectral cues, it might be expected that in general CI users
have a difficult time differentiating front and back sound sources (for review: Section
1.1.3). Normally hearing listeners benefit from head movement in reducing these errors;
therefore, it might be expected that simulated BiEAS and EAS+HA users would derive
the same benefits (for review: Section 1.1.4). Third, one might ask whether asymmetrical
binaural stimulation is associated with specific sound localization patterns (i.e. greater
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lateral bias in bilaterally asymmetric groups like UCI, CI+HA and EAS+HA users).
Fourth, one might ask whether a direct comparison between different CI populations
gives the same results as expected based on the literature and theory. For example,
BiEAS users would be expected to be the best performers on tests of sound localization
because they likely have the best binaural sensitivities while UCI users would be at the
opposite end of the spectrum. Lastly, it might be asked whether CI simulations are
representative of real CI users’ performance on tasks of sound localization.

1.9 Objectives and Hypotheses
The present study sought to answer some of the questions outlined in Section 1.8.
Therefore, its objectives included:
1. The quantification of the frequency of front/back errors in real UCI, CI+HA and
BiCI users as well as in simulated CI+HA, BiCI, EAS+HA and BiEAS users;
2. The determination of whether or not head movement was beneficial in reducing
front/back errors in both real and simulated CI populations;
3. The determination of whether or not ITD and/or ILD sensitivity is predictive of
head-movement benefit in both real and simulated CI populations;
4. The determination of whether or not performance by simulated CI+HA and BiCI
users was representative of performance by real CI+HA and BiCI users in tests of
sound localization.
Evidence from the literature allows for several predictions to be made about real and
simulated CI populations’ performance on tests of sound localization and binaural
sensitivity (for review: Sections 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6). The hypotheses for the present study
were as follows:
1. Relative to normally hearing controls, both real and simulated CI users will
produce more front/back errors due to the greater number of limitations imposed
on CI users by the device itself;
2. Interaural time differences are likely the cue used by acoustically hearing listeners
for head movement benefit. Therefore, it is expected that ITD-JND will be more
strongly correlated with front/back errors when head movement cues are available
than will ILD-JND;
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3. Experimental conditions involving head movement will produce fewer front/back
errors. Specifically, error rates in conditions with the greatest head movement
will be the lowest while error rates in conditions with no head movement will be
highest within each group of CI users. This is expected because head movement
provides additional cues to sound localization;
4. Both real and simulated BiCI users will outperform CI+HA users on sound
localization tasks because BiCI users have more symmetrical stimulation between
the two ears than CI+HA users do;
5. The response patterns of real UCI users will be biased towards the side of the
implanted ear in all localization tasks because they are reliant on monaural
localization cues;
6. The response pattern of both real and simulated CI+HA users will exhibit a bias
similar to that of real UCI users when no head movement is available, but this
bias will be less exaggerated towards the side of the implanted ear. A reduction in
lateral bias for CI+HA users is expected because the aided ear will provide
additional information thus providing a more centralized sound image for these
listeners;
7. Simulated BiEAS users will outperform simulated BiCI users on all sound
localization tasks because BiEAS users can track on-going changes in ITD in the
low-frequencies while BiCI users cannot make use of this robust cue;
8. Simulated EAS+HA users will outperform simulated CI+HA listeners on all
sound localization tasks because EAS+HA users will be able to track on-going
ITD changes in the low-frequencies that bimodal listeners likely have difficulties
tracking;
9. Head movement benefits will be greatest for simulated BiEAS and EAS+HA
users because they have access to both ILD and ITD information whereas BiCI
and CI+HA users only have access to ILD information;
10. Among real CI users, head movement benefits will be greatest for real BiCI users
because they have access to ILD information whereas real CI+HA and UCI users
likely only have access to overall loudness cues.
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Chapter 2

2

Methods

The present study sought to assess the abilities of both real and simulated CI users to
localize sounds throughout 360o of the horizontal plane both with and without head
movement. It also sought to determine whether or not binaural sensitivity was correlated
with CI users’ performance on tests of sound localization. Of the real CI users tested,
participants included real UCI, BiCI and CI+HA users. Cochlear implant simulations
were used in the present study in order to address differences between groups of users for
which participants were difficult to recruit (BiCI, BiEAS and EAS+HA). Therefore, CI
simulations included BiCI, BiEAS, EAS+HA and CI+HA. Each individual was
acclimatized to the device simulation through presentation of pre-processed speech
stimuli paired with visual reinforcement prior to testing. The present study did not
simulate unilateral CI users because it sought only to address the differences between
binaural configurations in simulated CI users.

2.1 Participants
2.1.1

General Inclusion Criteria

Participants had to be 19 years of age or older, and be able to understand the instructions
for performing localization and left/right discrimination tests. Two groups of listeners
were assessed in the present study. Clinical device users included UCI, CI+HA and BiCI
users. Simulated users were normally hearing listeners. Normally hearing listeners,
CI+HA and UCI users had to be willing to perform pure-tone audiometric testing prior to
participation in the study.

2.1.2

General Exclusion Criteria

Participants were excluded if they had any of the following issues:
1. History of dizziness excluding the acute bout of dizziness that might occur
immediately following implantation; a dizzy participant might become
disoriented during sound localization tests requiring head movement;
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2. History of balance disorders because the participant might become disoriented
during sound localization tests with head movement;
3. Limited flexibility of the neck or back because this might prevent the participant
from performing sound localization tests with head movement and/or may cause
them pain to perform these tasks;
4. Difficulty standing for extended periods of time because sound localization tests
are performed while the participant is standing and can take up to 2 hours in
length to complete;
5. And significant visual problems preventing them from performing any of the
experimental tasks.

2.1.3

Simulated Cochlear Implant (CI) Users

Eight normal hearing listeners (4 male and 4 female aged 22 to 29 years) participated in
the present study, and were recruited from the student body at The University of Western
Ontario. These participants had normal hearing (20 dB HL or lower at standard
audiometric frequencies i.e. 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8 kHz) as determined by pure tone
audiometry.

2.1.4

Real Cochlear Implant (CI) Users

Cochlear implant users were recruited from the clinical population at the London Health
Sciences Center and the participant pool from the Auditory Prosthesis Perception and
Psychophysics Laboratory at The University of Michigan. Three unilateral CI users (aged
42, 65 and 66 years; Table 1), three CI+HA users (aged 44, 53 and 66 years; Table 2),
and two BiCI users (aged 72 and 80 years; Table 3) who had a minimum of 6-mos
experience with their clinical device(s) participated in the present study. During testing,
the participants’ everyday device settings were used (Table 4).

65

66

42

L033

L034

L036

Measles

Hereditary

Unknown

Aetiology

F

F

F

Sex

10

27

35

Age at
Onset of
hearing
loss

36

N/A

N/A

R

N/A

56

62

L

Age at
Implantation

Y*

Y

Y

R

Y*

Y

Y

L

Previous
use of
Hearing
Aids

11

41

30

R

17

29.25

27.5

L

Duration of
Hearing
Impairment
(yrs)

N/A

0.25-0.5:
92.5

N/A

N/A

1-8: 85

2-4:
92.5

L

R

(frequency range
in kHz: avg.
threshold in dB
HL)

Residual Hearing

* hearing aids were not worn consistently. N/A is listed where pure-tone audiometry was not performed.

Age at
testing

Subject
ID
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Table 1: Hearing history for UCI Users

68

53

44

L035

L037

L038

Otosclerosis

Unknown

Unknown

Aetiology

F

M

M

Sex

5

48

46

Age at
Onset
of
hearing
loss

40

53

60

R

N/A

N/A

N/A

L

Age at
Implantation

Y

Y

Y

R

Y

Y

Y

L

Previous
use of
Hearing
Aids

5

5

14

R

*** denotes the inability to measure thresholds due to tinnitus

5

5

22

L

Duration of
Hearing
Impairment
(yrs)

Auditory thresholds were not assessed for the implanted ear which is denoted by N/A.

Age at
testing

Subject
ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

R

***

8: 40

0.25-4:
64

4 : 90

0.25-1 :
66.7

L

(frequency
range in kHz :
avg. threshold
in dB HL)

Residual
Hearing

40

Table 2. Hearing history for CI+HA users.

Age at
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72

80

Subject
ID

L067

L068

M

F

Menière’s

Sex

Hereditary
and
excessive
noise
exposure

Aetiology

36

54

Age at
Onset of
hearing
loss

70

69

R

73

63

L

Age at
Implantation

Y

Y

R

Y

Y

L

Previous
use of
Hearing
Aids

34

15

R

37

11

L

Duration of
Hearing
Impairment
(yrs)

41

Table 3. Hearing History for BiCI Users.

N/A
Med-El
Advanced
Bionics
Med-El

Med-El
Cochlear

Cochlear

L034
L036
L035 (CI in
right ear)
L037 (CI in
right ear)
L038 (CI in
right ear)
L067

L068

** data unavailable

N/A

R

Device make

L033

Subject ID

Cochlear

Cochlear

Phonak

Starkey

Phonak

N/A

Cochlear

Med-El

L

Nucleus
24
Contour

Contour
Advanced

Opus-2

Opus-2

Harmony

Combi
40+

N/A

N/A

R

Nucleus
24
Contour

N/A

**

Naida-3

N/A

ACE

ACE

FS4

FS4

HiRes
90 K

FSP

N/A

N/A

Opus 2
Sprint

R

L

ACE

ACE

N/A

**

N/A

N/A

ACE

FS4

Processing
Strategy
L

Freedom

Device Model
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Table 4. Description of the devices worn by all CI users at the time of testing.
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2.2 Stimuli: Simulating Speech Processors of Cochlear
Implants (CI)
Normally hearing listeners performed tests in the following device simulations: BiCI,
CI+HA, BiEAS and EAS+HA. Device simulations were presented to the listener over
headphones. Stimuli presented over headphones were filtered using individualized headrelated transfer functions (HRTFs) measured to simulate microphone placement of the CI
device behind the ear (BTE). Each individual’s BTE HRTFs were modified to represent
the effect of the filterbank processing of a CI speech processor. These modified HRTFs
were then used to filter specially generated stereo noise tokens in real time. No attempts
were made to simulate the compression performed by either the AGC circuitry or the
compressive function of the speech processor.

2.2.1

Generating Noise Tokens

Speech vocoders have been used in previous studies to simulate CI speech processors
(see Section 1.7 for review). Speech vocoders filter the stimulus into several different
frequency bands, extract the amplitude envelope in each band, and use the envelope from
each band to modulate either a pure tone or a narrowband noise at each band’s center
frequency. This simulates envelope-based CI processing by replacing the fine structure of
the signal with that of the tone or narrowband noise carriers while retaining the spectral
and temporal properties of the signal. In the present study, the localization stimuli were
themselves bursts of Gaussian noise. Therefore, to simulate CI processing of these
sounds, it was only necessary to filter the source signals through HRTFs modified to
simulate the filtering processes of the CI.
Stimuli were generated as illustrated in Fig. 6. First, stereo noise tokens were created
using MATLAB 7.1 (MathWorks Inc., C.A.) as described below. These stimuli were
used in sound localization and binaural sensitivity tests. Additional stimuli were
generated by processing speech tokens from the Hearing In Noise Test (HINT) using
Tiger CIS vocoding software (vs. 4.05.01, TigerSpeech Technology, Innovative Speech
Software). The speech tokens were used to acclimate the listener to a simulation
condition prior to sound localization testing (see Section 2.3 for details). Noise tokens
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Figure 6. Sequence of steps used to process the individual head-related transfer functions
(HRTFs) measured to generate the device simulation assessed.
Noise tokens were either filtered to simulate CI (green boxes) or HA (purple boxes)
processors. HINT tokens were substituted for noise tokens in the acclimatization
procedure. These filtered sounds were then filtered with the HRTF for the appropriate
ear (red or blue box) as a function of the angle of head orientation. Simulated sound
stimuli were presented over headphones to the listener. Bilateral CI components were
uncorrelated in phase between the two ears while bilateral HA components were identical
in phase between the two ears. Bilateral CI components were uncorrelated in phase
between the two ears to eliminate any fine-structure ITD cues that might be present in the
signal. In contrast, bilateral HA components were identical in phase between the two
ears to preserve fine-structure ITD cues.
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were generated using the following methods, while HINT tokens were vocoded or
filtered using Tiger CIS to generate stimuli with similar bandwidths.
Tokens Generated for Cochlear Implant Simulation: random-phase, flat-spectrum noise
with frequency components limited to 1-7 kHz to simulate the bandwidth of a speech
processor was generated or HINT tokens were vocoded using a noise carrier and six
bandpass filters logarithmically spaced between 1-7 kHz. In cases where bilateral CI
filter outputs were needed (i.e. BiCI and BiEAS), the CI signal presented at each ear was
uncorrelated in phase with the other ear (Fig. 6). This was done to prevent access to finestructure ITD cues and to simulate the independent processing performed by bilateral CI
devices.
Tokens Generated for Hearing Aid Simulation: random-phase, flat-spectrum noise with
4

frequency components limited to 500-1000 Hz was generated or HINT tokens were
lowpass filtered below 500 Hz. In cases where bilateral HA filter outputs were needed
(i.e. EAS+HA and BiEAS) the same HA signal was presented to each ear to provide
access to low-frequency fine structure ITD cues (Fig. 6).
The CI- and HA-simulation tokens were then summed in various combinations and
filtered by modified BTE HRTFs to simulate the CI+HA, BiCI, EAS+HA, and BiEAS
listening conditions (Fig. 6 and Section 2.2.3).

2.2.2

Modifying Individualized Head-Related Transfer Functions
(HRTFs)

To make the HRTF measurements, miniature omnidirectional electret microphones
(Knowles FG3629) were mounted facing outwards in foam earplugs and were inserted
flush with the ear canal entrances (“in-ear” measurements, Fig. 7, top left) or pointing
forward above the pinna (“BTE” measurement, Fig. 7, top right). Both in-ear and BTE

4

Frequency information lower than 500-Hz was not included in the present simulation because the HRTF
measurements were most accurate above 500-Hz and this high-pass limit has been commonly used in other
studies from this laboratory. Although some aided listeners may only have access to frequencies as low as
500-Hz this is not necessarily representative of all HA users.
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measurements were made for each listener. The participant stood on an adjustable
platform which positioned his or her head at the height of an array of 16 loudspeakers
(1.45-m radius, Tannoy i5 AW) spaced in 22.5o intervals around the listener. The array
was located in a large hemi-anechoic chamber, and the floor area within the array was
covered with acoustical foam to attenuate reflections. The impulse response from each
loudspeaker to the left and right microphones were measured using a 2047-point
maximum-length sequence signal (Rife & Vanderkooy, 1989) presented at a sampling
rate of 48828 Hz via a Tucker Davis Technologies RX6 real time processor and QSC
CX168 power amplifiers. During the measurement procedure, the participants’ head
motion was minimized by monitoring head position with an electromagnetic tracker
(Polhemus FASTRAK) and requiring the participant to aim the light from a headmounted LED accurately at a frontal target position. To correct for individual
loudspeaker characteristics, each HRTF measurement was equalized in the frequency
domain by dividing by the appropriate loudspeaker transfer function measured with a
reference microphone (Bruel & Kjaer 4189) placed at the center of the array in the
absence of the listener’s head. The impulse responses were windowed in post-processing
to remove any residual reflections. Although the HRTFs were measured with the ear
canal blocked, we used the equalization methods described by Møller, Hammershøi,
Jensen and Sorensen, 1995 to ensure the appropriate HRTFs were present at the tympanic
membrane when stimuli were delivered over headphones. The calibration required for
equalization of the in-ear measurements was performed immediately following the in-ear
measurement, without removal of the microphones. For this calibration, headphone-tomicrophone transfer functions were measured for a pair of Beyerdynamic 990-Pro
circumaural headphones placed over the pinnae. The same 2047-point maximum-length
sequence signal was presented over headphones. Three measurements were taken with
repeated placement of the headphones and were subsequently averaged. The measured
HRTFs were divided by this headphone transfer function.
Each individual’s measured BTE HRTFs were then modified in the 1-7-kHz frequency
region to simulate the limited spectral resolution of the CI processor’s filterbank. Six
frequency bands were defined, and are logarithmically spaced between 1 and 7 kHz. In
each of these frequency bands, the RMS average gain was substituted for the gain at any
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Figure 7. Measured head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) for the left and right ears
and hearing aid (HA) and cochlear implant (CI) device simulation outputs.
HRTFs were measured both in-ear (upper left) and behind-the-ear (upper right). Filtering
was applied to behind-the-ear measurements for each individual in order to generate HA
and CI simulations. The HA component of the CI+HA and EAS+HA simulations is
presented in the lower right quadrant. All spectral information below 1 kHz was
maintained for this signal. The CI portion of all the simulated conditions is also
presented in the lower left quadrant. All spectral information between 1 and 7 kHz was
maintained in the acoustic signal. The stimuli were filtered such that the spectral
information in this band was further divided into 6 frequency bands and the average RMS
energy in each band was substituted for the amplitude at any specific frequency within
that band.
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specific frequency within that band (Fig. 7, bottom right). Below 1 kHz, the HRTFs were
not modified by the filterbank (Fig. 7, bottom left). The HRTFs were converted to 100sample impulse responses for dynamic filtering of the stimulus noise tokens by a TDT
RX6 real time processor.

2.2.3

Device Simulations

To simulate each of the CI populations of interest (i.e. BiEAS, EAS+HA, BiCI, CI+HA),
each of the following noise token combinations was filtered by the modified BTE HRTF
filters described above.
Bimodal Simulation (CI+HA): in this simulation, a 1-7-kHz CI noise or vocoded HINT
token was presented to the right ear, and a 0.5-1-kHz HA noise or HINT token was
presented to the left ear. These signals were filtered by the modified right- and left-ear
BTE HRTFs corresponding to the location of the target relative to the head orientation.
The stimulus presented to the right ear was 60 ± 5 dB SPL while the stimulus presented
to the left ear was 49 ± 5 dB SPL. The difference in the levels was due to the difference
in bandwidth between the two ears (right ear 6000 Hz; left ear 500 Hz; Fig. 8, top left).
Bilateral Cochlear Implant Simulation (BiCI): in this simulation, uncorrelated CI noise
or vocoded HINT tokens were presented to each ear. Both of the ears were stimulated at a
level of 60 ± 5 dB SPL (Fig. 8, top right)
Electro-acoustic Stimulation with Contralateral HA (EAS+HA): in this simulation, a CI
token was summed with an HA token and presented to the right ear while the left ear
received only the identical HA token. The stimulus presented to the right ear was 60 ± 5
dB SPL while the stimulus presented to the left ear was approximately 49 ± 5 dB SPL.
The difference in the levels at each ear is due to the different bandwidths of the stimuli
presented to each ear (right ear 6500 Hz; left ear 500 Hz; Fig. 8, bottom left).
Bilateral Electro-acoustic Stimulation (BiEAS): in this simulation, a CI token was
summed with an HA token and presented to the right ear, while a second, uncorrelated CI
token was summed with the identical HA token and presented to the left ear. The
stimulus level presented to each ear was 60 ± 5 dB SPL (Fig. 8, bottom right).
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Figure 8. Modified HRTFs applied to the noise tokens in each of the device simulations.
These are the HRTFs that were applied to the noise tokens at the left (blue) and right
(red) ears in each of the simulation conditions. In the CI+HA condition, the HA
simulation was presented to the left ear and the CI simulation was presented to the right
ear (upper left quadrant). In the BiCI condition, the CI simulation was presented to both
ears (upper right quadrant). In the EAS+HA condition, the HA simulation was presented
to both ears and the CI simulation was presented to the right ear alone (lower left
quadrant). In the BiEAS condition, both the CI and HA simulations were presented to
both ears (lower right quadrant). Bilateral CI components coordinated in phase between
the two ears while bilateral HA components were coordinated in phase between the two
ears.
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2.3 Procedures

CI Users
Pure-tone
audiometry
(CI+HA and UCI
users)
Hearing history
taken
Free-Field
Thresholds
Measured
Free-Field
Localization
(training)

Free-Field
Localization
(testing)

Binaural
Sensitivity Testing

Simulated
CI Users
Pure-tone audiometry

HRTF measurement
Free-Field Localization
(training)
Device simulation N
1) Acclimatization
2) Sound Localization
3) Binaural Sensitivity
Device simulation N
1) Acclimatization
2) Sound Localization
3) Binaural Testing
Device simulation N
1) Acclimatization
2) Sound Localization
3) Binaural Sensitivity

Device Simulation N
1) Acclimatization
2) Sound Localization
3) Binaural Sensitivity

Figure 9. Flowchart describing the procedure of assessing both real (left) and simulated
(right) CI users on the experimental tasks.
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A flowchart describing the procedures is outlined in figure 9 and is briefly described
here. Both real and simulated CI users were assessed using similar methods. Both
groups were assessed over several visits lasting approximately 2 hours each. In most
cases, subjects were tested once per day; however, some of the simulated users were
tested more than once in a day. In these cases, simulated users were given at least a 2
hour break between testing in different device simulations. At the first visit, pure-tone
audiometry was performed for both normally hearing listeners, UCI and CI+HA users
(thresholds for the non-implanted ear only) at standard audiometric frequencies (0.5, 1, 2,
4 & 8 kHz). During the first visit, a hearing history was taken for real CI users and freefield thresholds were measured for Gaussian white noise (0.5-16 kHz) presented from the
front, rear, left and right sides. In addition, contralateral thresholds were assessed by
leaving the right device turned off while presenting stimuli from the right speaker and
vice versa. The presentation level of the stimulus was set to 20 dB SL for the
contralateral threshold of the implanted ear in UCI users and the worst contralateral
threshold in CI+HA and BiCI users (Table 5); in cases where this level was too loud, the
stimulus was decreased by 5 dB to a maximum decrease of 10 dB SL. Presentation of the
stimulus at an intensity of 20 dB SL above the thresholds of the implanted ear in UCI
users ensured that they were localizing monaurally. The presentation level of the
stimulus was set to 20 dB SL above the worst contralateral threshold in order to be sure
that binaurally hearing participants heard the stimuli with both ears in the most extreme
spatial positions. Specifically, setting the presentation level of the stimulus at this level
prevented the stimulus from being heard at only one ear because of the head shadow
effect. Simulated CI users differed in that HRTFs were measured in the first visit and
free-field thresholds were not assessed.
In either the first or second visit, all listeners were trained on the sound localization task.
Real CI users performed sound localization testing over the next 2 to 4 test sessions. At
their final test session, real CI users performed binaural sensitivity tests. In contrast, at
each test session, simulated CI users performed an acclimatization trial block (8-20
minutes depending on the length of time the listener chose to listen to each stimulus),
sound localization tests and binaural sensitivity tests in one device simulation. Simulated
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CI users underwent 4 test sessions in order to complete the test battery in each of the
simulated conditions.
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Table 5. Stimulus presentation level for all real CI users.
Subject ID

Configuration

L033
L034
L035
L036
L037
L038
L067
L068

UCI
UCI
CI+HA
UCI
CI+HA
CI+HA
BiCI
BiCI

Left Ear
Contralateral
Threshold
(dB SPL)
55
35
50
N/A
35
60
40
30

Right Ear
Contralateral
Threshold
(dB SPL)
N/A
N/A
35
55
35
25
35
35

Presentation
level
(dB SPL)
75
55
70
75
55
80
40
45
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2.4 Experimental Conditions
2.4.1

Sound Localization Tests

Sound localization tests were performed by all participants under three head movement
conditions: i) static condition (no head movement); ii) controlled movement condition
(stereotyped, limited head rotation); and iii) free movement condition (unrestricted head
motion). Three test blocks were performed for each of these conditions. Each test block
consisted of 30 trials. Stimuli were presented from 10 of the 16 speakers in the array
described above (Section 2.2.1); therefore, there were 3 repetitions/speaker for speakers
positioned at ± 22.5, 67.5, 112.5 and 157.5o as well as 0 and 180o. Ten of the 16 speakers
were selected in order to keep testing time reasonable. The 10 speakers were selected in
pairs that could be front/back confused. For normally hearing participants, the order in
which each of the head movement and device simulation conditions was performed was
varied randomly between participants to avoid sequence effects. Prior to testing,
participants performed several trials in each of the experimental conditions until they
were familiar with the task. For real CI users, the head movement condition was varied
randomly to avoid sequence effects.
The stimuli in each condition were 0.5-16 kHz bands of noise for real CI users and noise
token combinations whose spectral content was dependent on the simulated device
condition for simulated CI users. Normal hearing listeners performed both free-field and
virtual testing with both broadband Gaussian white noise (0.5-16 kHz) and narrowband
Gaussian white noise (0.5-7 kHz) prior to testing in the device simulations. Normal
hearing listeners’ in ear HRTFs were used when localization tests were performed
virtually with Gaussian white noise. The duration of the stimuli depended on the head
movement condition. All listeners performed sound localization testing while wearing an
electromagnetic tracking device (Polhemus FASTRAK) positioned on the head. This
device was used to record head orientation.
Static condition: to initiate a trial, the participant fixated on an LED illuminated at 0o. A
250-ms burst of noise was played while the participant fixated on the 0o speaker.
Following the noise burst, the participant oriented their head and body towards the
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perceived location of the sound source. The head position was measured following
orientation of the listener to their chosen response location. The participant was then
cued to return to the starting position by three brief noise bursts.
Controlled movement condition: controlled movements were defined both in terms of the
velocity of head motion and the pattern of movement. First, participants’ head movement
speeds needed to be within a specified range of velocities for the trial to be kept for
analysis. For both real and simulated CI users, head velocities of 100 ± 95o/s were
accepted. A wide range of velocities was accepted due to the age of the real CI users as
well as additional medical issues some of these users had which prevented them from
making smooth controlled movements. Second, the head movement pattern began with
the participant being cued to orient his/her head to the 45o speaker by an illuminated red
LED. The red LED was extinguished after 500-ms of fixation and a green LED flashed.
The green LED cued the participant to perform a practiced head movement such that the
head swept along the speaker array until it reached the -45o speaker. When the head
passed 20o, the stimulus was turned on and subsequently was turned off when the head
passed -20o as the head continued to rotate towards -45o (Fig. 10). The stimulus was
played from one of the 10 loudspeakers. Its duration was dependent on the velocity of
the head movement (800-ms at 50 deg/s, 400-ms at 100 deg/s). Upon completion of the
controlled head movement, the participant oriented to the perceived target location. A
measurement of head orientation was then taken, and the participant was cued to return to
the start position by three brief noise bursts. In both the controlled and free head
movement conditions, real time tracking of the head motion was used to determine which
of the HRTF filters needed to be applied to the stimulus such that spatial information for
the target location was preserved.
Free movement condition: to initiate a trial, the participant fixated on an LED illuminated
at 0o. The stimulus was played for 7.5-s. While the stimulus played, the participant was
allowed to move freely while attempting to locate the sound source. Once the participant
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Figure 10. Diagram of the head sweep performed in the controlled movement condition.
Each trial in the controlled movement conditions began with the listener’s head turned
45o to one side (A). The listeners then began a head rotation at a practiced velocity.
Head orientation was tracked continuously. When the head entered a selected spatial
window (widths θ) the stimulus was gated on (B). When the head’s orientation exited the
window, the stimulus was gated off (C). The listeners continued the head rotation to 45o
to the other side (D). Graphics in this figure were provided by Devin Kerr.
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oriented towards the perceived location of the sound source, the orientation of the head
was measured. After the stimulus was extinguished, the participant returned to the
starting position.

2.4.2

Binaural Testing

Simulated CI users performed all psychophysical tests while listening to stimuli
presented over headphones (Sennheisser HD 280 Pro). For CI users, an adjustable headmounted frame held two miniature speaker drivers (ABS-216-RC, 16 x 20 mm) that were
positioned 2.5-cm from the participant’s device (CI or HA) microphone and oriented
such that the drivers pointed directly at each microphone. In the present study, this
method of stimulus delivery was selected as opposed to presentation of stimuli via DAI to
ensure that the stimuli were processed by all the elements of the speech processor (i.e.
AGC and microphone were not bypassed; see Section 1.4.3; Grantham et al., 2008).
Before presentation, stimuli were filtered by the inverse of the speaker-to-microphone
transfer function to eliminate the non-flat frequency response of the drivers and the
acoustical effects of the head. The transfer function from the driver mounted in that
position to a Knowles FG 3620 microphone located in BTE position was measured using
the maximum length sequence method and was also used to calibrate the level of the
stimulus (like the headphone calibration described in Section 2.2.1).
Discrimination tests: tests of ITD and ILD discrimination were not performed by
monaural listeners (i.e. UCI users). For all binaural listeners, the stimuli were 500-ms
bursts of flat-spectrum, random-phase noise with bandwidths and interaural properties as
described in section 2.2.1 with 20-ms raised cosine onset and offset ramps. The sampling
frequency was 44100 Hz. Two sound bursts, 500-ms in duration, were presented with an
interstimulus gap of 500-ms. The first sound burst was a referent for the second sound
bursts. For this task, listeners were asked to determine whether the second sound moved
either to the right or left of the first sound, and the correct direction of motion was chosen
randomly on each trial. Using a 2-down, 1-up procedure, 10 reversals were measured,
and thresholds were computed as the mean of the last 6 reversals. At the beginning of
tracks in which ILD-sensitivity was assessed, the ILD of one burst was +10 dB (right ear
5 dB above the mean level and left ear 5 dB below it) and the ILD of the other was -10
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dB, creating an ILD difference between bursts of 20 dB. After each reversal, the ILD step
size was chosen using the following pattern [5 5 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1] dB (Levitt rule;
Levitt, 1970). At the beginning of these tracks the referent stimulus (i.e. first of the two
noise bursts) had an ILD of -10 dB while the stimulus for comparison (i.e. second of the
two noise bursts) had an ILD of 10 dB. Interaural level differences were not permitted to
go above 20 dB or below 0 dB in any of the tracks. For both real and simulated CI users,
the stimulus was presented at a mean level of 67 dB and level roving (± 5 dB) was
applied for simulated CI users only. At the beginning of tracks in which ITD-sensitivity
was assessed, the ITD of one burst was 800 µs (right ear leading) and the ITD of the
other burst was -800 µs (left ear leading), for an ‘up’ step, the ITD was multiplied by the
square root of 2, while for a ‘down’ step it was divided by the square root of 2. The ITD
was not permitted to go above 3200 µs or to go below 25 µs. The ITD was implemented
as a whole-waveform delay applied to the signal at the lagging ear. For both real and
simulated CI users, the same stimuli were presented at a mean level of 67 ± 5 dB for
simulated CI users and 67 dB for real CI users. Level roving was not applied for real CI
users because stimuli with a mean level of 67 dB could not be exceeded given the nature
of the miniature ABS-216_RC speaker drivers. The left/right discrimination tests were
repeated three times for each of the interaural difference cues.

2.5 Analysis Methods
Results are presented in chapter three but the method for deriving the measures used in
the results section as well as the statistical procedures used to analyze them are presented
below.

2.5.1

Simulated Cochlear Implant (CI) Users

Sound localization behaviour was evaluated using five different dependent variables;
these variables are described below:
i)

Mean percent of trials with front/back errors: mean percent of responses
located in the wrong front/back field where both the target and response were
greater than or equal to ± 22.5o from the ± 90o line (Fig. 11);
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Figure 11. Sample data illustrating the analysis of front/back errors in azimuth plots.
Target azimuth is presented on the x-axis and response azimuth is presented on the yaxis. Responses are represented by the black circles. Correct responses lay near the
positive diagonal line. Responses that were categorized as front/back errors are found in
the yellow boxes.
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ii)

Mean percent of trials with left/right errors: mean percent of responses
in the wrong left/right hemifield and both target and response were
greater than or equal to ±22.5o from the midline (Fig 12);

iii)

Slope of the lateral angle regression line: describes the relationship
between target lateral angle and response lateral angle such that if the
slope of the lateral angle regression line were equal to 0, mean
responses tended to be focused in the same area regardless of the target
location (figs. 13 & 14). This measure assesses the left/right
component of localization in azimuth while disregarding the front/back
component of localization in azimuth;

iv)

Intercept of the lateral angle regression line: the value of the intercept
(+ or -) indicates the left/right hemifield where lateral bias was
observed (figs. 13 & 14);

v)

Scatter about the lateral angle regression line: was computed by
determining the average RMS error between the responses and the
lateral angle regression line and gives an indication of the consistency
of the participants’ responses (figs. 13 & 14). This measures
variability in listeners’ responses independent of the mean response to
any particular target.

For each of these variables, 2-way repeated measures ANOVAs were run. Head
movement condition was one factor, and consisted of three levels (static, controlled and
free); simulation condition was the other factor, and it consisted of four levels (CI+HA,
BiCI, EAS+HA and BiEAS). All statistical tests in the results section are reported using
the Greenhouse-Geisser (GG) correction to protect against violations of sphericity (Max
& Onghena, 1999). Where interactions were significant, post-hoc analyses evaluated
comparisons between: i) head movement conditions (i.e. static vs. controlled and
controlled vs. free) within a simulation condition; and ii) between simulation conditions
within a given head movement condition. Post-hoc analyses were performed using
paired t-tests. Where interactions were not significant but a main effect of simulation
was found, the variable was collapsed across head movement conditions and paired t-
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Figure 12. Sample data illustrating the analysis of left/right errors in azimuth plots.
Scatter plots for response and target azimuth is presented above. The general features of
the figure are described in Fig. 11. Responses that were categorized as left/right errors
are found in the teal boxes.
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Figure 13. Sample lateral angle data illustrating good localization performance.
Target lateral angle is presented on the x-axis and response lateral angle is presented on
the y-axis. Responses are represented by the black circles. The plot illustrates good
performance in lateral angle because the slope (m) of the lateral angle regression line
(blue line) is close to 1, the intercept (yint) is close to 0 and there is very little scatter
about the lateral angle regression line (red arrows represent examples of scatter).
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Figure 14. Sample lateral angle data illustrating poor performance.
General characteristics of the plot are described in Fig. 13. The plot illustrates poor
performance in lateral angle because the slope (m) of the lateral angle regression line is
relatively flat, the intercept (yint) is a larger integer and there is lots of scatter about the
lateral angle regression line (red arrows represent examples of scatter). Scatter about the
lateral angle regression line was quantified as the average RMS of all the possible
deviations from the slope of the lateral angle regression line that could be represented by
the red arrows.
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tests were run between simulation conditions. Given that as many as 26 post-hoc t-tests
were run for each dependent variable, False Discovery Rate Control (FDR) was used to
determine which comparisons were significant. False Discovery Rate Control (FDR) has
been shown to protect against Type I errors by assuming that the significance of all posthoc tests run within a given family follows a normal distribution (Matsunga, 2007).
Therefore, all significant statistical values reported in post-hoc analyses have variable
αcritical within a family of tests.
In addition, assessment of sound localization performance in normally hearing
participants was performed for front/back error rates in the static condition using a 1-way
repeated measures ANOVA. Post-hoc analyses were performed using paired t-tests such
that each of the simulated conditions (i.e. BiCI, CI+HA, BiEAS and EAS+HA) was
compared to the normally hearing virtual condition (i.e. presentation of a wideband signal
over headphones using in-ear HRTFs). The FDR was also used to determine which
comparisons were significant.
Performance on left/right discrimination tests was described by the mean ITD or ILDJND (i.e. mean value calculated from 3 runs of the left/right discrimination task).
Pearson’s correlation tests were run to determine whether a significant correlation existed
between the following variables:
i) Mean ITD-JND and front/back error rates in the controlled movement
condition;
ii) Mean ILD-JND and front/back error rates in the controlled movement
condition;
iii) Mean ITD-JND and slope of the regression line in the static condition;
iv) Mean ILD-JND and slope of the regression line in the static condition.
All statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS version 19; IBM Corporation).

2.5.2

Real Cochlear Implant (CI) Users

The sample size for real CI users was not large enough to provide sufficient power for
statistical analyses. Therefore, descriptive statistics are presented in section 3.4 for real
CI users for all the dependent variables used to describe simulated CI users sound
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localization behaviour (see Section 2.5.1). Real CI users’ values as well as simulated CI
users’ means and 95% confidence intervals for each of the dependent variables in the
simulated CI conditions are depicted to illustrate whether or not the simulations were
representative of real CI users. In addition, a qualitative comparison of the head
movement behaviours of both real and simulated CI users in the free condition was
performed to illustrate whether or not the simulations run were representative of real CI
users’ head movement behaviours.
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Chapter 3

3

Results

The raw data collected in this study consisted of localization responses, binaural
sensitivity thresholds and head movement tracks. In order to address the hypotheses and
objectives, localization performance was quantified in terms of:
1. Front/back error rates, to assess the frequency of front/back reversals;
2. Left/right error rates, to assess the frequency of left/right confusions;
3. Slope of the lateral angle regression line, to assess the listeners’ ability to
differentiate between sound source positions;
4. Intercept of the lateral angle regression line, to assess the listeners’ lateral bias;
5. And scatter about the lateral angle regression line, to assess the consistency of
the listeners’ response.
In addition, analysis of the correlation between binaural sensitivity thresholds and either
front/back error rates under controlled head movement condition or slope of the lateral
angle regression line in the static condition was performed for simulated CI users. Lastly,
descriptive analysis of the similarities and differences between real and simulated CI
users was performed.

3.1 Performance on Tests of Sound Localization in
Simulated Cochlear Implant (CI) Users
3.1.1

Visual Inspection of Azimuth and Lateral Angle Plots

Target and response scatter plots are presented both in azimuth (Fig. 15) and lateral angle
(i.e. left/right component collapsed across front/back component of localization; Fig. 16)
for one representative listener (L061, normally hearing listener) in all device simulations
across head movement conditions. Each column in the plots describes the relationship
between the response and target, in azimuth (Fig. 15) or in lateral angle (Fig. 16) for one
device simulation. Each row in the plots describes the same relationship within a head
movement condition. In both cases the target angle is found on the x-axis and the
response angle is found on the y-axis. Front/back confusions are illustrated by responses
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Figure 15. The relationship between response azimuth and target azimuth is presented
for listener L061 across both head movement conditions and device simulations.
The target angle is represented along the x-axis and the response angle is represented on
the y-axis. Each point on the graph represents one response for a given target location.
Any data point found on the positive diagonal represents a correct response. Any data
point found on the negative diagonal represents perfect front/back reversal
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Figure 16. The relationship between response azimuth and target azimuth is presented
for listener L061 across head movement conditions and device simulations.
The target angle is represented along the x-axis and the response angle is represented on
the y-axis. Each point on the graph represents one response for a given target location.
Data points clustering in the wrong quadrant of the plot regardless of target location
represent a lateral bias. For example, responses located in upper half of the plot
regardless of target location represent a lateral bias in the right hemifield.
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lying close to the negative diagonal line in the azimuth plots while left/right confusions
are illustrated by responses located in the wrong quadrants in the lateral angle plots.
When comparing across device simulations for participant L061, a variety of response
patterns are observed in the static condition (Fig. 15). Examination of the azimuth plots
suggests that very different response patterns characterize the different device
simulations. Both the BiCI and BiEAS simulations were similar in that the responses lay
close to either the positive or negative diagonals, suggesting that the lateral angle of the
responses was correct but that differentiation of front from rear positions was difficult.
These two device simulations were different from one another in that responses were less
scattered in the BiEAS simulation than in the BiCI simulation. The responses in the
EAS+HA simulation were different from the BiEAS and BiCI simulations in that they
tended to be towards the right side (i.e. between 0 and 180o azimuth). This suggests that
the listener preferred to respond in the right hemifield of space. Consequently, left/right
confusions were quite common in the EAS+HA simulation. It also suggests that
front/back confusions occurred because many of the responses fell near the negative
diagonal in the azimuth plots. Lastly, the response patterns in the CI+HA simulation
revealed no trends, suggesting that the listener guessed at the target location.
Examination of the lateral angle plots in the BiEAS simulation for the static condition
(Fig. 16) showed that the responses lay close to the positive diagonal, with little scatter in
the responses about the positive diagonal. These findings suggest that lateral bias was
not observed because responses were not focused in either of the wrong quadrants of the
plot. In the BiCI simulation, responses were similar except that there was a little more
scatter in the responses. Contrastingly, the responses in the EAS+HA condition tended to
fall in the upper quadrant of the plot regardless of the target location. This response
pattern indicates that there was a lateral bias favoring the right hemifield, or the ear that
was stimulated with the EAS device simulation. Lastly, the responses in the CI+HA
condition were scattered, which again suggests that L061 was guessing at the target
location.
Examination of the azimuth plots for participant L061 in the controlled movement
condition revealed different response patterns across device simulations (Fig. 15). In the
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case of the BiEAS device simulation, the majority of responses fell close to the positive
diagonal line, suggesting that the controlled movement condition reduced, if not
removed, the front/back errors observed in the same device simulation when no head
movement cues were available. The same response pattern was observed in the BiCI
device simulation; however, the responses were more scattered about the positive
diagonal than in the BiEAS device simulation. The responses in the EAS+HA device
simulation were no different from those observed in the static condition. The majority of
responses still fell on the right (EAS side) between 0 and 180o suggesting that both
left/right confusions and front/back reversals were still present. Again, no obvious trends
were observed in the responses for the CI+HA device simulation, suggesting that head
movement cues were not beneficial and that L061 was guessing at the target location.
Examination of the lateral angle plots (Fig. 16) showed that the responses in the BiEAS
device simulation lay close to the positive diagonal in the controlled head movement
condition. The scatter in the responses was greater in the controlled than in the static
head movement condition for the BiEAS device simulation; however, lateral bias was not
observed because responses were not focused in either the bottom or top half of the plot.
In contrast, the responses in the BiCI device simulation appear to have been lateralized
and scattered such that for target positions on the left, responses were not clustered
around the correct response angle but rather were spread out throughout the left
hemifield. The same observation was made for target positions on the right. The
responses for both EAS+HA and CI+HA device simulations were similar between the
controlled and static head movement conditions.
Lastly, examination of the responses for participant L061 in the free movement condition
revealed a different set of response patterns across device simulations (Fig. 15 & 16). In
all simulated conditions, the responses tended to lie on the positive diagonal line,
suggesting that head movement cues helped to reduce front/back reversals (Fig. 15). The
difference between groups was primarily in scatter in the responses. The responses in the
BiEAS device simulation were less scattered than the responses in the BiCI simulation.
The responses in the BiCI device simulation were less scattered than in both the CI+HA
and EAS+HA simulations, which were similar.
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Examination of the lateral angle plots (Fig. 16) showed that the responses in the BiEAS
condition had little scatter about the positive diagonal line. In this head movement
condition, as in the others, the responses lay close to the positive diagonal. These
findings suggest that no lateral bias was observed because responses were not focused in
either the upper or lower half of the plot. However, in contrast with other movement
conditions, the responses were less scattered in the free movement condition. Similarly,
in the BiCI device simulation, responses also lay close to the positive diagonal, again
suggesting that lateral bias was not present. The responses in this device simulation were
more scattered about the target location than in the BiEAS simulation. It was also
difficult to discern whether the amount of scatter about the target location was much
different in the BiCI simulation between head movement conditions for this listener.
Responses in both the CI+HA and EAS+HA simulations were similar in the free
movement condition in that the degree of lateral bias was reduced (i.e. responses were not
located in the upper quadrant of the plot regardless of the target location). As was the
case with both the BiCI and BiEAS conditions, the responses tended to follow the
positive diagonal; however, the responses showed greater deviation from the target
location in the CI+HA and EAS+HA simulations relative to the binaurally matched
conditions (i.e. BiCI and BiEAS).

3.1.2

Measures Derived for Analysis

In order to evaluate these trends, performance was quantified using several dependent
measures. First, rates of front/back reversals were derived from the azimuth plots.
Front/back reversals were quantified as the mean percent of responses located in the
wrong front/back hemifield where both the target and response locations were at least
22.5o from the ± 90o line. The restriction of responses to at least 22.5o from the ±90o line
was done to prevent the addition of false front/back errors due to scatter in the responses
about the ±90o targets. Second, rates of left/right confusions were derived from the lateral
angle plots. Left/right confusions were quantified as the mean percent of responses
located in the wrong left/right hemifield where both the target and responses were farther
than ±22.5o from the midline. The restriction of responses to at least 22.5o from the
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midline was done to prevent the addition of false left/right errors due to scatter in the
responses about the 0 and 180o targets.
Several measures were derived by fitting a regression line to the lateral angle data. Using
the regression line, we can assess whether lateral bias was observed in any of the
simulated conditions for each of the head movement conditions. Lateral bias is
quantified by left/right error rates and the intercept of the lateral angle regression line.
The value of the intercept indicates the left/right hemifield where lateral bias was
observed. If the intercept is a relatively large positive value, lateral bias was observed
such that the responses tended to be in the right hemifield; however, if the intercept is a
relatively large negative value, lateral bias was observed such that the responses tended to
be in the left hemifield. Intercept of the lateral angle regression line will subsequently be
referred to as lateral angle bias. The slope of the lateral angle regression line gives an
indication of the relationship between target lateral angle and response lateral angle,
which is termed lateral angle gain. If the lateral angle gain is 0, mean responses tended to
be towards the same location regardless of the target location. In contrast, if the slope of
the regression line is +1, mean responses tended to be at the correct target location
whereas a value of -1 indicates that mean responses were left/right reversed. Lastly,
scatter about the lateral angle regression line indicates whether or not responses were
consistent. Scatter about the lateral angle regression line was computed by determining
the RMS average error between the responses and the lateral angle regression line.
Scatter about the regression line is termed as response scatter.

3.1.3

Statistical Analysis of Front/Back Error Rates

Across participants, mean front/back error rates and standard deviations are presented in
the static condition for all device simulations and the normally hearing condition in figure
17. The normally hearing condition involved presentation of wideband stimuli processed
with individualized, in-ear HRTFs over head-phones. The mean front/back error rates
were much lower in the normal hearing condition than in any of the simulated conditions.
Although the front/back means were different across simulated device conditions, all of
the standard deviations tended to overlap. This suggests that front/back error rates were
relatively similar across device simulations in the static condition. In order to assess
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whether front/back reversals were significantly different between device simulations and
the normally hearing condition, a 1-way repeated measures ANOVA was run on
front/back error rates. In this 1-way repeated measures ANOVA, listening condition was
the factor of interest. Significant differences between front/back error rates across
listening conditions were observed, F(4, 35) = 23.22, p < 0.0001, η2 = 0.73. It was
hypothesized that a comparison between the normally hearing condition and any of the
simulated conditions would result in lower front/back error rates in the normally hearing
condition. Therefore, four paired t-tests were run comparing the normally hearing
condition with each of the simulated conditions, and FDR analyses were used to
determine which comparisons were significant. In all cases, the normal listening
condition had significantly lower front/back error rates (M = 4.30, SD = 6.81) than the
group with which it was being compared:
i)

Simulated BiCI, (M = 29.86, SD = 5.42), t(7) = 7.87, p < .0001, α = .006, d
= 4.94;

ii)

Simulated BiEAS, (M = 32.92, SD = 6.90), t(7) = 7.37, p < .0001, α =
.012, d = 4.46;

iii)

Simulated CI+HA, (M = 28.47, SD = 8.10), t(7) = 5.58, p = .001, α = .018,
d = 3.45;

iv)

And simulated EAS+HA, (M = 29.58, SD = 6.81), t(7) = 5.06, p = .001 , α
= .025, d = 3.96.

The low rate of front/back errors in the normal virtual condition indicates that it was the
simulated CI processing and not the virtual acoustic stimulation method itself that
accounted for the high front/back error rates in each of the device simulations.
Mean front/back error rates and standard deviations for all head movement conditions
across device simulations are presented in figure 18. Comparison across head movement
conditions suggests that front/back error rates were greatest in the static condition and
lowest in the free condition. In device simulation conditions in which the stimuli were
binaurally matched (i.e. BiCI and BiEAS), front/back error rates were greatest in the
static condition, followed by the controlled movement condition and lowest in the free
movement condition. In device simulations where the stimuli were binaurally
mismatched (i.e. CI+HA and EAS+HA), relatively little difference in front/back error
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Figure 17. Front/back error rates for normally hearing listeners both in the normally
hearing condition and device simulations when no head movement cues are available.
Means and standard deviations (M, SD) across listeners are presented for the rate of
front/back errors in the static head movement condition for five listening conditions: i)
virtual presentation of wideband noise; ii) simulated BiCI; iii) simulated CI+HA; iv)
simulated BiEAS; and v) simulated EAS+HA. The significantly different group is
denoted by ‘*’.
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Figure 18. Front/back error rates across simulation and head movement conditions.
Means and standard deviations (M, SD) across simulated listeners are presented for
front/back error rates across head movement conditions. The static condition is presented
in red, the controlled movement condition is presented in blue and the free movement
condition is presented in black. The data are presented for all device simulations.
Significant differences between head movement conditions are denoted by ‘*’ while
significant difference between device simulations within the controlled movement
condition are denoted by ‘*’.
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rates were observed when comparing between the static and controlled movement
conditions; however, front/back error rates were greater in these conditions when
compared to the free movement condition.
In order to determine whether there was a significant interaction between device
simulation and head movement condition and to determine whether there was a
significant main effect of either device simulation or head movement condition, a 2-way
repeated measures ANOVA was run on front/back error rates. The 2-way ANOVA was
run with two within-subjects factors: head movement and device simulation condition.
Head Movement had three levels – the static, controlled and free movement conditions –
while device simulation condition had four levels – BiCI, CI+HA, BiEAS and EAS+HA.
A significant interaction between device simulation and head movement condition was
observed, F(2.86, 20.05) = 12.76, p < .0001, η2 = .65. Significant main effects of head
movement condition, F(1.37, 9.56) = 42.02, p < .0001, η2 = 0.86, and simulated
condition, F(1.27, 8.91) = 8.71, p = .013, η2 = .55, were also observed.
It was hypothesized that within a device simulation, front/back reversals would be
reduced in conditions where head movements were available. It was also hypothesized
that within a head movement condition, front/back reversals would be lower for BiEAS
relative to BiCI simulations, EAS+HA relative to CI+HA simulations, BiCI relative to
CI+HA simulations and BiEAS relative to EAS+HA simulations. Therefore, 26 paired ttests were run in order to compare front/back error rates within a simulated condition
between the static and controlled movement, and controlled and free movement
conditions, and between device simulations within a head movement condition. The
FDR analysis was run to determine which of these comparisons were significant.
Comparisons within a given device simulation across head movement conditions yielded
several significant results. In the BiCI simulation, front/back error rates were greater in
the controlled movement condition (M = 19.05, SD = 11.72) than in the free movement
condition (M = 0.14, SD = 0.39), t(7) = -4.51, p = .003, α = .0048, d = 2.44. Similarly, in
the CI+HA simulation, front/back error rates were greater in the controlled movement (M
= 29.48, SD = 4.86) than in the free condition (M = 10.97, SD = 12.10), t(7) = -4.54, p =
.003, α = .0038, d = 2.14. Lastly, in the BiEAS simulation, front/back error rates were
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greater in the static (M = 32.92, SD = 6.90) than in the controlled movement condition (M
= 1.28, SD = 1.13), t(7) = 13.50, p < .0001, α = .0038, d = 6.84. These findings suggest
that only in the BiEAS simulation did limited head movement cues benefit the listener
with respect to reducing front/back errors.
Differences within a given head movement condition across device simulations were only
significant within the controlled movement condition. Simulated BiCI users (M = 0.19,
SD = 0.20) had lower front/back error rates in the controlled movement condition than
did simulated CI+HA users (M = 20.30, SD = 9.38), t(7) = -5.97, p = .001, α = .008, d =
3.24. Simulated BiEAS users (M = 1.28, SD = 1.13) also had lower front/back error rates
than simulated EAS+HA users (M = 24.50, SD = 8.65), t(7) = -7.70, p < .0001, α = .0048,
d = 4.03. Lastly, simulated BiEAS users (M = 1.28, SD = 1.13) had lower front/back
errors than simulated BiCI users (M = 19.05, SD = 11.72), t(7) = 4.23, p = .004, α =
0.007, d = 2.28. These findings suggest that matched binaural input (i.e. BiEAS and
BiCI) was better at reducing front/back error rates in the controlled movement condition
than was mismatched binaural input (i.e. EAS+HA and CI+HA). These findings also
suggest that BiEAS users derived the most benefit from head movement cues.

3.1.4

Statistical Analysis of Left/Right Error Rates

Mean left/right error rates across listeners and standard deviations for all head movement
conditions across device simulations are presented in figure 19. Comparison within a
device simulation across head movement condition revealed no differences in the
frequency of left/right errors for binaurally matched device simulation (i.e. BiCI and
BiEAS). This is because in both simulation conditions, regardless of the head movement
condition, no left/right errors were made. In contrast, differences were observed in the
frequency of left/right errors in the binaurally mismatched device simulations (i.e.
CI+HA and EAS+HA) such that left/right confusions were lowest in the free movement
condition and highest in the static condition.
In order to determine whether there was a significant interaction between device
simulation and head movement condition and whether there was a main effect of either
factor, a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA was run on left/right error rates.

The 2-way
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Figure 19. Left/right error rates across simulation and head movement conditions.
Means and standard deviations (M, SD) across simulated listeners are presented for
left/right error rates across head movement conditions. The static condition is presented
in red, the controlled movement condition is presented in blue and the free movement
condition is presented in black. The data are presented for all device simulations.
Significant comparisons between device simulations collapsed across head movement
condition are denoted by ‘*’ and are placed above the line connecting the intended pair.
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ANOVA was run with the same two within-subjects factors as described in section 3.1.4.
No significant interaction was found between head movement conditions and device
simulation, F(2.61, 18.26) = 2.40, n.s., η2 = .26. Only a significant main effect of device
simulation, F(1.56, 10.95) = 27.54, p < .0001, η2 = .80, was found. In order to assess
whether performance was better in specific listening groups (e.g. BiCI better than
CI+HA, BiEAS better than EAS+HA etc.), left/right error rates were collapsed across
head movement conditions, and 6 paired t-tests were run to compare between simulated
groups. Simulated BiCI users (M = 0.19, SD = 0.20) had significantly lower left/right
error rates than simulated CI+HA users (M = 20.30, SD = 9.38), t(7) = -5.97, p .001, α =
0.008, d = 3.24. Simulated BiEAS users (M = 0.05, SD = 0.13) also had significantly
lower left/right error rates than simulated EAS+HA users (M = 15.74, SD = 8.86), t(7) =
4.90, p = .002, α = .012, d = 2.68. Together these findings suggest that mismatched
binaural stimulation (i.e. EAS+HA and CI+HA) resulted in lateral bias which was
reduced, if not removed, with matched binaural stimulation (i.e. BiEAS and BiCI).

3.1.5

Statistical Analysis of Lateral Angle Gain

The mean lateral angle gain across listeners and standard deviations for all device
simulations across head movement conditions are presented in figure 20. Examination of
the lateral angle gain within a simulated condition did not seem to vary across head
movement conditions. However, the lateral angle gain tended to be closer to 1 for
matched binaural stimulation (i.e. BiCI and BiEAS) and less than 1 for mismatched
binaural stimulation (i.e. CI+HA and EAS+HA) regardless of the head movement
condition. In order to determine whether there was a significant interaction between
device simulation and head movement condition and whether there was a significant
effect of either factor, a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA was run on lateral angle gain.
The 2-way ANOVA was run with same two within-subjects factors as described in
section 3.1.4.
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Figure 20. Lateral angle gain for both simulation and head movement conditions.
Means and standard deviations (M, SD) across simulated listeners are presented for
lateral angle gain across head movement conditions. The static condition is presented in
red, the controlled movement condition is presented in blue and the free movement
condition is presented in black. The data are presented all device simulations.
Significant differences between device simulations collapsed across head movement
conditions are denoted by * and are found above the line connecting the intended pair.
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No significant interaction was found between head movement conditions and device
simulation, F(3.30, 23.11) = 2.58, n.s., η2 = .27. Only a significant main effect of device
simulation was found, F(2.30, 16.11) = 17.20, p < 0.0001, η2 = .71. In order to assess
whether performance was better in any one device simulation (e.g. BiCI better than
CI+HA, BiEAS better than EAS+HA etc.), the lateral angle gain was collapsed across
head movement conditions, and 6 paired t-tests were run to compare simulated groups.
In one comparison, a significant difference was found; simulated BiEAS users (M = 1.05,
SD = 0.02) had a greater lateral angle gain than simulated EAS+HA users (M = 0.59, SD
= 0.26), t(7) = 4.90, p = .002, α = 0.125, d = 50.56. These findings suggest that simulated
BiEAS users were better able to differentiate between target locations and respond
accordingly than EAS+HA users were able to do.

3.1.6

Statistical Analysis of Lateral Angle Bias

The mean lateral angle bias across listeners and standard deviations for all head
movement conditions across device simulations are presented in figure 21. The lateral
angle bias did not vary in binaurally matched device simulations (i.e. BiEAS and BiCI)
across head movement conditions because it was ~0 in all head movement conditions. In
order to determine whether there was a significant interaction between device simulation
and head movement condition and whether there was a significant main effect of either
factor, a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA was run on the lateral angle bias. The 2-way
ANOVA was run with the same two within-subjects factors as described in section 3.1.4.
A significant interaction was found between head movement conditions and device
simulations, F(2.02, 14.14) = 5.08, p = .021, η2 = .42. A significant main effect of both
head movement condition, F(1.50, 10.52) = 7.88, p = .011, η2 = .53, and device
simulation, F(1.36, 9.48) = 6.96, p = .02, η2 = .50, were found. It was hypothesized that
within a device simulation, the lateral angle bias would be closest to 0 in conditions
where head movements were available. It was also hypothesized that within a head
movement condition, the lateral angle bias would be closest to 0 for BiEAS
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Figure 21. Lateral angle bias for both simulation and head movement conditions.
Lateral angle bias across both simulation and head movement conditions.
Means and standard deviations (M, SD) across simulated listeners are presented for
lateral angle bias across head movement conditions. The static condition is presented in
red, the controlled movement condition is presented in blue and the free movement
condition is presented in black. The data are presented for all device simulations.
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relative to BiCI users, EAS+HA relative to CI+HA users, BiCI relative to CI+HA users
and BiEAS relative to EAS+HA users. Therefore, 26 paired t-tests were run in order to
compare lateral angle bias within a simulated condition between the static and controlled,
and controlled and free movement conditions and to compare within a head movement
condition between device simulations. An FDR analysis was used to determine which of
these comparisons was significant. No significant differences were found despite the fact
that the trends were similar to what was expected. The lack of significant differences is
likely attributed to the number of comparisons that were run because the p-values were
quite small but still larger than the α required by the FDR multiple comparisons analysis.

3.1.7

Statistical Analysis of Response Scatter

Mean response scatter across listeners and standard deviations for all head movement
conditions across device simulations are presented in figure 22. Response scatter
appeared to be the least for BiEAS simulations relative to all other device simulations
regardless of head movement condition. Response scatter varied across head movement
conditions in the BiCI simulation such that the scatter was least in the free movement
condition. Relatively little difference was observed in the amount of scatter across head
movement conditions for both CI+HA and EAS+HA device simulations. In order to
determine whether there was a significant interaction between device simulation and head
movement condition and whether significant main effects of either factor existed, a 2way repeated measures ANOVA was run on response scatter. The 2-way ANOVA was
run with the same two within-subjects factors as in section 3.1.4. No significant
interaction was observed between head movement and simulated condition, F(2.51,
17.60) = 0.66, p = .56 n.s., η2 = .087. Significant main effects of both head movement,
F(1.47, 10.28) = 4.88, p =.04, η2 = .41, and device simulation, F(1.24,8.66) = 27.16, p <
.0001, η2 = .80, were found. In order to assess whether performance differed between
specific device simulations (e.g. BiCI better than CI+HA, BiEAS better than EAS+HA
etc.), response scatter was collapsed across head movement conditions, and 6 paired ttests were run to compare between simulated groups. Simulated BiCI users
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Figure 22. Response scatter for both simulation and head movement conditions.
Response scatter across both simulation and head movement conditions.
Means and standard deviations (M, SD) across simulated listeners are presented for
response scatter across head movement conditions. The static condition is presented in
red, the controlled movement condition is presented in blue and the free movement
condition is presented in black. The data are presented for all device simulations.
Significant differences between device simulations collapsed across head movement
condition are denoted by * and are placed between the intended pair.
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exhibited less response scatter (M = 19.489, SD = 3.06) across head movement conditions
than did simulated CI+HA users (M = 42.11, SD = 16.98), t(7) = -3.81, p = .007, α =
.021, d = 1.98. Similarly, simulated BiEAS users also had less response scatter (M =
8.53, SD = 1.33) than did simulated EAS+HA users (M = 36.48, SD = 5.78), t(7) = 14.45, p < .0001, α = .0042, d = 7.12. Lastly, simulated BiEAS users (M = 8.53, SD =
1.33) had less response scatter across head movement conditions than did BiCI users (M
= 19.49, SD = 3.06), t(7) = 8.55, p < .0001, α = .008, d = 3.93. These findings suggest
that matched binaural stimulation (i.e. BiCI and BiEAS) led to more consistent responses
than did mismatched binaural stimulation (i.e. CI+HA and EAS+HA). Also, these
findings suggest that simulated BiEAS users’ responses were the most consistent.

3.2 Performance of Real Cochlear Implant (CI) Users
Target and response scatter plots both in azimuth (Fig. 23) and lateral angle (Fig. 24) are
presented for a real CI user from each of the groups tested (UCI: L036; CI+HA: L038;
BiCI: L068) across head movement conditions . These plots are described in section
3.1.1.
Under both the static and controlled movement conditions, response patterns in azimuth
were similar for listener L036 (x-CI; Fig. 23). Responses tended to be found on the right
(i.e. between 0 and 180o azimuth) regardless of the target position. This suggests that the
listener was localizing in the same hemifield as their implanted ear. In contrast,
responses in the free movement condition lay close to the positive diagonal line;
however, they were shifted just left of that line (i.e. below). These findings suggest that
L036 was orienting the head to the left of the target in order to better align the right or
implanted ear with the target.
Under both static and controlled movement conditions, response patterns in azimuth and
lateral angle plots were similar for listener L038 (HA-CI; Fig. 23 & 24). In these head
movement conditions, responses did not appear to have any real pattern. With respect to
lateral angle, the responses tended to be focused in the right hemifield for targets found
on the right but for targets found on the left, responses appeared to be relatively evenly
distributed between hemifields. These findings suggest that this listener was better able
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Figure 23. Azimuth scatter plots for real CI users across head movement conditions.
The relationship between response azimuth and target azimuth is shown in the following
plot for L036 (UCI), L038 (CI+HA) and L067 (BiCI) across head movement conditions.
This plot is described in Fig. 15.
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Figure 24. Lateral angle scatter plots for real CI users across head movement conditions.
The relationship between response and target lateral angle is shown in the following plot
for L036 (UCI), L038 (CI+HA) and L067 (BiCI) across head movement conditions. The
layout of this plot is described in Fig. 15.
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to identify the target location in the right hemifield than in the left. This may be
attributed to the fact that this individual is implanted in the right ear. In the free
movement condition, responses tended to lie near the positive diagonal line both in
azimuth and lateral angle. These findings indicate that in the free movement condition,
the listener was less likely to make front/back errors and left/right errors.
In the static condition, listener L067’s (BiCI) responses lay close to either the positive or
negative diagonal lines in azimuth (Fig. 23), indicating that front/back errors were
prevalent. Under both controlled and free movement conditions, L067’s responses lay
close to the positive diagonal line, indicating that head movement cues resolved front
back errors. In lateral angle, responses in both static and controlled movement conditions
lay along the positive diagonal line suggesting that lateral biases were not observed in
either condition. In the free movement condition, the same response was observed except
that the responses were less scattered about the positive diagonal line. These findings
suggest that L067’s responses were more consistent in the free movement condition.
As was the case with simulated CI users, real CI users’ sound localization performance
was evaluated based on:
i)

Front/back error rates;

ii)

Left/right error rates;

iii)

Lateral angle gain;

iv)

Lateral angle bias;

v)

And response scatter.

No statistical analyses were performed because the sample size was smaller than that
estimated as being necessary for sufficient power to analyze the results; however,
descriptive statistics for each of the real CI users were analyzed qualitatively (Tables 6, 7,
8, 9 & 10). Comparison of real CI users’ performance on sound localization tests across
device configuration revealed several trends (figures 25, 26, 27, 28 & 29). Two of the
listeners included in these data might not be able to attend to binaural cues (L035 –
CI+HA and L068 - BiCI). These two listeners’ scores differ from other listeners with
similar binaural fitting in that their performance had a higher rate of left/right errors and
lower lateral angle gain. With respect to both measures, a tendency to localize towards
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the side of the implanted ear (L035 – CI+HA) or the first implanted ear (L068 - BiCI)
was observed. This is likely due to the listeners’ inability to merge the electric and
acoustic signals (L035) or due to sound deprivation in the second implanted ear (L068).
L035 had self-selected not to wear a hearing aid contralateral to the implanted ear
initially following implantation because he felt he was deriving no benefit from it;
however, following testing in the Spatial Hearing and Prosthetics Lab on similar
localization tests , L035 felt that his sound localization performance was better when
using both devices. At this time, L035 chose to wear both devices together again, despite
still feeling that the HA provided no benefit for speech or music perception. L068 was
implanted in the second ear several years following implantation in the first ear. In her
case the second ear implanted was also the worst ear and L068 indicated that she “heard
better in her right [the first implanted] ear”. Taken together, these findings suggest that
these two listeners were not acquiring balanced information between the two ears.
Therefore, in the descriptive analysis that follows, deviations from the group trends will
be noted.

3.2.1

Descriptive Analysis of Front/Back Error Rates

Front/back error rates were reduced for all but two of the real CI users in the free
movement condition relative to the static condition (Fig. 25). In two cases (L035 –
CI+HA and L068 – BiCI), front/back error rates were higher in the free movement
condition than in the static condition. Generally speaking, UCI users’ front/back error
rates dropped slightly, while CI+HA users front/back error rates increased slightly in the
controlled movement condition. One of the two BiCI users’ (L067) front/back error rates
dropped in the controlled movement condition. Together, these findings suggest that
acoustic cues derived in the controlled head movement may have benefitted some users
(i.e. UCI and one BiCI) while degrading the response of others.
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Table 6. Front/back error rates for real cochlear implant users across head movement
conditions.
Device(s)
worn
UCI

CI+HA

BiCI

Subject ID
L033
L034
L036
L035
L037
L038
L067
L068

Static
(mean % of trials)
43.33
40
41.11
22.22
15.56
22.22
23.16
26.67

Controlled Movement
(mean % of trials)
28.89
34.12
35.23
30.68
19.08
29.88
15.46
28.41

Free Movement
(mean % of trials)
35.56
14.44
28.89
54.44
3.33
5.56
0
35.56

Table 7. Left/right error rates for real cochlear implant users across head movement
conditions.
Device(s)
worn

Subject ID

UCI

L033
L034
L036
L035
L037
L038
L067
L068

CI+HA

BiCI

Static
(mean % of trials)
18.89
7.78
35.56
28.89
12.22
17.77
1.05
32.22

Controlled
Movement
(mean % of trials)
12.22
18.82
35.23
22.22
11.24
12.64
0
38.64

Free Movement
(mean % of trials)
34.44
7.77
20
31.11
6.67
3.33
1
12.22

Table 8. Lateral angle gain for real cochlear implant users across head movement
conditions.
Device(s)
worn

Subject ID

UCI

L033
L034
L036
L035
L037
L038
L067
L068

CI+HA

BiCI

Static
(degrees/degree)
0.49
0.43
-0.02
0.39
0.98
0.73
0.98
0.23

Controlled
Movement
(degrees/degree)
0.57
0.54
-0.01
0.34
1.02
0.66
0.97
0.09

Free Movement
(degrees/degree)
0.09
0.46
0.30
-0.10
0.87
0.97
0.98
0.56
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Table 9. Lateral angle bias for real cochlear implant users across head movement
conditions.
Device(s)
worn

Subject ID

UCI

L033
L034
L036
L035
L037
L038
L067
L068

CI+HA

BiCI

Static
(degrees)
-4.21
-14.10
52.13
12.22
30.21
50.72
-10.44
53.88

Controlled
Movement
(degrees)
-9.38
-28.50
55.76
30.61
28.36
12.89
-6.30
62.50

Free Movement
(degrees)
-0.09
3.07
8.82
1.79
10.56
-0.29
-1.02
15.48

Table 10. Response scatter for real cochlear implant users across head movement
conditions.
Device(s)
worn

Subject ID

UCI

L033
L034
L036
L035
L037
L038
L067
L068

CI+HA

BiCI

Static
(degrees)
46.88
40.73
24.14
56.24
32.31
50.72
26.09
24.35

Controlled
Movement
(degrees)
22.83
44.04
38.74
39.55
31.35
42.80
24.84
22.51

Free Movement
(degrees)
48.68
36.60
50.63
45.01
32.40
28.28
7.10
42.30
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Figure 25. Comparison of real and simulated CI users’ front/back error rates.
Mean front/back error rates and 95% confidence intervals (M, 95% CI) are presented for
simulated bilateral CI users (top), simulated CI+HA users (middle) as well as individual
scores for real BiCI (top), CI+HA (middle) and UCI users (bottom) across listening
conditions. Each of the real CI users’ front/back error rates are represented by an
individual data point (i.e. real unilateral CI users: L033 by ‘’, L034 by ‘’, L036 by
‘+’; real CI+HA users: L035 by ‘o’, L037 by ‘x’ and L038 by ‘*’; real BiCI users: L067
by ‘□’ and L068 by ‘◊’).
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3.2.2

Descriptive Analysis of Left/Right Error Rates and Lateral
Angle Bias

With respect to left/right error rates, individual variability within groups of listeners (i.e.
UCI, CI+HA and BiCI users) was observed (Fig. 26). Although left/right error rates were
reduced for most listeners (i.e. all but L033 – UCI and L035 – CI+HA) in the free
movement condition, little benefit of head movement was observed in the controlled
movement condition for most listeners. Left/right error rates tended to be greatest for the
UCI users, followed by CI+HA users, and least for BiCI users in all conditions. These
findings are consistent with lateral angle bias (Fig. 27) as it tended to be greater for UCI
users than CI+HA users and BiCI users across conditions. Together these findings
suggest that both UCI and CI+HA users showed lateral bias favoring the implanted ear;
though this bias was greater for UCI users than CI+HA users.
Lastly, the lateral angle bias was reduced in the free movement condition relative to both
the static and controlled movement conditions, for all real CI users (Fig. 27).

3.2.3

Descriptive Analysis of Lateral Angle Gain

Lateral angle gain varied across CI users and head movement conditions (Fig. 28).
Bilateral CI users tended to have gains closer to 1 than did CI+HA users. In contrast,
UCI users tended to have gains close to 0. For BiCI users’ the patterns were different:
L067’s gain was similar across listening conditions, but L068’s gain was similar for static
and free movement conditions (~0.5) and was closest to 1 in the free movement
condition. For all CI+HA users, gains were similar between the static and controlled
movement conditions. For 2 of the listeners (L035 and L038), the gains were closer to 0
in the free movement condition, while 1 of the listeners (L037) had a similar gain in the
free movement condition and the other head movement conditions. For all UCI users,
gains were similar across listening conditions. Together these findings suggest that head
movement did not improve the majority of listeners’ ability to differentiate between
target positions.
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Figure 26. Comparison of real and simulated CI users’ left/right error rates.
Mean left/right error rates and 95% confidence intervals (M, 95% CI) are presented for
simulated bilateral CI users (top), simulated CI+HA users (middle) as well as the
individual scores for real BiCI (top), CI+HA (middle) and UCI users (bottom) across
listening conditions. Each of the real CI users’ left/tight error rates are represented by an
individual data point (i.e. real unilateral CI users: L033 by ‘’, L034 by ‘’, L036 by
‘+’; real CI+HA users: L035 by ‘o’, L037 by ‘x’ and L038 by ‘*’; real BiCI users: L067
by ‘□’ and L068 by ‘◊’).
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Figure 27. Comparison of real and simulated CI users’ lateral angle bias.
Mean lateral angle bias and 95% confidence intervals (M, 95% CI) are presented for
simulated bilateral CI users (top), simulated CI+HA users (middle) as well as individual
BiCI (top), CI+HA (middle) and UCI users (bottom) across listening conditions. Each of
the real CI users’ lateral angle biases are represented by an individual data point (i.e. real
unilateral CI users: L033 by ‘’, L034 by ‘’, L036 by ‘+’; real CI+HA users: L035 by
‘o’, L037 by ‘x’ and L038 by ‘*’; real BiCI users: L067 by ‘□’ and L068 by ‘◊’).
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Figure 28. Comparison of real and simulated CI users’ lateral angle gain.
Mean lateral angle gain and 95% confidence intervals (M, 95% CI) are presented for
simulated bilateral CI users (top), simulated CI+HA users (middle) as well as individual
scores for real BiCI (top), CI+HA (middle) and UCI users (bottom) across listening
conditions. Each of the real CI users’ lateral angle gains are represented by an individual
data point (i.e. real unilateral CI users: L033 by ‘’, L034 by ‘’, L036 by ‘+’; real
CI+HA users: L035 by ‘o’, L037 by ‘x’ and L038 by ‘*’; real BiCI users: L067 by ‘□’
and L068 by ‘◊’).
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3.2.4

Descriptive Analysis of Response Scatter

Response scatter tended to be similar across groups within a given listening condition
(Fig. 29). However, in the free movement condition, response scatter tended to be
greatest for UCI users, followed by CI+HA users and then BiCI users - with the
exception of L035 (CI+HA) and L068 (BiCI). These findings suggest that there was the
least consistency between the lateral response and the lateral target in UCI users.

3.3 Performance on Tests of Binaural Sensitivity in
Simulated Cochlear Implant (CI) Users
Sensitivity to ILD and ITD were both measured in the same manner. For each listener in
each of the device simulations ITD- and ILD-JND were calculated by averaging the ITDor ILD-JND values over three test blocks. Sensitivity to ITD was assessed in
microseconds and sensitivity to ILD was assessed in dB. Generally speaking, sensitivity
to ILD was good across device simulations with matched binaural stimulation (BiEAS, M
= 3.5 dB, SD = 1.24 dB and BiCI, M = 2.36 dB, SD = 0.38 dB). Sensitivity to ILD was
poor in device simulations with mismatched binaural stimulation (EAS+HA, M = 5.44
dB, SD = 1.92 dB and CI+HA, M = 7.38 dB, SD = 3.72 dB). In contrast, ITD sensitivity
was poor for all device simulations (BiCI, M = 2660-µs, SD = 760-µs; CI+HA, M =
4740-µs, SD =500-µs and EAS+HA, M = 4600-µs, SD = 520-µs) except the BiEAS
device simulation (M = 92-µs, SD = 36-µs).
Interaural time difference-and ILD-JND values are plotted against the lateral angle gain
in the static head movement condition to evaluate whether good binaural sensitivity was
predictive of good performance in the static condition. Mean ITD- and ILD-JNDs and
95% confidence intervals are presented for simulated device users as well as individual
scores for real BiCI and CI+HA users (Fig. 30).
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Figure 29. Comparison of real and simulated CI users’ response scatter.
Mean response scatter and 95% confidence intervals (M, 95% CI) are presented for
simulated bilateral CI users (top) and simulated CI+HA users (middle) as well as
individual scores for real users BiCI (top), CI+HA (middle) and UCI (bottom) across
listening conditions. Each of the real CI users’ response scatter is represented by an
individual data point (i.e. real unilateral CI users: L033 by ‘’, L034 by ‘’, L036 by
‘+’; real CI+HA users: L035 by ‘o’, L037 by ‘x’ and L038 by ‘*’; real BiCI users: L067
by ‘□’ and L068 by ‘◊’).
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Figure 30. Binaural sensitivity performance for both real and simulated CI users.
Mean JNDs and 95% confidence intervals (M, 95% CI) are presented for simulated
bilateral CI users (top) and simulated CI+HA users (middle) for binaural sensitivity tests.
Each of the real CI users’ mean ITD-JND and ILD-JND is represented by an individual
data point (i.e. real CI+HA users: L035 by ‘o’, L037 by ‘x’ and L038 by ‘*’; real BiCI
users: L067 by ‘□’ and L068 by ‘◊’).
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3.3.1

Predicting Simulated Cochlear Implant (CI) Users’ Sound
Localization Performance without Head Movement Cues

The relationship between ILD-JND and the lateral angle gain is illustrated in Fig. 31. In
this plot, low ILD-JND thresholds are associated with lateral angle gains close to 1 and
high ILD-JND thresholds are associated with a relatively low gain (i.e. flat slope of the
lateral angle regression line). The relationship between ITD-JND and the lateral angle
gain is illustrated in Fig. 31. In this plot, BiEAS and BiCI users’ ITD-JNDs are
associated with gains of ~1 whereas CI+HA and EAS+HA ITD-JNDs are associated with
low lateral angle gain. In order to determine whether ITD and ILD sensitivity were
predictive of the differentiation between target locations in the static head movement
condition, a Pearson’s correlation was run on ITD and ILD-JNDs versus the lateral angle
gain. Both ILD-JND, r(32) = -.542 p = .001 and ITD-JND, r(32) = -.597, p < .0001,
were significantly correlated with the lateral angle gain in the static condition. These
findings suggest that binaural sensitivity was predictive of the listener’s ability to
differentiate between target locations when head movement cues were not available.
These findings show that good binaural sensitivity did lead to the listener being able to
differentiate between target positions.

3.3.2

Predicting Simulated Cochlear Implant (CI) Users’ Sound
Localization Performance with Head Movement Cues

The relationship between ILD-JND and front/back error rates in the controlled movement
condition is illustrated in Fig. 32. These plots address whether or not good sensitivity led
to low front/back error rates when head movement cues were available. In this plot,
BiEAS users are grouped in the lower right quadrant, because both their ILD-JND
thresholds and their front/back error rates were low. In contrast, all other groups of
listeners are relatively spread out across the plot. This indicates that low ILD-JNDs were
not predictive of low front/back error rates. The relationship between ITD-JND and
front/back error rates in the controlled movement condition is illustrated in Fig. 32. In
this plot, BiEAS users are located in the lower right quadrant, because both their ITDJND
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Figure 31. Relationship between lateral angle gain with no head movement and binaural
sensitivities (ILD-JND or ITD-JND) across real and simulated CI users.
Each data point represents one listener’s data: i) filled stars represent the matched
bilateral stimulation conditions; ii) filled squares represent the mismatched bilateral
stimulations conditions; iii) red data points correspond to the simulated CI conditions;
and iv) blue data points correspond to the simulated EAS condition. Real users’ data are
presented in the right-hand column while simulated users’ data are presented in the lefthand column.
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Figure 32. Relationship between front/back error rates with limited head movement and
binaural sensitivities (ILD-JND or ITD-JND) across real and simulated CI users.
A general description of these plots is found in Fig. 31.
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and front/back error rates were low. In contrast, the majority of CI+HA and EAS+HA
users data are found in the upper right quadrant because both their ITD-JND thresholds
and front/back error rates were high. The BiCI users’ scores fell somewhere between
these two extremes. It was hypothesized that listeners with bilateral acoustic lowfrequency hearing (i.e. BiEAS and EAS+HA) would have access to on-going ITDs and
would therefore be able to use head movement cues to differentiate front from rear sound
source. In order to determine whether binaural sensitivity was predictive of the
front/back reversals in the controlled movement condition a Pearson’s correlation was
run on ITD and ILD-JNDs versus front/back error rates in the controlled movement
condition. No significant correlation was found between ILD-JND and FB error rates in
the controlled movement condition, r(32) = .153, n.s. Front/back error rates were
significantly correlated with ITD-JND in the controlled movement condition, r(32) =
.822, p < .0001. These findings suggest that ITD, but not ILD, sensitivity is predictive of
front/back error rates in the controlled movement condition. These findings also show
that good ITD sensitivity was associated with the ability to differentiate front from back
sources when head movement cues were available.

3.4 Comparing Sound Localization Performance of Real
and Simulated Bilateral Cochlear Implant (BiCI) and
Bimodal (CI+HA) Users
Several measures were used to assess sound localization performance in real and
simulated BiCI and CI+HA users (for review: Section 3.1.2). These measures were also
used to determine whether or not simulated BiCI and CI+HA users’ performance was
representative of real BiCI and CI+HA users performance. Given that there are a small
number of real BiCI and CI+HA users, the comparison that follows is descriptive in
nature. In addition to these measures, head movement behaviour was also assessed in the
free movement condition for both real and simulated BiCI and CI+HA users.

3.4.1

Measures of Sound Localization

The relationship between real and simulated BiCI and CI+HA users’ front/back error
rates is depicted in figure 25. Simulated listeners’ mean front/back error rates and 95%
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confidence intervals are compared to real listeners’ data. Both real and simulated BiCI
users’ front/back error rates decreased from static to controlled movement and from
controlled movement to free movement conditions. Specifically, in the:
i)

Static condition, 1 of 2 real BiCI users’ performance fell within the range of
simulated BiCI performance (M = 29.86, 95% CI [26.10 33.62]);

ii)

Controlled movement condition, 1 of 2 real BiCI users’ performance fell
within the range of simulated BiCI performance, (M = 2.41, 95% CI [1.01
3.81]);

iii)

Free movement condition, 1 of 2 real BiCI users’ performance fell within the
range of simulated BiCI performance (M = 0.14, 95% CI [-0.13 0.41]).

These findings suggest that the BiCI device simulation was representative of the
performance of the best performing BiCI user with respect to front/back error rates.
Simulated CI+HA users’ front/back error rates overestimated those of real CI+HA users.
Both real and simulated CI+HA users’ front/back error rates were similar in the
controlled movement condition. In contrast, all simulated CI+HA users’ and the majority
of real CI+HA users’ front/back errors decreased in the free movement condition.
Specifically, in the:
i)

Controlled movement condition, 2 of 3 real CI+HA users’ performance (L037
& L038) fell within the range of simulated CI+HA performance (M = 9.36,
95% CI [5.32 13.40]);

ii)

Free movement condition, 2 of 3 real CI+HA users’ performance (L037 &
L038) fell within the range of simulated CI+HA performance (M = 10.97,
95% CI [2.58 19.36]).

These findings suggest that the CI+HA device simulation was likely representative of the
performance of best performing CI+HA users in the head movement conditions only.
The relationship between real and simulated BiCI and CI+HA users’ left/right error rates
is depicted in figure 26. Simulated listeners’ mean left/right error rates and 95%
confidence intervals were compared to real listeners’ data. Simulated BiCI users’
left/right errors were similar across head movement conditions, as was the case for one
real CI user. Specifically, in the:
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i)

Controlled movement condition, 1 of 2 real BiCI users’ (L067) left/right error
rates were within the range of simulated BiCI users’ performance (M = 0.33,
95% CI [-0.03 0.69]);

ii)

Free movement condition, 1 of 2 real BiCI users’ (L067) left/right error rates
were within the range of simulated BiCI users’ performance (M = 0, 95% CI
[0 0]).

These findings suggest that with respect to left/right error rates, the BiCI device
simulation was representative of the best performing real BiCI users in the head
movement conditions.
Left/right error rates in simulated CI+HA users increased slightly in the controlled
movement condition relative to the static condition while the free movement condition
had the lowest left/right error rates. For the majority of real CI+HA users, left/right error
rates were similar in the static and controlled movement conditions, but were much lower
in the free movement condition. Direct comparison between real and simulated CI+HA
users indicated that in the:
i)

Controlled movement condition, 1 of 3 real CI+HA users’ left/right error rates
(L035) fell within the range of simulated CI+HA users’ left/right errors (M
=25.75 , 95% CI [18.13 33.37]);

ii)

Free movement condition, 1 of 3 real CI+HA users’ (L037) left/right error
rates fell within the range of simulated CI+HA users’ left/right errors (M =
12.50, 95% CI [3.63 21.37]).

These findings suggest that the CI+HA device simulation likely overestimated the
frequency of left/right errors in the best performing real CI+HA users in the static and
controlled movement conditions.
The relationship between real and simulated BiCI and CI+HA users’ lateral angle gain is
depicted in figure 28. Simulated users’ mean lateral angle gain and 95% confidence
intervals were compared to those of the real listeners. The lateral angle gain did not
seem to vary across listening conditions for one real and all simulated BiCI users. A
direct comparison of real and simulated users’ lateral angle gain shows that 1 of 2 real
BiCI users fell within the range of the simulated BiCI users in the (M = 1.08, 95% CI
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[0.99 1.17]) controlled (M = 1.03, 95% CI [0.90 1.16]) and free movement conditions
(M = 1.01, 95% CI [0.97 1.05]). These findings suggest that the BiCI simulation was
representative of the best performing real BiCI users as it related to the lateral angle gain.
There was also relatively little change in the lateral angle gain for both real and simulated
CI+HA users across head movement conditions. A direct comparison of real and
simulated users’ lateral angle gain suggests that 2 of 3 real CI+HA users’ (L035 & L038)
gains fell within the range of simulated CI+HA users’ lateral angle gain in both the static
(M = 0.22, 95% CI [-0.14 0.58]) and controlled movement conditions (M = 0.26, 95%
CI [0.03 0.49]). In addition, 1 of 3 real CI+HA (L035) users’ gains fell within the
simulated CI+HA users’ lateral angle gain in the free movement condition (M = 0.26,
95% CI [0.03 0.49]). These findings suggest that the CI+HA device simulation might
not have been representative of the best performing real CI+HA users as it relates to
lateral angle gain.
The relationship between real and simulated BiCI and CI+HA users’ lateral angle biases
is depicted in figure 27. Simulated users’ mean lateral angle biases and 95% confidence
intervals are compared to real users’ data. Simulated BiCI users’ lateral angle biases
were similar across head movement conditions. Real BiCI users’ lateral angle biases
were closer to 0 in the free movement condition than in the other two head movement
conditions. A direct comparison between real and simulated users indicates that:
i)

In the controlled movement condition, 1 of 2 real BiCI users’ (L067) biases
fell within the range of the simulated BiCI users’ lateral angle bias (M = -2.54,
95% CI [-8.54 3.37]);

ii)

In the free movement condition, both real BiCI users’ biases fell within the
range of the BiCI device simulation suggesting that the simulation was
representative of the best performing real BiCI users’ lateral angle bias when
head movement was available.

In contrast, the lateral angle biases were similar for both real and simulated CI+HA users
in the static and controlled movement conditions. The lateral angle bias was closer to 0
in the free movement conditions for both real and simulated CI+HA users relative to the
other two head movement conditions. Specifically:
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i)

All three real CI+HA users’ biases fall within the range of simulated CI+HA
users’ bias in both the static (M = 24.67, 95% CI [4.47 44.87]) and controlled
movement conditions (M = 25.63, 95% CI [7.77 43.49]);

ii)

In the free movement condition, 2 of 3 real CI+HA users’ (L035 & L038)
biases fell within the range of simulated CI+HA users’ lateral angle bias (M =
1.98, 95% CI [-3.28 7.24].

These findings suggest that the CI+HA device simulation was a relatively good predictor
of real CI+HA users’ performance as it relates to the lateral angle bias.
The relationship between real and simulated BiCI and CI+HA users’ response scatter are
depicted in figure 29. Simulated users’ mean response scatter and 95% confidence
intervals are compared to those of real listeners’ data. Both real and simulated BiCI
users’ responses were less scattered in the free movement condition relative to either the
static or controlled movement conditions. Direct comparisons between real and
simulated BiCI users indicated that performance of simulated BiCI users in both the static
(M = 22.02, 95% CI [18.69 25.35]) and the controlled movement conditions (M = 24.73,
95% CI [22.66 26.80]) was representative of 1 of 2 real BiCI users. These findings
suggest that the BiCI device simulation was representative of the performance of the best
performing real BiCI users’ performance with respect to response scatter in the static and
controlled movement conditions only.
In contrast, simulated CI+HA users’ response scatter was relatively consistent throughout
head movement conditions whereas, real CI+HA users’ response scatter was variable
across conditions. Direct comparison between the two groups indicates that:
i)

In the static and free movement conditions, 2 of 3 real CI+HA users’ (L037 &
L038) response scatter fell within the same range as simulated CI+HA users
((M = 37.20, 95% CI [26.44 47.96]) and (M = 35.21, 95% CI [26.33 44.09],
respectively)

ii)

In the controlled movement condition all three CI+HA users’ response scatter
fell within the same range as simulated CI+HA users ((M = 40.28, 95% CI
[28.22 52.34]).
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These findings suggest that CI+HA device simulations were representative of the best
performing real CI+HA users’ performance on tasks of sound localization as they relate
to response scatter.
In summary, the BiCI device simulation was a good predictor of performance in a BiCI
user whose electric inputs were balanced between the ears. In contrast, the CI+HA
device simulation did not reliably predict the performance of any one individual CI+HA
user across head movement conditions despite the fact that it was typically predictive of
2/3 listeners in a given condition, although these 2 listeners were not always the same.

3.4.2

Head Movement Behaviour in the Free Movement Condition

Another indication of simulation accuracy is derived from the head movement strategies
employed in the free head movement condition. In this section, head movements are
compared for real and simulated BiCI and CI+HA users; in addition, real UCI users’ head
movement patterns are presented to illustrate the differences among real users. Head
movement tracks are presented for one simulated user in both BiCI and CI+HA device
simulation conditions (Figs. 33 and 34) and for two different real users (Figs. 35 and 36).
In each of the figures, the head orientation is plotted in degrees over the duration of time
that the stimulus was turned on (7.5 seconds). Both simulated and real BiCI users tended
to initiate their head movements towards the side where the target was located. In
addition, their final registered head positions tended to cluster around the target location
(i.e. they ended their head movement at the target position). In contrast, both real and
simulated CI+HA users initiated their head movements in a relatively unpredictable
manner. In addition, their final registered head positions did not always cluster around
the target location.

±22.5o in the first column etc.).

responses are depicted by the filled red diamonds. Targets that can be front/back confused are presented in columns (eg.

Each of the head movement tracks are presented in blue and the target position is represented by the open red circle. Final

Figure 33. Head movement tracks for listener L061 in the BiCI device simulation.
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General characteristics of this figure are described in Fig. 32.

Figure 34. Head movement tracks for listener L061 in the CI+HA device simulation.
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General characteristics of this figure are described in Fig. 32.

Figure 35. Head movement tracks for listener L038 (real CI+HA user).
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General characteristics of this figure are described in Fig. 32.

Figure 36. Head movement tracks for listener L067 (real BiCI user).
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In order to evaluate whether head movement patterns were similar between real and
simulated BiCI and CI+HA users, several measures were derived that quantified the
trends observed in figs. 33 through 36. These measures were then plotted versus the
target azimuth to determine whether the relationship between target position and head
movement was similar for simulated and real users. First, the initial direction of head
movement was identified by locating the first reversal of motion direction within a head
movement track for each target location. The initial direction of movement was then
averaged over nine head movement tracks for each target location to generate the derived
measure. Initial head movements were counted if the reversal in the direction of
movement occurred at an azimuth greater than 11.5o. This measure was quantified on a
scale from -1 to 1, where -1 represented initial movements to the left on all trials and 1
represented initial movements to the right on all trials. Second, the total amount of
movement was quantified as the sum of the absolute values of all movement increments
within a head movement track for each target location. The total amount of movement
was then averaged across nine tracks for each target location. This measure is quantified
in degrees. Third, the average head orientation was quantified for each target location.
For each target location, this measure indicates the average head orientation over the
duration of the stimulus. Lastly, the final registered head position was measured as the
last position in any given track for each target location. However, it is important to note
that the last registered head position was not necessarily the response location because
listeners could still move their heads after the stimulus terminated. These values were
averaged over nine head movement tracks for each target location. A comparative
analysis of the head movement measures for real and simulated BiCI and CI+HA users
follow. A description of real UCI users’ head movement behaviour is also included.

3.4.2.1

Initial Direction of Head Movement

Simulated BiCI users’ initial head movements mostly occurred toward the same side as
the target (i.e. close to -1 for leftward targets and close to 1 for rightward targets; Fig.
37). However, the direction of initial head movement was only equal to -1 for two target
locations (-67.5 and -112.5o), suggesting that for most tracks, the listener did not initiate
in the direction of the target 100% of the time. Real BiCI users’ head movement tracks
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Figure 37. Comparison of real and simulated CI users’ initial direction of movement.
Mean and 95% confidence intervals (M, 95% CI) across listeners are presented for the
initial direction of motion for the BiCI (first column) and CI+HA (second column)
simulations and real BiCI (first column), CI+HA (second column) and UCI (third
column) users in the free movement condition. The target azimuth is presented on the xaxis. Each of the real CI users’ mean response scatter is represented by an individual
data point (i.e. real unilateral CI users: L033 by ‘’, L034 by ‘’, L036 by ‘+’; real
CI+HA users: L035 by ‘o’, L037 by ‘x’ and L038 by ‘*’; real BiCI users: L067 by ‘□’
and L068 by ‘◊’).
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varied between individuals. Participant L067 tended to initiate towards the left hand side
for sound sources on the left and to the right hand side for sound sources located in the
right-rear quadrant. In contrast, L068 tended to initiate head movements towards the side
of the target for some stimuli located on the midline.
Simulated CI+HA users’ initial head movements tended to be towards the left (HA side)
regardless of the sound source position. This pattern was also observed in two of the
three real CI+HA users (L035: HA-CI and L038: HA-CI). Direction of the initial head
movement appears to be inversely correlated with the side of the implant in simulated
CI+HA users as well as in two of the three real CI+HA users (L035 and L038). In
contrast, one real CI+HA user’s direction of initial head movement tended to be
correlated with the target position (L037: HA-CI).
The head movement patterns of each of the UCI users were slightly different with respect
to direction of initial head movement. L034 almost always turned her head towards the
left regardless of the sound source position. L033 tended to turn her head towards the left
for left and mid-line positions, but tended to move towards the right (67.5o) or moved in
either direction ~50% of the time for sound sources located on the right (22.5 and
112.5o). The direction of initial head movement for L036 tended to be the opposite of
L033’s initial head movements. Consequently, for two of the UCI users, the initial
direction of head movement was primarily toward with the side of the implanted ear.
Taken together these findings suggest that BiCI users, both real and simulated, were
better able to identify the position of the sound source at the onset of the stimulus than
were either real or simulated CI+HA and real UCI users. These findings also suggest that
for most of the real and simulated CI+HA users, the initial head movements tended to be
towards the side of the hearing aid, which would point the CI towards the 0o speaker.

3.4.2.2

Total Amount of Head Movement

Comparison across simulated CI users indicates that simulated BiCI users, had less total
movement than did simulated CI+HA users (Fig. 38). Simulated BiCI users’ total
amount of movement tended to overestimate real BiCI users’ total amount of movement.
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Figure 38. Comparison of real and simulated CI users’ total head movement.
Mean and 95% confidence intervals (M, 95% CI) across listeners are presented for the
total head displacement in degrees for the BiCI (A) and CI+HA (B) simulations in the
free movement condition. The target azimuth is presented on the x-axis. Each of the real
CI users’ mean scatter about the regression line is represented by an individual data point
(i.e. real unilateral CI users: L033 by ‘’, L034 by ‘’, L036 by ‘+’; real CI+HA users:
L035 by ‘o’, L037 by ‘x’ and L038 by ‘*’; real BiCI users: L067 by ‘□’ and L068 by
‘◊’).
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In contrast, simulated CI+HA users’ total head movement overestimated (L037),
underestimated (L035) or was a good estimate (L038) of real CI+HA users’ total head
movement. Between-subject variability was also observed in the total head movement
scores for UCI users. In most cases, real UCI users moved more than real BiCI and
CI+HA users regardless of the target location. Together, these findings suggest that
mismatched stimulation between the two ears causes the listener to spend more time
searching for the target location.

3.4.2.3

Average Head Position

In the case of both real and simulated BiCI and CI+HA users there tended to be a
correlation between the average head position and the target location (Fig. 39). However,
the average head position showed greater variation across target positions in the real and
simulated BiCI users than in the real and simulated CI+HA users. These findings suggest
that both real and simulated BiCI users tended to spend more time oriented toward the
target location than did CI+HA users. Real UCI listeners’ data differs from real CI+HA
users’ results because more interindividual variability was observed. The average head
position for L036 tended to be between ~10 and ~90o regardless of the sound source
position, whereas the average head positions of L033 and L034 tended to be to the right
of the stimulus. These findings suggest that UCI users tended to spend more time
orienting their heads in a way that enabled the implanted ear to be aimed in the general
direction of the sound source position.

3.4.2.4

Final Registered Head Position

Both real and simulated BiCI users’ final registered head positions for stimuli located on
or close to the midline tended to be correlated with the front target position in a
front/back confusable speaker pair (Fig. 40). Generally speaking, both real and simulated
BiCI users’ final registered head position tended to show greater variation across speaker
positions than both real and simulated CI+HA users. Simulated CI+HA user’s final
registered head position tended to be to the right of the sound source position. These
findings suggest that the head was oriented such that the implanted ear was directed at the
target for CI+HA users.
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Figure 39. Comparison of real and simulated CI users’ average head position.
Mean and 95% confidence intervals (M, 95% CI) across listeners are presented for the
average head position in degrees for the BiCI (A) and CI+HA (B) simulations in the free
movement condition. The target azimuth is presented on the x-axis. Each of the real CI
users’ mean scatter about the regression line is represented by an individual data point
(i.e. real unilateral CI users: L033 by ‘’, L034 by ‘’, L036 by ‘+’; real CI+HA users:
L035 by ‘o’, L037 by ‘x’ and L038 by ‘*’; real BiCI users: L067 by ‘□’ and L068 by
‘◊’).
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These findings are consistent with the final registered head position for both real CI+HA
and UCI users at most sound source positions. Together these findings suggest that both
real and simulated BiCI users were more likely to face the target location than both real
and simulated CI+HA and real UCI users, who tended to point the implanted ear in the
general direction of the target.
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Figure 40. Comparison of real and simulated CI users’ final head position.
Mean and 95% confidence intervals (M, 95% CI) across listeners are presented for the
final head position in degrees for the BiCI (A) and CI+HA (B) simulations in the free
head movement condition. The target azimuth is presented on the x-axis. Each of the
real CI users’ mean scatter about the regression line is represented by an individual data
point (i.e. real unilateral CI users: L033 by ‘’, L034 by ‘’, L036 by ‘+’; real CI+HA
users: L035 by ‘+’, L037 by ‘x’ and L038 by ‘*’; real BiCI users: L067 by ‘□’ and L068
by ‘◊’).
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4

Discussion

The present study addressed the importance of binaural hearing in CI users for localizing
sounds throughout the horizontal plane. An assessment of binaural sensitivity in both
real and simulated CI users was performed to determine whether or not it was predictive
of sound localization performance both with and without head movement. Real and
simulated CI users were assessed on tasks of sound localization both with and without
head movement to determine whether performance varied depending on the device
configuration. Performance was assessed based on front/back and left/right error rates,
lateral angle gain and bias and response scatter as well as ITD and ILD sensitivity. It was
predicted that a hierarchy would exist such that the best performers would be BiEAS
users, followed by EAS+HA users, BiCI users, and CI+HA users while UCI users would
be the worst performers. Device simulations with access to bilateral, low-frequency
information were expected to perform well both on tests of sound localization and
binaural sensitivity. Device simulations with matched binaural input were also expected
to well on tests of sound localization. Performance both on tests of binaural sensitivity
and sound localization were as predicted for BiEAS, BiCI, CI+HA and UCI users but not
EAS+HA users. The real CI users’ performance is congruent with results in the
literature. Comparison between real and simulated CI users’ performance indicated that
the simulation was representative of real CI users’ binaural sensitivities and localization
abilities.

4.1 Simulated Cochlear Implant (CI) Users Performance
4.1.1

Sound Localization Tests

Front/back error rates varied between device simulations and between head movement
conditions. Comparison across device simulations indicated that binaurally matched
listeners derived the greatest benefit from limited head movement cues in reducing
front/back error rates. In addition, the greatest reduction in front/back error rates
occurred for listeners in the BiEAS device simulation when head movement was
available (Section 3.1C). These findings are consistent with studies that have
investigated head movement benefits in acoustically hearing participants (Wightman &
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Kistler, 1999; Macpherson & Middlebrooks, 2002; for review: Section 1.1.4). To date,
only one study has used methods that would allow for an assessment of front/back errors
in BiCI users however, the authors did not measure these types of errors (Laske et al.
2009).
Several conclusions related to the benefit derived from head movement in reducing
front/back errors can be drawn based on the findings of the present study. Two of these
conclusions are related to the listener’s ability to track changing ITD cues with head
movement. First, simulated BiEAS users derived the greatest benefit from limited head
movement cues in reducing front/back errors. This finding suggests that simulated
BiEAS users were able to track changing ITD cues when moving the head in order to
differentiate front from rear sound sources. It was also expected that EAS+HA users
should derive the same benefits as BiEAS users because they too have access to the lowfrequencies bilaterally; however, EAS+HA users did not derive the same benefits as
BiEAS users. This leads us to the second conclusion: in simulations with mismatched
binaural stimulation, it might be difficult to attend to the changes in the interaural cues as
head movement occurs. Although it is possible that EAS+HA and CI+HA users have
access to ILD through across-frequency comparison of levels in each of the ears, it is it is
likely that ILDs are derived from a comparison of similar frequencies between the ears.
If ILD information were derived in this manner, the unilateral CI component of the
bilateral stimulation likely imposes a very large and false ILD. Wightman and Kistler
(1997) suggested that this might explain why virtual monaural listeners also responded to
targets in the same hemifield as the stimulated ear. In both cases it is possible that the
listener perceives the target as being located near the implanted ear regardless of head
movement due to this large and false ILD information. It is also possible that the
perceived saliency of the CI-component of stimulation is greater than the HA-component
because loudness balancing was not performed in this study. Either of these reasons
might explain simulated EAS+HA users’ performance tendency to respond to the same
regions regardless of the target position. Third, simulation conditions with matched
binaural stimulation derived more head movement benefit than their counterparts with
mismatched binaural stimulation. In the case of simulated BiEAS users, this is likely due
to their ability to track changing ITDs; however, in the case of simulated BiCI users, this
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benefit is derived from the ability to track changing ILDs. Other studies have
demonstrated that head movement benefit is much greater for narrow-band low frequency
noise (which carries ITD) than for narrow band high-frequency noise (which carries ILD;
Macpherson & Kerr, 2008). These findings suggest that head movement benefits are
derived from tracking ITD changes; therefore, it is not surprising that BiEAS users
performed better than BiCI users because they have access to bilateral, low-frequency
information.
Left/right error rates varied across device simulations such that bilaterally matched
listeners had no left/right errors whereas bilaterally mismatched listeners had high
left/right error rates across head movement conditions. In addition, the amount of head
movement benefit in reducing lateral bias varied between device simulations (Sections
3.1.4 & 3.1.6). Together, these two findings indicate that binaurally mismatched listeners
tended to localize towards the side of their implanted ear in the static and controlled
movement conditions. Localization in the free movement condition allows the listener to
move while the stimulus is on, thus making it more likely that the listener can make
corrections to their head orientation as they gain more information about the target
location (i.e. using constant auditory feedback). In contrast, head movement benefit in
the controlled movement condition is limited because the stimulus duration is fixed in the
middle of the head movement, the listener cannot use constant auditory feedback to
identify the target location. Therefore, it can be concluded that binaurally mismatched
listeners (CI+HA and EAS+HA) did not derive benefit from limited head movement
because reduced left/right error rates in the free movement condition are based on the
listener’s ability to use constant feedback when responding to a given target location.
The findings for simulated CI+HA users without head movement are consistent with
those of Seeber et al. (2004). Seeber et al. (2004) found that 7 of the 11 real CI+HA
users tested were unable to discriminate between targets in the right relative to those in
the left hemifield (Section 1.6.2). It might also be expected that real EAS+HA and
CI+HA users would have similar lateral bias because their lateral bias is likely due to the
greater perceptual saliency of the CI-stimulation component in the EAS device. The CIstimulation component carries a large, false ILD cue because there is no corresponding
stimulation in the contralateral ear. The greater perceptual saliency of the CI-stimulation
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component would explain why simulated EAS+HA and CI+HA users performed
similarly in the present study, because both had unilateral CI-stimulation which carried
this cue.
The lack of lateral bias observed in simulated BiCI users is also consistent with findings
from previous studies, because none of the studies reviewed reported lateral bias in real
BiCI users (Section 1.6.3). It is expected that lateral bias would not be observed in
BiEAS users because they are similar to BiCI users in that they have similar inputs at
both ears. Matched bilateral input would explain why BiCI and BiEAS users performed
similarly and why their results showed no lateral bias regardless of head movement
condition whereas both simulated EAS+HA and CI+HA users’ did.
The ability to accurately respond to target locations based on ITD and ILD cues varied
across device simulations. Specifically, simulated BiEAS users were better able to
differentiate between target locations than EAS+HA users (Section 3.1.5). The benefit of
head movement in reducing response scatter varied between simulation conditions. In
addition, regardless of head movement condition, some device simulations reliably
yielded more consistent responses. Specifically, matched binaural stimulation led to
more consistent responses, and simulated BiEAS users’ responses were the most
consistent of all device simulations (Section 3.1.7). Previous studies have not examined
real CI users’ sound localization performance with such detailed measures; however,
performance in the present study is consistent with other studies. In device simulations
with matched bilateral stimulation, listeners were better able to differentiate between
target locations and response scatter was less. These findings are consistent with the
performance of real BiCI users, who were more accurate at localizing targets than CI+HA
users tested using the same methods (Ching et al., 2007). Increased response scatter in
CI+HA users relative to BiCI users is similar to the increased RMS error observed in real
CI+HA users (e.g. 42.7o in Dunn et al., 2005) relative to real BiCI users (e.g. 22o in
Chang et al., 2010; see Appendices C and D).
Overall, findings indicate that simulated BiCI and BiEAS users are more accurate at
localizing the target without head movement than are simulated CI+HA and EAS+HA
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users. In addition, listeners in the BiEAS simulation derived more benefit from limited
head movement cues than did listeners in any of the other device simulations. These
findings are consistent with previous studies in which BiCI users have been shown to
localize more accurately than CI+HA users (Seeber et al., 2004; Ching et al., 2007; for
review: Section 1.6.4). It is hypothesized that a comparison of real BiEAS users’
performance to real EAS+HA users’ performance would be similar to what is observed
when comparing BiCI and CI+HA users. Real BiEAS users’ are hypothesized to be
better performers than real EAS+HA users because their devices provide complementary
information which is more representative of normal hearing than the information
provided by EAS+HA users’ devices. Both simulated BiCI and BiEAS users’ binaural
sensitivities were better than CI+HA and EAS+HA users respectively (for review:
Section 3.3). This is consistent with the hypothesis that real BiEAS users should perform
better than real EAS+HA users. In order to determine whether or not simulated BiEAS
and EAS+HA users’ performance is representative of real BiEAS and EAS+HA users’
future studies with real users of these devices are needed.
Overall, findings indicate that simulated BiEAS users were most accurate at localizing
sound sources when limited head movement cues were available. This is not surprising
given that listeners in this simulation were sensitive to ITD information which is likely
how head movement benefits are derived. However, as discussed previously, it is
puzzling that simulated EAS+HA users did not derive the same benefits because they too
have access to ITD cues. The differences in head movement benefit between these two
groups may be attributed to the fact that loudness balancing, both between and within
ears, was not performed in this study and/or that EAS+HA and CI+HA users localized
based on large, false ILD cues.

4.1.2

Binaural Sensitivity Tests

Binaural sensitivity was predictive of the listeners’ ability to differentiate between target
locations because ITD- and ILD-JND were negatively correlated with listeners’ ability to
differentiate between targets without head movement (Section 3.3.1). Interaural level
difference sensitivities of both real and simulated BiCI users found in the present study
were similar to previous studies. Grantham et al. (2008) assessed ILD sensitivity in BiCI
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users with the AGC circuitry both active and inactive. Sensitivity to ILD was most
similar between the AGC inactive condition of that study and the present study’s
simulated BiCI users (range of ~1 – 3 dB versus range of 1.78 – 2.78 dB respectively); in
contrast, ILD-JND in the AGC active condition was worse (range of ~1 – 11 dB) when
compared to the present study’s simulated BiCI users. These findings suggest that the
simulation was representative of simulated BiCI users’ sensitivities to ILD when the
AGC is inactive, which is expected given that no attempt to simulate AGC-circuitry or
loudness compressive functions were made. Senn et al. (2005) also found good ILD
sensitivity in BiCI users listening to white noise bursts (mean ITD-JND of 1.2 dB).
These findings are congruent with what was observed in simulated users. In contrast,
findings from Senn et al. (2005) regarding ITD sensitivity in BiCI users listening to white
noise bursts are not congruent with the findings of the present study because real BiCI
users’ sensitivities were better (range of 600 to > 1000 µs) than simulated BiCI users’
sensitivities (1060 to 3270 µs). Sensitivity of real BiCI users in Senn et al. (2005) may
have been greater because electrodes were directly stimulated via computer interface;
therefore, the timing of stimulation with fine-structure information at each of the ears
may have been correlated for real users, whereas in the present study no correlation in
timing of stimulation was present between the ears. Regardless of the differences
between ITD-JND values between these two studies, ITD sensitivity was poor for both
the real and simulated BiCI users.
The negative correlation between ILD sensitivity and the ability to discriminate between
target positions when no head movement was available is not surprising because we
know CI users have access to ILD information and that normally hearing listeners use
ILD when ITD cues are unavailable for localization. The negative correlation is not
surprising because the device simulations either preserved ILD information, in the case of
binaurally matched listeners (i.e. simulated BiCI and BiEAS), or ILD information was
degraded, in the case of binaurally mismatched listeners (i.e. simulated CI+HA and
EAS+HA). Therefore, the fact that simulated BiCI and BiEAS users were able to
differentiate between target positions when no head movement was available was not
surprising, becausece ILDs were preserved in the simulation. In addition, simulated
CI+HA and EAS+HA users’ poor performance without head movement is also not
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surprising because these listeners were likely only able to use monaural level cues in the
CI-like signal to differentiate target positions. Given that level roving was applied,
monaural level cues were minimized for simulated CI+HA and EAS+HA users, thus
making it difficult for them to differentiate between target locations.
The positive correlation between ITD sensitivity and sound localization performance
without head movement cues was expected because simulated users who have bilateral
access to fine-structure (BiEAS and EAS+HA users) are expected to localize based on
ITD information. In contrast, CI+HA and BiCI users do not have access to bilateral finestructure and therefore, would not be expected to localize based on ITD information.
Even though a positive correlation between ITD-JND and front/back errors without head
movement was not surprising, it was surprising that the correlation between ITD
sensitivity and front/back error rates was different from what was predicted for EAS+HA
and BiCI users. First, EAS+HA users’ ITD sensitivity and static localization
performance were poor. This is likely explained by either unbalanced stimulation within
(EAS) or between (EAS+HA) devices or by observer weighting of large false ILD cues
(see Section 4.1.1 for explanation) Second, despite the fact that simulated BiCI users’
ITD sensitivities were too poor for localization, they were still better than what was
observed in simulated CI+HA users. This is surprising because neither group of
simulated users has binaural access to low-frequency information. Consequently, neither
simulated BiCI nor CI+HA users should be able to make use of on-going-ITD cues when
localizing the target. However, BiCI users may have access to onset and offset ITD cues
which CI+HA users would not because of different processing times of each device.
Sensitivity to ITD, but not ILD, was predictive of the benefit derived from head
movement in reducing front/back errors. The lack of correlation between ILD sensitivity
and head movement benefit for front/back error rates is likely due to the fact that some
simulated users with good sensitivity to ILD had low front/back error rates (BiEAS and
BiCI) while some simulated users had high front/back error rates (EAS+HA and CI+HA).
Interaural time difference thresholds were positively correlated with front/back error rates
when limited head movement was available (Section 3.3.2). Together these findings
suggest that ILD cues were not being used to differentiate front from rear sound sources
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when head movement cues were available. These findings are congruent with other
studies that suggest that head movement benefit is likely derived from the ability to track
changing ITD cues (Macpherson & Kerr, 2008; Best et al., 2010). Given that ITD
sensitivity is likely correlated with front/back discrimination in head movement
conditions, it was predicted that simulated BiEAS and EAS+HA users’ front/back error
rates would be lower relative to simulated BiCI and CI+HA users. Surprisingly, only
simulated BiEAS users’ front/back error rates were low and their ITD sensitivity was
good. This is surprising because it would be expected that EAS+HA users would
perform similarly to BiEAS users given that they both have access to fine-structure ITD
cues. However, simulated EAS+HA users had neither low front/back error rates nor
good ITD sensitivity, and in fact they performed worse than the BiCI users. Possible lack
of audibility in the low-frequency signal does not explain the EAS+HA users’
performance because the low-frequency signal was audible to BiEAS users who
performed well. These findings suggest that simulated EAS+HA users may not have
been able to attend to fine-structure ITDs present in the bilateral HA signal. As no
attempt was made to balance loudness between the CI and HA components, the CI-like
component in the ear stimulated by EAS likely had greater perceptual saliency.
Consequently, the listener may be placing a greater weight on the unilateral highfrequency information which carries a large, false ILD (see Section 4.1.1) rather than the
low-frequency ITD. This would explain simulated EAS+HA users’ performance in the
controlled movement condition, in which most listeners tended to show lateral bias such
that responses were focused in the right hemifield (ipsilateral to the ear stimulated with
EAS).

4.2 Real Cochlear Implant (CI) Users’ Sound Localization
Performance
All real CI users who were good localizers benefited from unlimited head movement
when differentiating front from rear sound sources. However, limited head movement
cues actually reduced real UCI, CI+HA and BiCI users’ ability to differentiate front from
rear sources (Section 3.2). The reduction in front/back error rates with free movement
across device configurations is expected given that a listener can correct his or her head
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orientation as long as the stimulus is turned on. This is different from the limited head
movement condition because the listener has a fixed duration of time for which head
movement cues can be used to identify the target location.
Reduction in front/back error rates due to head movement in specific groups of listeners
leads to two conclusions. First, reduction in these error rates for UCI users suggests that
these listeners are able to derive head movement benefit from tracking changing
monaural level cues. Second, reduction in these error rates for BiCI users suggests that
they are able to derive head movement benefits from tracking changing ILD cues. The
reduction in front/back error rates for BiCI users with limited head movement is likely
that head movement benefits are derived from tracking changing ITD information with
head movement. However, given that BiCI users likely do not have access to ITD
information (Sections 1.5.1 and 4.1.1) they must make use of changing ILD information.
In contrast, limited head movement cues inflated front/back error rates in CI+HA users.
In one case (L037), all the listener’s responses were in the front right quadrant. This
response pattern suggests that the listener may have responded based on where the head
was when the stimulus turned on or where the ear was focused (front right quadrant)
when the stimulus turned off. In the other two cases, the listeners’ responses (L035 and
L038) fell exclusively in the right hemifield suggesting that these listeners were attuned
to the loudness of the stimulus at the right ear.
Lateral angle bias and left/right error rates were greatest for real UCI users, followed by
real CI+HA users and were least for real BiCI users regardless of head movement
condition. For both real UCI and CI+HA users, lateral bias was toward the side of the
implanted ear. Unlimited head movement cues reduced these errors for both real UCI and
CI+HA users, but limited head movement cues did not. These findings indicate that both
real UCI and CI+HA users were localizing towards the same side as their implanted ear
in both limited and no head movement conditions (Section 3.2.2). Findings suggest that
real CI+HA and UCI were unable to use changing interaural differences derived from
limited head movements to reduce lateral bias. When no head movement cues were
available, real UCI and CI+HA users had lateral bias while real BiCI users did not.
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These findings are consistent with results from other studies assessing sound localization
abilities of UCI (for review: Section 1.6.1), CI+HA (for review: section 1.6.2) and BiCI
users (for review: section 1.6.3).
Real BiCI users were best at accurately responding to target locations based on cues to
the target’s lateral angle, followed by real CI+HA users, while real UCI users were least
able to do so regardless of head movement condition. For the majority of real listeners,
head movement did not improve the listeners’ ability to differentiate between target
positions. Consistency of responses was similar across groups when no or limited head
movement cues were available. Specifically, in both head movement conditions,
responses were not consistent regardless of the real CI users’ device configuration. When
unlimited head movement was available, the consistency of responses increased but
varied across device configurations. Specifically, real BiCI users had the most consistent
responses followed by real CI+HA and UCI users. These findings suggest that limited
head movement cues did not benefit the UCI and CI+HA users. These findings also
suggest that unlimited head movement was most beneficial for BiCI users in making the
responses consistent with the target lateral angle. Previous studies have not directly
quantified this measure; however, the results are consistent with real users’ data in that
UCI users are the least accurate at localizing targets without head movement, followed by
CI+HA users, while BiCI users are the most accurate (for review: Sections 1.5.1, 1.5.2,
1.5.3 & 1.5.4).

4.3 Representing Bilateral Cochlear Implant (BiCI) and
Bimodal (CI+HA) Users’ Performance through
Simulation
For all localization measures (front/back error rates, left/right error rates, lateral angle
gain, lateral angle bias and response scatter), simulated BiCI users’ performance was
representative of the real BiCI user with the best performance across head movement
conditions. For several localization measures (front/back errors, lateral angle bias and
response scatter), simulated CI+HA users’ performance was representative of the best
performing CI+HA users’ across head movement conditions. However, the simulation
overestimated left/right error rates in 2 of 3 head movement conditions (static and
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controlled movement), and was not representative of the lateral angle gains because it
was closer to 0 than what was observed in the majority of real CI+HA users’ across head
movement conditions. Together these findings indicate that the BiCI simulation was
representative of real users performance, whereas the CI+HA simulation overestimated
left/right error rates. The CI+HA simulation may have overestimated left/right error rates
for several reasons. First, the CI+HA simulation may have overestimated left/right error
rates because no attempt was made to balance loudness between the two ears in simulated
users. Consequently, the right or ‘implanted’ ear was louder than the left or ‘aided’ ear
for simulated CI+HA users. As a result, simulated users were likely localizing based on
the acoustic information delivered to the right ear. This hypothesis is supported by the
fact that several of the normally hearing listeners tested in the CI+HA simulation
indicated that they perceived sound in one ear only (4 of 8 listeners). The second
methodological issue that might be of concern is the period of acclimatization prior to
testing in the CI+HA simulation. It is possible that the period of acclimatization prior to
testing needed to be longer for the simulated CI+HA users in order to become used to the
different signals at each ear. However, this second possible reason may not be true given
that all other measures (front/back error rate, lateral angle gain, response scatter, binaural
sensitivity and head movement) were similar between real and simulated CI+HA users.
Lastly, left/right error rates may have been overestimated in the CI+HA simulation due to
conscious processes involved in sound localization for real CI users. Given that real
CI+HA users are aware that they “hear more” in the implanted ear, they may shift their
responses away from the implanted ear. However, the normally hearing listeners were
blind to the simulation condition in which they were tested. Therefore, they might not
have applied this conscious thought process to sound localization. For example, in the
free movement condition, simulated CI+HA users may be orienting the head towards the
target location such that the ‘implanted’ ear is pointed at the target (see following
paragraph), while real CI+HA users might be more likely to orient to the target by
aligning the implanted ear either to the left or the right of the target depending on which
ear is implanted.
In addition to the derived measures for sound localization, several measures were derived
from head movement tracks measured in the free movement condition. These measures
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might also be used to determine whether or not the BiCI and CI+HA device simulations
were representative of real users’ performance. First, the direction of the initial head
movement was similar for both simulated and real BiCI users. These findings also
indicated that the BiCI users were able to identify the position of the sound source at the
onset of the stimulus because the initial head turn was in the direction of the target.
Distribution of initial head movements was similar for both simulated and real CI+HA
users These findings also indicated that they were not as good at identifying the position
of the sound source at the onset of the stimulus as BiCI users, were because the initial
direction of movement was not consistent with the direction of the target. Second, the
total amount of head movement in simulated CI+HA users, was only representative of
one of the three real users. Given that total amount of head movement was greater for
real and simulated CI+HA users than real and simulated BiCI users, these findings
suggest that BiCI users spend less time searching for the target location. Third, the
average head position of both simulated BiCI and CI+HA users was representative of
both real BiCI and CI+HA users. The patterns indicate that BiCI users tended to spend
more time orienting directly toward the target location whereas CI+HA users tended to
spend more time orienting their head such that the implanted ear was aimed in the
direction of the target. Lastly, the orientation of the head at the end of the stimulus
tended to be close to the target while CI+HA users’ head orientation tended to align the
implanted ear with the target. Note that the orientation of the head at the time the
stimulus ended was not necessarily the response location because the participant was still
able to move the head following termination of the stimulus. Across measures, these
findings indicate that simulated users’ head movements were representative of real users’
head movements in the free movement condition. These findings suggest that both real
and simulated BiCI and CI+HA users used similar methods for identifying the target
location and that the simulations were effective in representing real users’ head
movement patterns.
Brimijoin, McShefferty and Akeroyd (2010) assessed head movement patterns in both
normally and hearing-impaired listeners orienting to stimuli of 1.3-s in duration.
Brimijoin et al. (2010) assessed the complexity of head movement using several
measures (initial latency, fixation latency, peak velocity etc.) different from those of the
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present study; however, similarities between the findings of their study and the present
one suggest that hearing-impairment affects head movement behaviour. Specifically,
Brimijoin et al. (2010) found that head movements were more complex for hearing
impaired listeners such that they abruptly changed the velocity of their head movements,
and had many direction reversals. These findings suggest that hearing-impaired listeners
were frequently changing the angle of orientation in order to increase their confidence
about the location of the target location and/or to extract the most useful information
from their environment for determining the target location. In the present study, direction
reversals were also quantified to determine whether that was a meaningful descriptor of
the listener’s head movement tracks. However, both real and simulated listeners in all
configurations (i.e. real BiCI, CI+HA and UCI as well as simulated BiCI and CI+HA
users) on average had 6 or 7 direction reversals per target location. The difference
between these groups was not the number of reversals but whether these reversals were
large – covering many degrees before another change occurred – or small; thus, head
movements were quantified in terms of total head movement which was a more
meaningful measure. The frequency of direction reversals observed in the present study,
across simulated and real CI users, was consistent with what was observed in Brijimoin et
al. (2010). Although both real and simulated BiCI users’ head movement tracks were
less erratic than CI+HA users’ in the present study, their patterns were more complex
than those of the normally hearing listeners tested virtually with wideband noise whose
head movement tracks had fewer, if any, direction reversals. These findings are also
consistent with those of Brimijoin et al. (2010). Lastly, Brimijoin et al. (2010) found that
the movement latency was greater in hearing-impaired individuals than in normally
hearing listeners suggesting that hearing-impaired listeners take longer to determine in
which direction movements need to be initiated. Identification of the target location at
the onset of the stimulus is likely more difficult for hearing impaired listeners which is
consistent with the findings of the present study because CI+HA users tended to initiate
head movements in the same direction regardless of target position.
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4.4 What do Cochlear Implant (CI) Simulations tell us About
Real Users’ Performance?
The results of the present study suggest that a hierarchy exists in CI users such that sound
localization abilities are strongest in BiEAS users, followed by BiCI users with both
CI+HA and EAS+HA users being the weakest. Across head movement conditions,
simulated BiEAS users’ performance was better than simulated BiCI users. The
difference between these two groups is that simulated BiEAS users have bilateral access
to low-frequency fine-structure information in the acoustic component of the EAS-signal
(Section 1.6.5). Consequently, simulated BiEAS users are able to use on-going ITDs,
which are arguably the most salient cue for localizing wideband noise (Macpherson &
Middlebrooks, 2002), whereas simulated BiCI users are not. Therefore, simulated
BiEAS users are able to make frequent comparisons between the two ears by attending to
temporal differences in the period of the waveform, whereas simulated BiCI users are
only able to analyze the difference in level between the two ears.
Across head movement conditions, simulated BiEAS users’ performance was also better
than EAS+HA users. The same result was found when comparing simulated BiCI to
CI+HA users which is consistent with real users’ data (Seeber et al., 2004; Ching et al.,
2007). In both cases, the bilateral users have fewer differences in the spectral ranges of
the signals at each ear relative to CI+HA and EAS+HA users. Therefore, it is likely that
the different spectral ranges of the signals account for the reduced sound localization
abilities of CI+HA and EAS+HA users. These listeners may not be able to integrate the
two different signals when localizing, and may only attend to the CI component (Section
4.1.1), or they may weight high-frequency information in the CI component of the signal
more than other localization cues (EAS+HA; Section 4.1.1). As both simulated CI+HA
and EAS+HA users were equally poor performers and were the worst performers of all
simulated CI users, it is likely that the asymmetrical stimulation between the ears made it
difficult to attend to sound localization cues.
Findings from sound localization tests involving head movement suggest that BiEAS
users derive the most benefit from head movement cues. All simulated listeners’
performance improved with unlimited head movement; however, this is a completely
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different paradigm from limited head movement tests. It is expected that all listeners’
would improve with unlimited head movement throughout the duration of the stimulus
because they can use constant auditory feedback to accurately orient to the target while
the stimulus is still on. In contrast, performance in the controlled movement condition
illustrates whether or not listeners can make use of head movement cues to differentiate
front from rear sources without the ability to orient to the target while the stimulus is still
playing. Only BiEAS users derived benefits from limited head movement because only
their front/back error rates were significantly different from what was observed when no
head movement was available. Bilateral EAS users obtained as much benefit from limited
head movement as they did from free head movement; a result which was not observed in
any other device simulation condition. However, the benefits simulated BiEAS users
derived from controlled head movement may be greater than the benefits real BiEAS
users would derive in the same condition. The BiEAS simulation might overestimate
benefits because real hearing impaired listeners with moderate low-frequency loss are
impaired in head movement benefits, likely because they lack sensitivity to dynamic ITD
due to the nature of their hearing impairment (Macpherson, Cumming, & Quelch, 2012).
Future studies assessing head movement benefit in real BiEAS users are needed in order
to determine whether the findings of the present study are representative of their
performance or whether real BiEAS users’ benefits are impaired in the same was as
bilateral hearing impaired listeners with moderate low-frequency loss.
Together these findings suggest that matched bilateral stimulation predicts good
performance while mismatched bilateral stimulation predicts poor performance on tests
of sound localization. In addition, the ability to track low-frequency ITDs as the head
moves is only available to BiEAS users. Because simulated CI users’ performance was
predictive of real users’ performance (Section 3.4), one would predict that in real users,
BiEAS user’s localization performance would be better than BiCI users, while CI+HA
and EAS+HA users would have the worst performance among binaural listeners. As
simulated performance was predictive of real users’ performance for BiCI and CI+HA
users, it is likely that device limitations account for the issues that real CI users face when
localizing. Device limitations likely account for localization errors in real CI users
because the simulated users had similar errors despite having both peripheral and central
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auditory systems that were intact. In contrast, if the integrity of the peripheral and central
auditory systems account for performance on sound localization tests then real CI users’
performance would have been worse than simulated users. However, this was not the
case because both real and simulated CI users’ performance was consistent. Lastly, if the
processing used to generate the simulated device conditions degraded the signal more
than a real speech processor and if the period of acclimatization were not sufficient, it
would be expected that simulated users’ performance would be worse than real users’
performance. For all of these reasons, the device simulation was representative of real
users’ performance. Therefore, in future studies of sound localization in real CI users, it
is expected that BiEAS users would be the best performers followed by BiCI users,
CI+HA and EAS+HA users leaving UCI users as the worst performers across real CI
users.

4.5 Improvements in Cochlear Implant (CI) Devices that
might Improve Sound Localization Performance
Findings from the present study and evidence in the literature suggest that there are
several features of CI devices that limit the user’s ability to localize sound sources
accurately. All implant users (i.e. BiCI, CI+HA, UCI, BiEAS and EAS+HA users) might
gain access to spectral cues important for differentiating front from rear sources if the
typical microphone placement on the implant devices were changed. Positioning of the
microphone BTE does not capture sound that has been filtered by the pinnae; therefore,
the acoustic input for the CI does not contain important high-frequency spectral cues.
Placement of the microphone at the entrance of the external auditory canal or near its
entrance might allow for spectral cues to be captured by the microphone. However, in
some HA users, other microphone placement options are not possible, and BTE fitting is
necessary. With BTE microphone placement on HA users, it has been shown that use of
a cardioid directional microphone can improve front/back sound localization performance
(Keidser et al., 2006). Therefore, changing the microphone placement or adding a
directional microphone to the CI device might benefit the listener in terms of front/rear
discrimination.
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In addition to changing the microphone placement and/or adding directional microphone
settings, the overall bandwidth of the speech processor needs to be increased; otherwise
spectral cues would be removed when the speech processor filters the acoustic signal into
channels. Specifically, the overall bandwidth of speech processors should be increased
such that frequency information up to 12 kHz or more would be included in order to
maintain important spectral info (Hebrank & Wright, 1974; for review: Section 1.1.3).
Listeners would also benefit from increased access to spectral cues if more channels with
smaller bandwidths were present in the electric output of the speech processor (Friesen et
al., 2011; Goupell et al., 2010). Increasing the listeners’ access to spectral cues should
improve their ability to localize sound sources throughout the horizontal plane.
Interaural level difference sensitivity for all binaural listeners might be improved if
changes were made to the AGC circuitry for all device configurations. First, BiCI users’
sensitivity to ILD is reduced when AGC circuitry is inactivated (Grantham et al., 2008).
Inactivation of the AGC circuitry has been shown to improve ILD sensitivity in BiCI
users; presumably its inactivation would also be beneficial for ILD sensitivity for other
CI users. However, inactivation of this circuitry did not lead to improved localization
performance (Grantham et al., 2008) which suggests that acclimatization to the electric
input might have accounted for the improved localization performance when the AGC
circuitry was active. Therefore, activation of the AGC circuitry might improve ILD
sensitivity but does not necessarily improve localization performance in binaural
listeners. Inactivation of this circuitry might also degrade speech perception because
low-level speech would be difficult to hear and high-level speech might be too loud and
might become distorted. As a result, it is possible that improvements in ILD sensitivity
gained through inactivation of the AGC circuitry would diminish performance in other
aspects of daily life. Second, all users’ sensitivity to ILD might be improved if the AGC
circuitry were coordinated between devices. For example, CI+HA users’ sensitivity to
ILD may be reduced because of distortions in ILD cues resulting from the AGC circuitry
in the HA amplifying sounds that are low intensity at the aided ear while the AGC
circuitry in the CI neither amplifies nor compresses the same sounds. In this example,
the ILD cue would be reduced thus making it more likely that the CI+HA user would
have greater ILD-JNDs.
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Interaural level difference sensitivity might also be improved in users with matched
bilateral device stimulation if care was taken to match the place of stimulation within the
cochlea. It has been shown that BiCI users’ ILD sensitivity is best when stimulated
electrode pairs are matched for place of stimulation along the electrode array (Laback et
al., 2004; van Hoesel et al., 1993; Section 1.5.3). Therefore, ILD sensitivity might be
improved if, during surgery, placement of the electrode array was matched between ears
and if fitting involved testing to identify which electrode pairs elicited similar pitch
percepts. Bilateral fitting procedures could then attempt to optimize stimulation of pitchmatched electrodes. Listeners with mismatched bilateral stimulation might also benefit
from the same principles because sensitivity to ILD would improve. Benefits might be
gained if frequencies encoded by electrodes in the apical region of the basilar membrane
spanned the same frequencies as those in the acoustic signal of the aided ear ILD.
Lastly, ILD sensitivity might also be improved if speech processing strategies maintained
all of the filtered channels in the electric output. As speech processing strategies, like
ACE, n-of-m and SPEAK (Section 1.4.1), remove spectral channels based on their
relative amplitudes, channels containing ILD information may be removed in one or both
ears for BiCI and BiEAS users. Therefore, maintaining all channels in the electric signal
might improve sound localization by increasing ILD sensitivity and in turn improve
sound localization abilities. However, this might also degrade speech perception because
speech processing strategies like ACE (etc.) eliminate filtered channels in the electric
output in order to reduce masking of the electric signal by adjacent electrodes.
Interaural time difference sensitivity might be improved in all listeners if bilateral devices
were coordinated to optimize stimulation of the auditory nerves In the case of CI+HA
and EAS+HA users, imposing a delay on the electric signal relative to the acoustic signal
might improve ITD sensitivity. Francart, Brokx and Wouters, (2008a) sought to improve
ITD sensitivity in CI+HA users by manipulating when the electric signal stimulated the
implanted ear relative to the aided ear. They found that mean delays of 1.5-ms in the
electric signal resulted in the perception of a centered sound image in the individuals
studied. In principle, delaying the CI output in both BiEAS and EAS+HA users so that
the bilateral HAs were coordinated in time with the electric signal might also improve
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these listeners’ ITD sensitivity. Interaural time difference sensitivity might be improved
in BiCI and BiEAS users if coordinated bilateral speech processors were used. The use
of coordinated bilateral processors would reduce, if not remove, the activation delay
between the two ears (van Hoesel et al. 2002). Coordinated bilateral processors would
also ensure that the jitter in the pulse rates between ears would be the same (van Hoesel
et al. 2002). Lastly, speech processing strategies that maintain all of the filtered channels
in the electric output might improve ITD sensitivity for the same reasons as described
above. Therefore, maintaining all the channels in the electric signal might improve sound
localization by increasing ITD sensitivity and in turn improve sound localization abilities.
If effective, these changes might also benefit real CI users’ in their ability to understand
speech perception in noise if maintaining all the information did not degrade speech
perception (see previous paragraph).

4.6 Future Research
Future work might address simulation conditions that assess differences between the
simulated and real users’ assessed in the present study. Future work might also assess
simulation conditions that would provide additional support for why listeners in some
device simulations performed better than in others. First, lateral biases observed in both
simulated CI+HA and EAS+HA users’ might be explained either by masking of the
‘acoustic’ information by the implant-stimulation or by the false large ILD imposed on
the listener by the implant simulation. Future simulations might attempt to use loudness
balancing between the HA(s) and the CI. Simulations using loudness balancing might
result in less lateral bias because the perceptual dominance of the CI-component would
be reduced. Second, a comparison between the performance of simulated BiEAS and
simulated bilateral HA (BiHA) users would be informative. A comparison between these
two groups would provide additional support for the hypothesis that BiEAS users derive
head movement benefit because of their access to low-frequency information.
Future studies might also assess real EAS+HA and BiEAS users’ performance on the
tests used in the present study. A comparison between the results of the suggested and
present studies would determine whether or not the BiEAS and EAS+HA device
simulations are representative of real users’ performance. In addition, these studies
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would be informative because no studies have assessed real BiEAS and EAS+HA users’
performance on sound localization tests either with or without head movement.
Listeners with different CI device configurations likely face limitations unique to their
individual fitting. Therefore, future studies might assess BiCI, CI+HA, BiEAS and
EAS+HA users’ performance on tests of sound localization, speech and music
perception, and sound quality ratings to determine which device configuration(s)
provides the best outcomes either within or across test types.
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Appendix B. Summary of Studies Assessing Sound Localization in UCI Users
Study
Buhagiar,
Lutman, Brinton
& Eyles (2004)

Subjects
18 individuals who
had been
implanted at least 1
year prior and were
hearing impaired
for less than 10
years prior to the
implant surgery.
Participants were
required to have
implant-aided
thresholds of 35-45
dB HL in sound
field (warble tones
used).

Methods
Stimuli: several
speech tokens
presented with and
without simulated
reverberation; pink
noise pulse train
(150-ms with 50-ms
interpulse interval);
transient noise (10
ms); four 1 kHz
tone bursts of 500ms duration with
500-ms interpulse
intervals
Presentation level:
60 ± 5 dB SPL for
all stimuli; pink
noise stimulus was
also presented at 70
± 5 dB SPL
Speaker
configuration: 11
loudspeakers
located in the
frontal horizontal
plane and spaced
every 18o; 4
additional
loudspeakers
located in the
corners of the
chamber to simulate
reverberation

Nava, Bottari,
Bondioloi,
Beltrame &
Pavani (2009)

10 prelingually
deafened adults
and 4 postlingually
deafened adults.
All implanted with
a single device
either Med-El,
Nucleus or
Clarion.

Outcome measures:
Mean absolute
average error in
degrees
Stimuli:
320-ms in duration
consisting of four
20-ms noise-bursts
with 80-ms
interpulse intervals
Presentation level:
70 ± 4 dB
Speaker
configuration:
8 loudspeakers;

Results
Performance was
variable across
subjects and
stimuli used
although the
majority of
responses fit
within the 57-61o
range for mean
absolute error; this
is below chance
performance
(chance
performance is
roughly equal to
65o)

Comments
No other
demographic
information
available and no
information as to
which devices
were worn by these
listeners
Tests were run
both with the head
held fixed and with
free head
movement.

Localization
accuracy was
significantly better
for speakers in the
0 to ± 36o range
than for speakers
in the ±54 to ±90o
range.
Localization of
speakers
ipsilateral to the
implant was
significantly better
than localization
of speakers
contralateral to the
implant without
head movement.

Postlingually
deafened adults
performed at
better than chance
levels (absolute
mean error: 45 to
64o).
Performance of
prelingually
deafened adults
was mixed as
some performed

Participants were
blinded to the
physical location
of the speakers
BUT were asked to
select the speaker
location based on a
diagram of
possible speaker
locations.
No head
movements were
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speaker pairs were
placed at ± 30, ± 60,
±120 and ±150o
Outcome measures:
mean absolute error
Dunn, Tyler,
Oakley, Gantz &
Noble, (2008)

33 BiCI users
implanted
simultaneously and
40 UCI users.
Participants were
implanted with
either the Ineraid
device (2), Clarion
devices (33) or
Nucleus devices
(38)

Stimuli: everyday
sounds
Presentation level:
70 dB (C)
Speaker
configuration:
8 speakers
Outcome measures:
Average RMS error
in degrees

below chance
(5/10) and others
performed at
better than chance
levels (5/10;
absolute mean
error: 68 to 79o)
BiCI users (RMS
errors: ~20o)
performed
significantly better
than UCI users
(RMR error: ~45o)
users

allowed

Not all participants
participated in all
tests.
BiCI users were
matched with UCI
users on age at
implantation (± 1
year), duration of
profound deafness
(< 1 year for
localization tests).
No attempt was
made to match
participants based
on duration
FOLLOWING
implantation.
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Appendix C. Summary of Studies Assessing Sound Localization in CI+HA Users
Study

Subjects

Methods/Outcome Results
Measures

Comments

Tyler, Parkinson,
Wilson, Witt,
Preece & Noble
(2002)

3 postlingually
deafened adults

Stimulus:
4 bursts of speech
noise with pulse
duration of 200-ms and
interpulse interval of
200-ms (overall length:
1.4-s)

Performance
improved with
binaural
stimulation for all
participants (i.e.
monaural
performance
usually around
chance and
binaural
performance
above 70%
correct in all
cases)

Sample was from
a group of 87
patients that were
asked whether
they currently
wore an H.A.
opposite to their
C.I.

Significant
improvement in
performance in
the CI+HA
configuration as
compared to use
of either device
alone.

Some participants
had been wearing
both devices
together for a long
period of time;
others were fitted
with a HA for the
purposes of
testing

Presentation level:
73, 77 and 83 dB SPL
Speaker configuration:
2 speakers positioned
at ±45o

Ching, Incerti &
Hill (2004)

21 postlingually
deafened adults

Outcome measures:
Percent correct
Stimulus:
0.83-s pulsed pink
noise
Presentation level:
70 dB SPL (±3 dB
SPL)
Speaker configuration:
11 loudspeakers spaced
every 18o along the
frontal horizontal plane
(180o arc)

N.B. acclimation
period of 1 week
was performed
prior to testing in
each configuration

Outcome measures:
RMS error

Seeber, Baumann
& Fastl (2004)

11 postlingually
deafened adults
All but 1 using
the COMBI 40+
unilaterally;
remaining 1 using
the CI24M
All using Phonak
PZ A 4
unilaterally

Testing
Configurations: H.A.
alone, C.I. alone,
CI+HA
Stimulus:
5 pulses of Gaussian
white noise with pulse
lengths of 20-ms and
interpulse intervals of
20-ms; 3-ms rise/fall
times
Presentation level:
level randomly varied
in 3 dB steps between
64-76 dB SPL
Speaker configuration:

All participants
had been using
their C.I. for at
least 5 years

Different
localization
patterns observed:
1) Strong
localization
performance
bimodally (1/11
subjects)
2) Some ability to
discriminate
hemifields

*greater deviation
from the mean in
this with CI+HA
than with either
device alone
Short acclimation
period in some
cases: min. of 6mos experience
with the C.I.
Fitting for CI+HA
configuration took
place 2-6 weeks
prior to testing
*insufficient
period of
acclimation?
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11 speakers placed
every 10o along the
frontal horizontal plane
(100o arc)
Outcome measure:
absolute error
Testing configurations:
HA alone, CI alone,
CI+HA
Potts, Skinner,
Litovsky, Strube
& Kuk (2009)

19 postlingually
deafened adults
All using the
Nucleus 24
unilaterally

Stimulus: CNC words
Presentation level:
60 dB SPL (± 3dB
SPL)
Speaker configuration:
15 speakers placed
every 10o along the
frontal horizontal plane
(140o arc)
Outcome measures:
RMS error
Testing
Configurations: C.I.
alone, H.A. alone,
C.I.+H.A.

bimodally (4/11
subjects)
3) Improved
performance
bimodally relative
to unilateral
performance (2/11
subjects)
4) No ability to
localize (4/11
subjects)
Significant
improvement in
performance for
the CI+HA
configuration over
either
configuration
alone (CI+HA =
39 ± 22o RMS
error; HA = 61.4
± 25.8o RMS
error; CI = 53.8 ±
25.15o RMS
error)

Short acclimation
period in some
cases (i.e. use of
CI for a min. of 4mos)
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Appendix D. Summary of Studies Assessing Sound Localization in BiCI Users
Study
Van Hoesel &
Tyler (2003)

Subjects
5 individuals using
CI-24M with
bilateral sound
processors using
ESPRIT or Sprint
*experimental
speech processor
(Peak Derived
Timing) also
tested

Methods
Stimulus:
170-ms of pulsed
pink-noise (4 pulses)
with inter-stimulus
intervals of 50-ms
and onset/offset
ramps of 10-ms
Presentation level:
65 dB SPL (±4 dB
SPL)
Speaker
Configuration:
8 loudspeakers
spaced every 15.5o
(108o arc)

Nopp, Schleich &
D’Haese (2004)

20 deafened adults
All using MEDEL COMBI 40/40
with CIS+
processing
strategy

Outcome Measures:
Mean percent
correct, RMS error
Stimulus:
speech-shaped noise,
1-s long with 100msec rise/fall times
Presentation level:
60, 70 or 80 dB SPL
Speaker
configuration:
9 speakers spaced
every 22.5o along
the frontal horizontal
plane (180o arc)

Ricketts,
Grantham,
D’Haese,
Edwards & Barco
(2006)

7 postlingually
deafened adults
All using the MedEl C40+

Outcome measures:
d, db, b, s, RMS
error
Stimulus:
Wideband noise
(200-ms) filtered
between 0.1-4kHz
Presentation level:
70 dB (± 5 dB)
Speaker
configuration:
43 speakers
positioned every
4.18o along the

Results
Improved
performance when
stimulated
bilaterally with
both processors
(on avg. 10o)
Bias for speakers
on or near the
midline when
stimulated
bilaterally

Comments
Testing with PDT
processor:
1. ILD may be
affected as there is
no AGC in this
processing system
2. ITD may be
well preserved as
the PDT (Peak
derived timing)
program is meant
to preserve finestructure

No significant
improvement
using the PDT
speech processor

Improved
performance when
stimulated
bilaterally (on avg.
30o)

Compressive
maplaw used (1:3
ratio) might
reduce ILD
information

Bias for speakers
on or near the
midline when
stimulated
bilaterally

Improved
performance when
AGC was turned
off (RMS error =
24.8o) vs. when
the AGC was
turned on (RMS
error = 29.2o)

Assessed at 14mos or greater
following
implantation
Only 9 of the
speakers were
used for sound
presentation
(spaced by 20o)
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frontal horizontal
plane (160o arc)

Ching, van
Wanrooy &
Dillon (2007)

2 postlingually
deafened adults
both using the
Nucleus 24
implant bilaterally

Outcome measures:
RMS error
Stimulus:
0.83-s train of
pulsed-pink noise (4
pulses) with 50-ms
interpulse interval
and 10-ms rise/fall
times
Presentation level:
70 dB SPL (± 3 dB
SPL)

Improved
performance with
bilateral
implantation
relative to bimodal
configuration (on
avg.
approximately
20o) improvement

Crossover trial
was performed so
data is available
for both subjects
in the bimodal
configuration as
well

Localization of
speech signal:
Significant
improve in overall
RMS error when
using both devices
as opposed to 1
(30o vs. 69o)

Compressive
maplaw used (1:3)
might reduce ILD
information.

Speaker
Configuration:
11 speakers spaced
every 18o along the
frontal horizontal
plane (198o arc)

Grantham,
Ashmead,
Ricketts, Labadie
& Haynes (2007)

22 postlingually
deafened adults
All using a MedEl C40+ with
CIS+ processing
strategy

Outcome measures:
degrees of
separation between
the source and
response, RMS error
Stimulus:
white-noise bursts of
various bandwidths,
200-ms with 10-ms
cos2 rise/fall times;
speech sample, 200ms
Presentation level:
70 dB SPL (± 5 dB
SPL)
Speaker
configuration:
43 loudspeakers
positioned every
4.18o along the
frontal horizontal
plane (180o arc)

Laske, Vergauth,

28 bilaterally

Outcome measures:
Overall RMS error
across speakers (D),
Overall bias (Ē),
adjusted constant
error (Ĉ)
Stimulus:

Localization of
white noise:
significant
improvement in
overall RMS error
when using both
devices as opposed
to one (30o vs.
76o)

Mean deviation of

Only 17 of the 43
speakers were
used for sound
presentation.
Both stimuli
contained spectral
information
between 0.1-4
kHz.
Tested at ~5- and
~15-mos postactivation

Adults were
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Dillier, Binker,
Holzmann &
Huber (2009)

implanted adults

Litovsky,
Parkinson &
Arcaroli (2009)

17 postlingually
deafened adults

All using a
Nucleus device

All using a
Nucleus 24
Contour

Broadband noise
(500-ms duration)
Presentation level:
65 dB SPL
Speaker
configuration:
12 loudspeakers
positioned every 30o
in the frontal
horizontal
plane(360o arc)
Outcome measure:
Degrees of deviation
from the source
Stimuli:
4 pink noise bursts
(170-ms with 10 ms
rise/fall times) with
interstimulus
intervals of 50-msec
Presentation level:
60 dB SPL (± 6 dB
SPL)
Speaker
configuration:
8 loudspeakers
positioned every 20o
in the frontal
horizontal plane
(140o arc)
Outcome measure:
Average RMS error

57o from the actual
sound source

considered to be
16+ years of age

Bilateral
stimulation: avg.
RMS error = 28.4
± 12.5o

Tested at 3-mos
post activation

Right ear
stimulated:
Avg. RMS error =
56.6 ± 15.4o
Left ear
stimulated:
Avg. RMS error =
60.4 ± 14.9o

Improvement in
14 of 17 listeners
when stimulated
bilaterally
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Appendix E. Summary of Studies Assessing Binaural Sensitivity in BiCI Users
Study
van Hoesel, Tong,
Hollow & Clarke
(1993)

Subjects
1 individual using
a binaural speech
processor (CI-2
implant in the left
ear; CI-1 implant
in the right ear)

Methods
Stimulus delivery:
via computer
control of placematched electrodes
Stimuli:
pulse trains with
varying interaural
amplitude ratios
and interaural time
delays
Outcome measure:
perceived
lateralness

van Hoesel,
Ramsden &
O’Driscoll (2002)

Long, Eddington,
Coburn &
Rabinowitz (2003)

Laback, Pok,
Baumgartner,
Deutsch & Schmid
(2004)

1 postlingually
deafened adult
implanted
bilaterally with
CI-24 M devices
(SPEAK
processor)

1 postlingually
deafened adult
with the Ineraid in
one ear and a
Clarion in the
other ear

2 postlingually
deafened
individuals; 1
adult, 1 adolescent

Stimulus delivery:
via computer
control of place
matched electrodes
Stimuli:
modulated and
unmodulated pulse
trains varied in
interaural time
delays
Outcome Measures:
ITD-JND set at
70% correct
Stimulus delivery:
via computer
control of place
matched electrodes
Stimulus:
biphasic pulses with
repetition rates of
100 and 813 pps;
adjustments made
to the interaural
level ratio and
interaural time
delays
Outcome Measures:
ITD and ILD
lateralization
Stimulus delivery:
Presented directly
to the device via
DAI

Results
Perceived
lateralness was
greatly affected by
varying the
amplitude ratio and
marginally
affected by varying
interaural time
delays

Comments

Presentation to
pitch-matched
electrodes was
more likely to
result in fused
percepts
Poor sensitivity to
interaural time
difference at 500
pps; Improved
sensitivity at 100
and 200 pps for
unmodulated
trains.
Performance was
improved for
unmodulated pulse
trains relative to
modulated pulse
trains.
Lateralization
based on ILD was
affected similarly
across all electrode
pairs.
Lateralization
based on ITD was
affected differently
depending on the
electrode pair
stimulated;
therefore, pitchmatching affects
ITD perception.

ILD-JND tended to
be higher for
stimuli presented
to electrodes that

Results are likely
not representative
of all cases
because:
Subject received
the second implant
after 28 years
without any
stimulation and
with the hope that
the new
technology would
result in greater
benefit as the first
device provided
minimal benefit.

DAI may affect
ILD perception as
it bypasses the
AGC
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All using the MedEl C40+ or C40

Senn, Kompis,
Vischer & Hauser
(2005)

5 postlingually
deafened adults
(3) and
adolescents (2)
All using Med-El
C40+ bilaterally

Stimulus:
1. Click trains (20,
50 and 100 pps)
2. Noise bursts
(filtered between
0.15-1700 Hz)
3. Speech token
Outcome measures:
JND of ILD and
ITD
(determined as
79.4% correct)
Minimum Audible
Angle:
referent and
angularly displaced
stimulus were
presented, subject
determined
direction of
displacement
Interaural
discrimination
tests:
White-noise bursts
and click trains
were sent via DAI
by a computer; in
these stimuli
intensity, time, finestructure ITD and
envelope JND were
tested

Grantham,
Ashmead,
Ricketts, Haynes
& Labadie (2008)

11 postlingually
deafened adults
All using the MedEl C40+

Outcome measures:
MAA, ITD-JND,
ILD-JND, finestructure time JND,
envelope time, JND
Stimulus delivery:
Through
circumaural
headphones placed
over the external
components of the
C.I.
Stimuli:
Gaussian noise
bursts (200 ms with
10 ms rise/fall
times) filtered
between 0.1-4 kHz
Testing conditions:

were not pitchmatched
(responses ranged
from 1-5.2 dB)
ITD-JND were
lowest for click
trains
Suggests that
lateralization was
performed based
on ILD
ILD-JND was 1
dB on average
ITD- JND had a lot
of interindividual
variability and was
improved for click
train stimuli over
white noise bursts
(JND = avg. 125µs
vs. JND = avg. 750
µs)

DAI may affect
ILD perception as
it bypasses the
AGC

Envelope
ITD-JND was
improved relative
to fine-structure
ITD-JND (some
individuals < 1600
µs vs. all
individuals > 1600
µs)

ILD thresholds
were better with
the compression
off (1.9 dB) as
opposed to on (3.8
dB)
ITD thresholds
were poor all
subjects (400µs to
>5000µs)

Also performed a
correlation with
localization
abilities of these
listeners
Assessed at 15mos following
implantation
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AGC on and AGC
off in for ILD
assessment

van Hoesel, Jones
& Litovsky (2009)

6 postlingually
deafened adults
All using the
Nucleus 24 device
bilaterally

Outcome measures:
ILD and ITD
thresholds
Stimulus delivery:
directly to pitchmatched electrodes
via a computer
Stimuli:
umodulated signals
(100, 300, 600 &
1000 pps)
Modulated pulses
with a carrier of
6000 pps
(modulation rates
of 100, 300, 600 &
1000 pps;
modulation depth of
~6.8 dB)
Outcome measures:
ITD difference

Lateralization of
unmodulated tones
was better than
lateralization of
modulated tones
Strong effect of
pulse rate such that
lateralization was
improved for lower
pulse rates

Subjects were
selected based on
pre-screening for
good ITD
sensitivity at a low
pulse rate (100
pps)
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Appendix F. Summary of Studies Assessing Binaural Sensitivity in CI+HA Users
Study

Subjects

Methods/Outcome Results
Measures

Comments

Francart, Brokx
& Wouters
(2008a)

6 postlingually
deafened adults

Stimulus delivery:
electric signal was
presented directly to
the electrodes via
computer; acoustic
signal was presented
via a ERA 3A insert
phone

Participants were
trained at the
beginning of every
test sessions
because “it
seemed that they
did not have a
frame of reference
for ITD cues and
had to be
‘recalibrated’
every test session”
(p. 136)

4 participants
using CI+HA
daily for a
minimum of 3
years; 2
participants using
CI+HA daily for a
minimum of 5mos
*neither of their
own devices were
used during
testing

Francart, Brokx
& Wouters
(2008b)

10 postlingually
deafened adults
*neither of their
own devices were
used during
testing

Stimuli: electric signal
was a pulse train of
100pps; acoustic signal
was a filtered click
train

6 normal hearing
listeners

Findings are
similar to
sensitivities
observed in
normal hearing
listeners for
envelope ITD of a
similar rate
modulator
(Bernstein &
Trahotis, 2002)

Outcome measure:
ITD-JND set at half the
difference between the
25 and 75% correct
points

Stimulus delivery:
electric signal was
presented directly to
electrodes via
computer; acoustic
signal was presented
over an ERA 3A insert
phone
Stimuli:
electric signal was 0.5s biphasic pulse train at
900 pps with 25-µs
phase width and 8-µs
interphase gap;
Acoustic signals were
0.5-s long sinusoids
with 50-ms rise/fall
times

Francart, Van
den Bogaert,
Moonen &
Wouters (2009)

ITD-JNDs ranged
from 100-350µs

Outcome measure:
ILD-JND
Stimuli:
Simulation of electric
signal was performed
using an eight-channel

Pitch-matching
did affect ILD
sensitivity such
that when pitch
matching between
the electric and
acoustic signal
was not possible a
single percept
was not achieved
Mean ILD-JND
was 1.7 dB and 3
dB for pitchmatched and nonpitch-matched
stimuli
respectively

When the ILD
Algorithm was
applied to the
signal localization

Simulation of
CI+HA
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noise band vocoder
(main energy between
0.5-3kHz); for both the
electric and acoustic
simulated signals a
noise and a telephone
ringing were filtered to
generate the stimuli

abilities were
improved for both
stimuli

ILD Algorithm:
an algorithm was used
to boost the level of the
signal in the ‘acoustic
signal’ in order to
compensate for the
differential effects of
head-shadow on each
of the devices

Francart, Lensen
& Wouters
(2011)

4 postlingually
deafened adults
*neither of their
own devices were
used during
testing

Outcome measure:
RMS error
Stimulus delivery:
electric signal was
presented directly to
electrodes via
computer; acoustic
signal was presented
over an ERA 3A insert
phone
Stimuli: electric signal
was 1-s long biphasic
pulse train with 25-µs
phase width and 8-µs
interphase gap;
Acoustic signals were a
transposed stimulus
and a filtered click
train
Outcome measure:
ITD-JND

Sensitivity to ITD
was not
significantly
affected by place
of stimulation
Sensitivity to ITD
plateaud for
stimuli with a
modulation
frequency of 150200 Hz
Findings suggest
that channel
interaction is not
interfering with
ITD sensitivity
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